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T:iis dissertation is a :::rt;idy oJ:

G6l"'I>:B.4l

interests in

1.1::..nist1.. y archivec, which were

capture& and microfilmed before their return to Germany, and on

1.:1:'10 study begins v1ith tl-_0 G61'%an participation in

the

npoacu::.1.:i.l cra;::;ad.0 :i which bogz:.n. after the opening of Syria and
Pal0s"'.:;"'ne to Weste1...n penetl"'atio:-.1. in the 1840' s.

o:r tho

giveti ·;;c ·~he fo:c-ru.ation
coloniz0 the Ecly Land.

special attention

i:ce:.:ple Society whose aim it \11..-as to

The fac-'..:; that; German religious, educationa

and philanthropic institution-:: 1 as well as colonies, were
established-in Palestine even before the founding of the German

Empire in 1871, had important later consequences.
The presence of a relatively large number of German nationals
in the Roly Land, for instance, forced Chancellor von Bismarck to
pay much greater attention to events in Palestine than he would
have otherwise done.

Furthermore, the fact that German settlements

were flourishing in Palestine, at the very time the colonial
agitation of the 1880•s began in Germany, gained the enterprise

support from various colonial interestsi,.
~

Palestine !raised fears and suspicions

Governmeu-l;;s•s political intentions.

Germany• s position in

in Europe
:

over the German

At, no time were these suspicio

greater than during Emperor William II'S journey to the East in

1898.

Although all spoculations

~hat

Gernany intended to

dominate Palestine proved ba.i3eless.? the visi-'c

or

the Emperm.'"'

further stimulated the groYrth oi: i:Deutschtumn in the Holy Land.
'I•he Gernan For0ign Ministl"'y

i~.1.

the e1"'a of nweltpolitik 11 wac,

hov.revel"', careful not to sacrifice G-e1"manyr s growing political a:n.O.
econor.1ic ties with TU.rkey r:ie1"eJ_"1' ·'.;o gain advantages in Palestine ..

such considerations were mos·::; ... -:.:;~."'.:. .... t0ntly followed by the Foreign

Ji.Iinistry in it:.::: dealings with th0 Zionist :movement.
The ·Gei,..man involvement in Palestine generally received much

ccv01"'age in the German press.

For those interested in co:mprehensiv

repcrts there w0re several German journals that were exclusively
de;.roted to the Holy Land.

Moreover, items concerning the German

colonies in palestine were often featured in the colonial papers.

How far Germany would have gone to protect her interests in
Palestine can not aefinitely be stated since no severe
crisis involving these interests arose.

internation~

But even if it is assumed

that the German Government would not have fought to maintain its
position in Palestine before 1914, this land clearly commanded
much greater attention in Germany than historians have hitherto
indicated.
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INTRODUCTION
This study demonstrates how Palestine 1 from the time it
was opened to Western penetration in the middle of the nineteenth
century, attracted attention in Germany.

The material presented

deals not only with Germany's official policy, it also concerns
the interests of German Protestants, Catholics, and Jews in the
Foly Land.

German involvement in the affairs of Palestine was

reflected in books, pamphlets, and journals as well as in direct
action, both official and unofficial.
The importance of Palestine to Germany, as well as to
other r.ations, has been relatively much greater than either the
size of that land or its natural resources warranted.

The reason

for this to a large extent lay in the fact that Palestine was a
spiritual center and a holy land to rival religions championed by
contending powers.

However, more than religion was involved.

Located in the Near East - an area of great strategic signif icance2- Palestine formed the land bridge that connected Asia with
1until the defeat of the Ottoman Empire in 1918 there
was no geopolitical entity called Palestine. The term Palestine
was first used by the Romans in the second century A.D. It
rbf erred to the southern portion of the Roman province of Syria.
"Palestine" for many centuries remained in popular use as a general term connoting a region that extended from the Mediterranean
on the west to the Arabian desert on the east, and from the
Litani river in the north to the Gaza valley in the south. See
"Palestine," Encyclopedia Britanica, 14th ed., vol. XVll.

2The strategic significance of the Near East is best explained by what Ernst Jackh, one of the most insistent pre-war
advocates of a German Turkish orientation, has termed its "three
i

Africa and Mesopotamia with the Mediterranean Sea.
The significance of the Near East, in modern times, increased following Napoleon's campaigns in Egypt and Palestine in
1798-1799.

Ideas regarding the possible German colonization and

domination of this region were first voiced in the 1840•s and
were

repeat~d

in the 1880•s.

Although Palestine became the only

land in the Near East in which German colonists really settled,

Germany's economic, cultural, and political positions in the
Turkish Empire beginning in the late 1880's were constantly
strengthened.
The activities of the Great Powers in Palestine, as manifested by the recent publications of professors A. L. Tibawi,
and Derek Hopwood, have only lately become of interest to historians. 3

No study concerning German activities in Palestine

has yet been made.

The works of Fritz Fischer, Ulrich Trumpner,

and of the Marxist historians Wilhelm Gotlieb and Lothar Rath-

mann have almost exclusively been devoted to the Era of the
First World War.

4

These studies as well as those concerned with

continental and three oceanic status." Not only do Europe, Asia
and Africa merge there, but the Vediterranean Sea, along whose
shores this phenomenon occurs, opens and locks the exit to three
oceans. See Ernst Jackh, Background of the t"Iiddle East (Ithaca,
Hew York: Cornell University Press, 1952)'";"' p. 12.
3
A. L. Tibawi 1 s works are: British Interests in Pales~' 1800-1901. A Stu<ly of Religious and Educational°'£nterprise.--rAber.deen: Oxford University Press, 1961), and American
Interests in Svria, 1800-1901. (Aberdeen: Oxford University
Press, 196b}'. Also see-oerek' Hopwood, The Russian Presence in
Syria and Palestine, 1843-1914. (Oxforcr:- Clarendon Press, T969).
4 see Fritz Fischer, Griff nach der Weltmacht (Dusseldorf:
Droste Verlag, 1961), and Krieg Derr:TlUSTonen (Dilsseldorf:
Droste Verlag, 1969). Ulrich Trumpner, Ger;;1an"l. ~ the Ottoman
Empire, 1914-1918 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, l9b8).
Wolfram Gottlieb, Studies ,!!:. Secret Diplomacy during ~ First
ii

the Berlin Bagdad Railway

5

made little reference, if any, to the

subject here under consideration.

The fact that there were Ger-

man societies specifically concerned with Palestine and German
colonists living in that land has for some reason not received
the attention of historians.

Likewise the German diplomatic

relations with the Zionist movement prior to 1914 have failed
to attract due attention.
Some of the source material used in this study,

es~

pecially the periodical literature, has always been available.
On the other hand the documents of the German Foreign Ministry

used here 6 have become available only in recent years.

The

availability of these official documents not only makes the
story more complete, but they also give a clear expression to
the extent to which various German officials, including some of
the Chancellors and the Emperors, had Palestine on their mind.
World War (London: G. Allen and Unwin, 1957). Lothar Rathmann,
Stossrkhtung; i·~ahost, 1914-1918: Znr Ex ansions-PolitU:: des
deutschen Irnperiaiismus ,!m ersten weltkrie,g Berlin: Rutten&
Loening, 1963).
5For the latest study of the Berlin Bagdad Railway see
Lothar Rathmann, Berlin Bagdad (Berlin: Dietz Verlag, 1962).
The best accounts aroong the older works continue to be those of
Edward Head Earle, Turkey, ~ Great Powers and ~ Bagdad
Railway (New York: The 1•1acmillan Company, 1935), and John
Wolf, ~Diplomatic History of the Bagdad Railway (Columbia:
The University of .Missouri, 1936).
6 the GerTian documents used for this study are from the
collection of the German Forei,P-.,D Ministry Archives, illZ.-!.21Q..
(Hicrofilm Collections). This collection of records will henceforth be cited as !::.:....!::.· ("Auswartiges Amt.')

iii

CBAPT.EJ.-<. 1

GERMANY AND PALESTINE BEFORE 1871
Early Relations
The first German contacts with Palestine were religious)
The earliest German visitor to the Holy Land was Willibald,
Bishop of Eichstadt, who made his pilgrimage in the early eighth
century.
by others.

This pilgrimage, however, was not immediately followed
The growth of .Moslem power in and around the Medi-

terranean Sea temporarily halted similar ventures until the
tenth century.

Among the more prominent Germans who came to

Palestine in that century were Hilda, Countess of Swabia, and
Judith, Dutchess of Bavaria.

In spite of the fact that these

early pilgrimages were usually not undertaken out of curiosity
and a spirit of adventurism, many of the returning pilgrims
wrote full and vivid accounts of their journey.

Such accounts,

1The subject of German pilgrimages to Palestine was
carefully researched in Germany during the nineteenth century.
One of the earliest bibl.iographies published on ths subject was
Titus Tobler's BibliograTJhia geograohia Palestinae. ?:unachst
kritische Uebersicht .~edructcter und µngedruc1:ter beschreibungen
~ reisen in Heiligen ~ (Leipzig:
S. Hirzl, 1867). rhe
most authoratative work on German pilgrimages to Palestine W3S
the study of Reinhold Rbhricht and Heinrich Meisner, Deutsche
Pilgerreisen !1§.£h dem Heiligen Lande (Berlin: ~..Jeidmann Verlag,
1880). A shorter edition of this work was published by Reinhold
Rohricht in 1900. The names of German pilgrims listed in this
work alone covered over 200 pages. ~ Heilir;e ~ in its
first issue oublished in 1857 declared that one of its purposes
was to publish historic items of interest that concerned pilgrimages. Likewise Die Zeitschrift des Deutchen Palastina
Vereins in its first publication in ld78 made it known that it
was soliciting articles on the subject.

1

2
once they were transcribed and made public, effectively stimulated interest in the Holy Land.

Consequently, beginning in the

ele,venth century individual

pilgrima~es began

by larr,e pilgrim caravans.

The gr1-·& test Ger:n.qn enterprise of

to be suppler.1ented

this ~·:ind was or3.:tniz0d in the autu1:111 of the y0ar 1064.
participants, nu;nbering at least seven

t~l.ousand,

The

were led by

ii.rchbishop Sigfried of Hainz, Bishop Gunther of Bamberg, Bishop
·.;illia•:·t of Utrecht and Otto of n.atisbon.
A new relationship between Ger:Jany and Pales tine, one
that did not

re<~'!ain

exclusively religious in charrtcter, was

ineusurated during the Era of the Crusades.

A;:r.ong the most

if,\)Ortant Ger1;·1an participants in the various crusades were r<'.ing
Conre.d III, Ernperor Frederick Barbarossa, his son Le.~·:cy VI ar:1d
~-Lis
n·~ent

successor I::!nperor Frederick II.

Germany 1 s political involve-

in Palestine, during this·period, reached its lH:-ight when

llii,peror Frederick II, as King of Jerusalem, entered the holy
city on

;~arch

17, 1233.

~=o·wever,

alreecdy by the end of that

century no Ser.!:e.ns were left in Falestine.

;.. ere, the last iTn-

port,.Jnt ·'.::hristian stronghold in the Eoly Land, fell to the 1<os-

le:ns in 1291.

A··;:ong its defenders were the Teutonic Ynights. 2

TI1is Ger<·:.:i.n Cn1er, having failed to secure its position in Palestine, consequently diverted its energies to create a '':ier!::an

2
The Teutonic Knie;llts were 01~ganized from among German
kni2,hts ,.;ho hc.\d c.xrived in Palestine in 1197 and chose not to
return to Geri:1E111y. Tii.ey were incorporated in 1198 and received
reco::;nition fror:i the Pope as a i:ilitc<.ry Crder. The Crder soon
received many gifts in· Germ:::my and began to ac.:-;_uire castle-s L'1
Syria and Palestine. A:uong its 1Eost Lt1porta:1t poss·~'.ssions was
the castle of :·onfort which clo:ninated tbe city of Acre. The
castle while under ·3erJPan dOlt)ination was n.:1;1,ed Starl:enberg.

3

colonial empire on the shores of the Baltic.
Even though pilgrimages from Germany to Palestine were
resumed within ten years of the fall of Acre, all Gerrri.an attempts,
before the nineteenth century, to establish any meaningful political or economic relations with the East failed.

The first

serious attempt to establish conu-nercial relations with the Near
East was undertaken by the Augsburg house of Nanlich in 1526.
Although the enterprise at the height of its operations had as
many as seven ships in the Viediterranean, its success was short
lived.

A later attempt, which saw the establishment of the

"Levantinische Compagnie 11 by Philip Clement, with the blessing
of King Frederick the Great, was even less successful.

.Among

the most important conr.nercial and political concessions gained
by any German state in the Near East before the nineteenth century was the Treaty of Friendship and Commerce of March 23, 1761
by which Prussia obtained capitulatory privileges in the Otto3
man Empire.
The inherent benefits of this treaty for Prussia,
however, became apparent only in the second half of the nineteenth century.
The German "Rediscovery" of the Hear East
The internal disintegration of the Ottoman Empire and
the parallel ascendency of Prussia in the nineteenth century
tended to awake renewed interest in Germany for the affairs of
the 1':ear East.
Only Prussia of all the Great Powers of Europe had at
3The treaty was patterned after the famous French capitulation Treaty of February, 1535. It was reconfirmed on Harch 20,
1862.

4

the beginning of the nineteenth century no economic or political
interests in the domains of the Sultan.

Thus it was not sur-

prising that the Prussian Ambassador in Constantinople immediately after the battle of Navarine in 1827 was accorded a privileged diplomatic position over his European colleagues.

The

outbreak of the Russo-Turkish war in 1828 accorded Prussia her
first opportunity to take advantage of this privileged position.
Hoping to mediate the dispute, General Friedrich von Muffling,
the Prussian Chief of Staff, arrived in Constantinople on August
4, 1829.

His efforts to persuade Sultan Mahmud II (1808-1839)

to enter into negotiations with the Russians proved successful
and resulted in the signing of the Treaty of Adrianople.

Con-

sequen tly, before he returned to Prussia, General M·uffling was
granted an audience by the Sultan, "a privilege which," according to Hainrich von Trietschke, "no Frank had enjoyed within
the memory of man."4
A further opportunity for Prussia to pay greater attention to the affairs of the .Near East arose during f.i_uhammad Ali's
revolt against the Sultan.

Huhammad Ali, the Pasha of Egypt,

having modernized his army with French help, began his campaign
against the Sultan by seizing control of Palestine and Syria.
The campaign begun in late 1831 was so successful that by
Decenber of the following year the Egyptian forces were already
threatening Constantinople.

With France actively supporting

the Egyptians and the British undecided over what course of
4Heinrich von Treitschke, A History of Germany in the
i:aneteenth Century, tr<ms. Eden and Ceder Paul (9 vols.; Few
York: Robert M. 1-!cBride and Co., 1918), vol. IV, p. 602.

5
action to follow, the Sultan turned to Russia for protection.
The Russian intervention that followed saved the Sultan, but
at a cost that was very disturbing to Britain.

The Treaty of

Unkia-Skelessi, signed between Russia and Turkey on July 8,
5
1833 seemed to Pah1erston to have laid the ground work for
6
possible unilateral Russian intervention in Turkey.
Palmerston,
who until then had not been enthusiastic over the Sultan's
attempts to reform his own army,
Turkey instructors and aid.

7 suddenly decided to offer

Consequently, a British military

mission headed by Lieutenant Colonel Considine arrived in Turkey.
The British gesture, however, was not enthusiastically welcomed,
by the Turks.

Not only were they unwilling to give Considine
8
the command of the army;
they had found an alternative - Prus-

sian military advisors.
The first Prussian military advisor employed by the Sul9
tan was Captain Helmuth von Moltke who arrived in Constantinople on a private visit in 1835.

His mission, and that of other

Prussian officers who followed him, inaugurated a tradition that

5Henry Temple Viscount Palmerston (1784-1865). British
Foreign Secretary from 1830-1834, 1835-1841, 1846-1851.
6
Sir Charles Webster, ~ Foreign Policy of Palmerston,
l§l.Q-1841 (2 vols.; London: G. Bell and sons, 1951), vol. 1,
p. 305.
7
Bernard Lewis, The Emergence 2f Modern Turkey (London:
Oxford University Press,1961), p. 80. Mahmud 11 is sometimes
referred to as the Turkish Peter the Great, because of his
attempt to westernize Turkey.
8
Webster, vol. II, p. 546.
9 Later Field-Marshal, chief of the German General Staff
1857-1888. For Moltke's mission in Turkey see his GeDammelte
Schriften und Denkwlfrdigkeiten ( 8 vols.; Berlin: ~rnst Sieg•
fried Nittler und Sohn, 1892), especially volu-nes I and II.

6

was to last into the twentieth century.

Having somewhat

strengthened his army Sultan Mahmud II finally resolved to end
the Egyptian occupation of Syria and Palestine by force.

The

Turkish arwy commanded by Hafiz Pasha crossed the Euphrates in
April, 1839.
no action.

However, for two months thereafter it undertook
Von Moltke, fearing a surprise Egyptian attack, sug-

gested to the Turkish command either to attack or, as a precautionary move, to withdraw to the fortress of Birejik.

When

he was rebuffed on both his suggestions von Moltke resigned.

On

the day after, the Turkish army was decisively defeated by the
Egyptians at Nizib.

Two other developments, the sudden death of

the Sultan and the defection of the Turkish navy to the Egyptians, suddenly seemed to make the disintegration of the Turkish
state inevitable.
The deteriorating situation in the Near East once again
became a matter of concern to all the Powers.

Palmerston, deter-

mined to preserve the territorial integrity of the Turkish Empire,
mobilized the Powers of Europe, save France, against the Egyptians.

A convention between Great Britain, Russia, Austria and

Prussia, 10 on the one hand, and the Sultan, on the other, for
joint action against Muhammad Ali, was signed on July 15, 1840
in London.

On September 7, 1840, two days after Muhammad Ali's

rejection of the terms offered to him, an allied fleet (British
and Austrian) bombarded Beirut.
on November 3.

Acre was bombarded and captured

Next, the allied fleet commanded by Admiral

NapiE::r moved on Alexandria.

Consequently a treaty restoring

Syria and Palestine to the Sultan was signed at Alexandria on
concert.

lOprussia gave only moral, not military, support to the

7

November 27, 1840 and was confirmed by the Treaty of London for
the Pacification of the Levant, signed on July 18, 1841.
Thus, thanks to the intervention of Europe, the Egyptian
occupation

of Syria and Palestine which had lasted for almost a

decade came to an end.

The consequence of the occupation and

the restoration were very far reaching.

A new era had begun in

which these lands, for the first time since the Crusades, were
opened to European

p~etration.

the Egyptian regime.

This process already began under

The Egyptian authorities had exhibited sur-

prising toleration toward the Christian population.

Christians

were granted equal rights; they were exempt from military duty;
missionary activity was permitted and most

i~portant,

the Euro-

pean Powers for the first time were allowed to set up consulates
11
in Jerusalem and in Damascus.
In spite of the restoration of
Turkish rule, this process could no longer be reversed.
The first Prussian Consul in Jerusalem, Dr. Ernst Gustav
Schultz, arrived in Palestine in 1843.

This appointment was

quite in line with a current within Germany which saw a reawakening of interest in the Orient in general and Palestine in
particular, a trend best illustrated by the various publications
that appeared during these years.
11

Carsten Niebuhr's Reisen durch

Henry Dodwell, ~ Founder 2.£ Modern Egypt (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1931), pp. 163-165. Under the capitulatory system European consuls in the Ottoman Empire claimed
more privileges and exemptions than consuls in any other country. Among the more important privileges thus enjoyed were
personal privileges like freedom of worship, economic privileges
that included exe:nption from direct taxation and juridical
privileges that accorded the right to be tried in consular
courts. Such exemptions were even extended to the employees of
the consuls, the employees' families and servants and to what
ever nationals the consuls cared to recognize.

-

8

,,

.

r

Syrien ~ Palastina ~ 9ypern was posthUP1esly published in
12
1837.
Moltke's letters from Turkey, full of fascinating observations and

com.~ents

Carl Ritter, in 1841.

13

were published, with an introduction by
Carl Ritter, the greatest geographer of

modern times, was already at work on the Palastina volm,1es of
14
his Erdkunde.
Another well known German geographer's work,

--

-

Heinrich Kiepert's Atlas in funf Blatter Zu Robinson's Palastina
appeared in 1840-1841.

Two years later this map was followed

by

another map of Palestine that included an original map of the
land east of the Jordan river. 15 Dr. Ernst Gustav Schultz's
Jerulalem was published in 1845.

W. Kraft's

~

Tooographie

Jerusalem's in 1846, and Friedrich Adolf Strauss Sinai ~
16
Golgotha in 1847.
The first German scientific society devoted
exclusively to the affairs of the Orient "Die Deutsche Morgen-

"
landische
Gesellschafttt was established on October 2, 1845.

The

purpose of the society was to further German knowledge of Asia.
Among its first activities the society published a periodical

12 carsten Niebuhr, Reisen durch Syrien ~ P~lgstina

!la£h Cypern (Hamburg, 1837).

13 Helmuth von Moltke, Br.iefe
.
..
"
~ Zustande ~ Begebenheiten in der Turkei (6th ed.; Berlin: Ernst Siegfried Mittler
und Sohn, 1893).
14 The works of Carl Ritter were published.in the 1850 1 s
and 1860•s. For ari English translation see his Jh.2 Comoarative
Qeography Qi Palestine filll!. ~ Sinatic Peninsula, translated
and condensed by 'rlilliarn L. Gage (4 vols.; New York: Greenwood
Press Publishers, 1963).
15 carl Ritter, Yarte ~ Pala'.stina n!!.£h Robinson !:!!lS!.
Smith, bearbeitet YQ!l H. Kiepert (Berlin: S. Schropp, 1843).
16see Ernst Gustav Schultz, Jerus8lem (Berlin: s. Schropp,
1845), W. Krafft, fu TopoP,raohie Jerus;:ilem's (Bonn: r·i. B. Konig,
1846) and Friedrich Adolf Strauss, Sinai ~ Golgotha (Berlin:
Jonas Verlag, 1847).

and founded a library.

..Qi£ :.':t'dtschrift

~

r-rorPienlfindische

Gesellschaft during its first years of publication regulariy
17
-featured artic
. 1 es t h at d ealt with
.
.
Pa 1 est1ne.

Even though these works were primarily scientifically
orientE:d, political speculations and suggestions concerning
these "newly discovered" lands did not lag behind.

Already

Moltke in his letters from Turkey, written between 1835 and

1839, made repeated references to possible German opportunities
in the areas he visited.

His ideas concerning German coloniza-

tion in the Near East, as recently pointed out by a renowned
historian, were not dissimilar to those of the German imperial18
ists of the 1900's.
Cormnenting in the Augsburger Algemeine 7.eitung in 1841
concerning the events that led to the restoration of Syria and
Palestine to the Sultan, Moltke emphasized the point that these
lands were in reality handed over to the Turks, by the European
Powers, as a present.

19

He had no confidence in the newly

imposed Turkish administration and feared that new uprisings
were inevitable.

He ventured to predict that a new war that

could lead to European intervention would break out in less
than two years.

Such a threat to the peace of Europe, Moltke

declared, could be avoided were Palestine turned into a Christ17 see for example:

Die Zeitschrift der Horgenlandische
Gesellschaft, II, 52-65; 231-234; III, 35-45;-4'6-62.
18
Gerhand Ritter, ~ Sword and the Scepter (Coral
Gables: University of Miami Press, 1969)-;--p'. lBS.
19
1-:oltke' s articles in the Augsburger Algerr.eine ~
ung, were later compiled into one chaptt=!r entitled 11 ueutschland
und ralastina" in his Gesamelte Schriften und Derikwlirdii;;ke·iten,
Vol. II, pp. 279-288.

10

ian principality

h~aded

by a German Prince. Public opinion in
.
20
Europe, he believed, would favor this development.
Being a military man and a political realist Moltke well
understood that what was involved was not merely a religious
problem.

More than just the city of Jerusalem and the fate of

the Christians in Palestine was at stake.

A Christian princi-

pality in Palestine consisting of Jerusalem and the Holy Places
could have no future.

lt would be isolated, surrounded by

enemies from all sides and torn apart by internal strife.

Con-

seouently the state to be created would need access to the strategic sea coast.

It would have to be strong enough to repel

both Egyptian and Turkish attacks.

In fact what Moltke envisioned was a buffer state to separate Egypt from Syria. 21
Palestine, .Moltke realized, could not be overburdened

though by military expenses.

Hence its army would consist of

several battalions of well trained troops staffed with European
soldiers and officers, and of a militia

si~ilar

to the one that

existed on the Austro-Turkish borders.

This system, he believed,

was perticularly well suited for Palestine because of the need
for colonizetion.

He forsaw that the "rich soil" and

11 the

for-

tuna te skies 11 of that land would attract a great nu1nber of im.rnigrants.

Economically the state would prosper because of its

geographical location ·and its harbors.

The rights of the indi-

vidual, of property and of religious freedom, according to
lvloltke, were to be guaranteed.

The form of government best

suitt:d for this state was enlightened absolutism.

The

11

half

barbaric" conditions of Palestine required a righteous, wise

energetic ruler.

In order for colonization to succeed an

honest, upright and diligent administration was required.

22 ·

Needless to say Moltke had little doubt that the people
best qualified for these tasks were German.
also favored Germany.

Other considerations

"Germany," as he stated, "has the nega-

tive advantage of not being a sea power, but has commercial
trade outlets to the Orient through the navigation of the Danube
and the Austrian ports of the Adriatic.n 23
'Tile consequences and the influence of such an exemplary

state in the Orient were "unmeasurable."

England, Moltke

charged, had already apportioned to herself much of the world.
France had acquired Algiers.

Why should not Germany, when the

opportunity presents itself, spread her. own culture, industriousness and honesty, he asked.

24

The idea that Palestine should

become an outpost of German civilization was to ·be repeated, as

will be seen, also in later years.
Moltke's conviction that Germany's natural routes to the
Orient lay along the Danube was shared by Friedrich List.

List

claimed that the "lands of the lower Danube and the Black Sea,
all of Turkey, the entire southeast beyong Hungary is our hin25
terland."
It was, according to List, the duty of the "German
race" to lead the world, "to civilize wild and barbaric lands"
and to settle unpopulated areas.
23

26

~., p. 284.

"Standing still" meant for

241.!2.!2.., p. 288.

25Ludwig Hausser (ed.), Friedrich List's Gesam~elte
Schriften (3 vols.; Stuttgart und Tubingen: J. G. Cotta Verlag, 1850-1851), vol. II, p. 502.

26llli., p. 445.
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him nothine else but retreat. 27

Asia-Hinor and Egypt contained

the most fertile areas in the world.

A civilized government

there, List believed, would be able to direct the flow of Euro28
pean emigration to those lands.
To prove his contention, List
pointed to the fact that England had already raised her exports
to Turkey, Egypt and Syria, in the decade between 1834-1844, by
130 percent.

29

List regarded the emigration from southern Germany to the
United States as basically unnatural, and wished it to be redirected towards the areas of the Danube and beyond.

Other poli-

tical economists in Germany voiced similar views.

Claiming that

Germans who emigrate to A1r1erica, Russia or Australia

are lost

to their Fatherland, William Rescher upheld List's ideas of emigration "towards those parts of Turkey, which God willing, shall
yet constitute the inheritance of the German people. 1130
Louder and more aggressive calls for German colonization
tr, the Tur!· :tsh domains followed.

The archeologis t Ludwig Ross

.

writing in the Allgemeine Zeitu..115 in

18l~5

31called for channel-

ling German e':T1igration to the lands of the
pecially to Asia-:·7inor.

~~editerranean,

es-

Ross reminded his readers that the

first attempts to colonize these areas were undertaken by the
Crusaders.

These, he insisted, were German enterprises, since

27!,lli., p. 447.

28lbid., p. 451.

29!.!?1:.£.,

p. l~50.

30william Roscher, Principles of Political Econoray,
trans. John L. Lalor (Chicago: Callagham and Co., 1878), pp.
368-369. The first edition in German was published in 1854.
31 These articles ·were published in book form in 1850.
See Ludwig Ross' F:leinasien

~

Deutschland.

Reisebriefe und

Auf satzc• 7!•it Bezu'~mahme auf die l101Jlichkeit Deutscher LiPderlassunr~;en in l!leinasien (Halie:'" E. Pfeffer Verlag, 1850).
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the

1~ost

imp~rtant

Crusades were led by Germans.

The rights of

E;uropeans to these lands were the sane as those of the Phoenicians, the Greeks, the Romans and the Turks.
of might.

32

This was the right

German colonization must therefore begin without

bothering to ask how.

He suggested looking to history; "when

our ancestors wanted to occupy Jerusalem or Kurland they did not
ask how, they simply went and occupied it. 033

Writing after the

Revolution of 1848, Ross indicated thst his views had hardened.
He now called upon Germany to conquer Asia-:.-:inor by force, insis-

ting that what was needed was boldness rather than a German
34
naval squadron in the Mediterranean.

German scientific investigations directed by such well
known scholB.rs as the geographer Heinrich Barth, 35 the anthropologist Rudolf Virchow, and the archeologists Heinrich Schleimann and Ernst Curtius, continued to increase German knowledge
and enthusiasm for the Near East.

Politically oriented publica-

tions, for instance Kuhlmann's Palastina als ~~Boden
Germanischer Auswanderung 1Yll!. Kolonization

~

Rucksicht

~

~ Germanische Kolonize.tion i l l Orients !m Allrierneinen 36
(Palestine as the Goal and Ground of German

£~migration

and

Colonization with Consideration regarding the General Colonization of the Orient) also continued.
32Ibid., pp. 180-181.

34.!1?1£.,

p.

More important, however,

33.!Ei2,., p. 188.

xx

35Heinrich Barth, ',.J'anderunraer durch l l i Kus ten lander

~ Mittelmeers (Berlin, 1849).

36~uhlmann, Pal~stina ~ ~ und Boden Germanischer
Auswanderun?, ~ I<olonisation 1r.it H.ucksicht auf ~ Germanische
Kolonisation ill Orients !m Allgemeinen (Leipzig: U. Hartlebens Verlag, 1868).
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for later developmer.ts, were some of the concrete steps that
were taken to reestablish German influence in Palestine.
The First Projects
The roots of Germanism ("Deutschtum") were successfully
planted in Palestine through a combination of projects that included: the establishment of the Bishopric of Jerusalem, the
establishment of German charitable and educational institutions
in the Holy Land, and the

establisho.~ent

of the Temple Society.

The opening of Syria and Palestine to European penetration coincided with a change in Prussia which was of great consequence for Germany's activity in the Holy LAnd.

Frederick

William.IV who succeeded his father to the throne on June 7,
1840 was a man very much influenced by religion.

The living

conditions of the Christians in the Holy Land had interestecl him
from his early youth. 37

The events in the Near East, according

to .Trietschke, seemed to him like "the renewal of the Crusades,
like a victory of the Cross over the Cresent. 1138

He believed

that conditions in Palestine presented Prussia with an irre.

.

trievable opportunity not only to restore Christian influence to
the Holy Land, but also to have the Protestant Church represented equally with the Latins and the Greeks.
by Joseph Maria von Radowitz

.

A memorial written

39 suggested that three residents,

chosen for the Latins by France and Austria, for the Greeks by

37 Frances Baroness Bunsen, A Memoir of 3aron von Bunsen
(2 vols.; Philadelphia: Lippincott and Co., 1868), Vor:T,p.599.
38

Trietschke, Vol. VII, p. 438.

39 Bunsen, Vol. I, p. 595.

Radowitz (1797-1853) was a
Prussian general and a politician who advised the Prussian mon-

arch.
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Russia and for the Protestants by Britain and Prussia, should be
appointed to represent the European Powers in Jerusalem.

These

residents were to be protected by a European garrison stationed
in the city.

The European residents, it was further suggested,

were to receive judicial jurisdiction over the local Christian
population.

Moreover, the Holy Sites at Jerusalem, Bethlehem,

and Nazareth, as well as certain fortifications, were to be
turned over to the Christians.

These proposals were presented

by Prussia to the Great Powers on i'·farch 30, 1841 but not

adopted~

Frederick William IV, having resolved not to let his opportunity in Palestine slip by, decided to take a different approach.

Baron von

Bt~.sen,

one of the King's Privy Councillors,

who was serving in Bern, was summoned to Berlin.

Bunsen was

appointed Envoy Extraordinary to the Court of St. James and sent
to London with special and confidential instructions. According
41
to R. W. Graves,
Bunsen's instructions consisted of three proposals.

Two were contained in a memorandum from Bunsen to Pal-

merston dated July 15, 1841.

The first of these two, according

to Graves, is said to have suggested that Turkey's land laws be
amended so as to allow Christian (especially Protestant)
tlers to buy and own land in the Turkish Empire.

set-

The second

proposal envisioned a joint Protestant corporation to be set up
40 rbid. The Prussian plan was one of several plans advanced at that particular juncture of the Sastern r_Juestion.
Since each power was suspicious of the other, none of the proposals was realized.
41 R.

w.

Graves, "The Jerusalem Bishopric," !h!;:, English
LXIV (July, 1949), 328-352. GravE::s, using
the records of the British Foreign Office, concluded that the
Prussian ai1ns were political rather than religious.
Historic~'l I~eViE'n-7,
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by Britain and Prussia.

This memorandum, according to Graves,

not only emphasized the material advantages that could be gained
in the near East, it also urged the British Government to act

.

auickly in order to counter the activities of the other European

p~wers. 42

The third proposal brought by Bur.sen to England con•

cerned the creation of a joint Jerusalem bishopric.

Of the

three proposals this was the only one to gain acceptance.
The Anglo-Prussian agreemtnt of 1841 concerning the
Jerusalem Bishopric stipulated that the nomination of the bishops
of Jerusalem would alternate.
Britain.

The first was to be nominated by

The next by the King of Prussia, and although a Prus-

sian subject, he was to be ordained by the Archbishop of Centerbury.

Half of the endowment was to come from the King of Prussia,

the other half from the British crown.
Even though theologically and politically this agreement

· ·
f avore dB ritain,

43 it
· a·d
· h er fi rst oppor t uni·ty
i accor d p russia

to set foot in Palestine and participate in the "Peaceful Cru44 The venture lasted forty years. Ecclesiastically it
sade. 11
was of no great significance.

It was abrogated by Prussia upon

the death of Bishop Joseph Barclay in October, 1881.

The Ger-

man Government at that time decided to forgo its right of nomination and renounced the arrangement on the grounds
favort-d Britain.

tl~at

it

However, by then Germany's influence in Pales-

421.lli·
43

Trietschl~e characterized the political aspects of the
a3reerr.ent as a "monstrosity" (Vol. VI, p. li.43).
44 Th
· used to c h aracterize
.
. .
e term is
t h e missionary
work
of the rival powers in Palestine during this period.
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tine had co:ue a lonz:; way.
The first Ser;nan r.1is sioneries arrived in Pales tine in

1346 •

They

C£E'.t€l

fro:n St. Chrischona near Basel, in Switzerland,

~ .
G
45 who h.imself he.d been
u•Jon the request or Ihshop Sa~~:uel obat
•
no:nL"lated that year by Frederick \,lilliam IV to serve as Bishop
of Jerusaleln.

The mission, as far as Prussia was concerned,

ended in failure.

The s·wiss missionaries were unable to support

ther:1selves and joined the British mission already in Palestine.

Of much greater significance, for the future of German
influence in Palestine, was the arrivHl of Pastor Fliedner from
Kaiserwerth on the Rhine.

Accompanied by four Deaconesses he

arrived in Palestine, again on the request of Bishop Gobat, in

1851.

Unlike his predecessors Pastor Fiiedner had obtained fi-

nancial and moral support for his project from the Prussian monarch.

Frederick Wilhelm IV in order to guarantee the success of

this rnission, and the future of other Gerrnan missions to Palestine, founded the "3crlin Jerusalem Verein" on Decc;i\ber 2, 1352.

The function of t>is society, according to Article one of its
statutes, was:

to assist the Ger:::1an Evengelical Church in the

Holy Land, to establish schools, hospitals and hospices, 8.nd to
re!'lder assistance to

r~1ernbers

of the Church who either travel to
46
Palestine or choose to settle there.
The society published a
newsletter called Ne{fste

r~achrichten

™

~ Mory.;.•nlei~de.

ti-5Bishop Goba t served in Jerusalem fro;n lGL~G-1879. Fe
was the most successful of. the~ bishops a 1)pointed under the joint
agre e-_-.cn t.
lin, 11

46 Revercnd I:. Schlicht, "Der Jerusale·~1s-Vercin in !.3<:~r
f.11.rserneine Missions Zeitschrift, XXIII (1896), 566-572.
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The first institution established by the Deaconesses in
Jerusalem was a hospital with eight to ten beds, open to all
nationals and denominations.
imJnediately apparent.

The success of the hospital was

After additions made in 1852 proved in-

adequate, the hospital, four years later, moved into new quarters~ 7
The new structure, and an additional plot of land, were purchased
by the "Berlin Jerusalem Verein."

The land was soon utilized for

establishing a new German institution, the Tolitakumi school for
girls,which opened in 1868.
Besides these two so-called Kaiserwerther institutions
the

11

Jeruselem Verein" supported the "Syrian Orphanage'' in Jeru-

salem.

This German institution was a direct outgrowth of the

Christian massacres in the Lebanon in 1860.

Pastor Ludwig Schnel-

ler had left Jerusalem for the Lebanon to recruit candidates for
his planned missionary work, and although he returned with only
nine boys, the orphanage was established.

It eventually grew to

encompass a complexof ten different institutions with an enrollment of over two thousand children. 48
The "Jerusalem Verein" began to enter the field of wissionary work on its own in the 1860 1 s.

Its first school and

church were established at Bethlehem in 1865.
leprosy patients,
1867.

11 Jesus

An asylum for

Hilfe;" was founded in Jerusalem in

Other projects sponsored by this society followed in the

years after the founding of the German Empire.
47 n.everend Schreiber, "Das Diakonissen-Hospital und
Hadchen-Erzichungshaus Tolitakumi in Jerusalem, 11 Allroe:Ttein ~
sions Zeitschrift, XXV (1898), 494-496.
48
Altneu1Rnd-Mon<'ltsschr.ift fur die Wirtschaftliche
£rschliessun,g l"alastinAs, IV (1907), 21-g:-
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German Catholic activity in Palestine first centered on
promoting Catholic rather than German interests.

man

The first Ger-

catholic society for Palestine was established under the aus-

pices of King Ludwig of Bavaria in 1838.

The purpose of the

"Ludwigsmissionsverein" was limited to supporting Catholic work
49
in Palestine.
Similarly the 11 Verein Von Heiligen Grabe," established in Cologne in 1855, contributed its collections to the
50
Latin Patriarch in Jerusalem.
Even so, this society especially
through its organ

~ Heili~e ~

(a bi-monthly first published

in 1857) did much to arouse the interest of the German public in

Palestine.

The purpose of the publication, as outlined in its

first issue, was to awaken interest in the Catholic affairs

(_>'[

;.?'il12stine by featuring historical, descriptive, archeological
51
and topographical articles about the Holy Land.
Of still greater significance than either the work of the
Evangelical Church or the German Catholics, for the development
of Germanism in Palestine, was the establishment of the ••Tempel-

gesellschaft" (Temple Society) in :iurttemberg.

The plan of the

Temple Society was to proa:ote emigration to Palestine of persons
ready to share a corrnnon religious and social viewpoint envisioning the second coming of- the Messiah.
The founder, and for many years the driving force behind
this organization, was Christoph Hoffmann (1815-1885).

His

49
.
"Der Bayernkonig Ludwig I und das Heilige Land, 11 12,k
[atholishen Missionen, XX.XII (1903), 30-32.
S0 11 Das goldne Jubilaum des deutschen Vereins vom Eeiligen Lande" ~ Heili?,e Lend, Y..LIX (1905), 129-135.
51.!,£i9.., I (1906), 1-5.
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father, Got lieb i.Jilhelm Hoffmann, was the spiritual li:.ader of a ·
small swabian pietistic corrununity at Korntal which he founded in

1818. Having been brought up in the religious atmosphere of
l(orntal, the younger Hoffmann was deeply influenced by the pietistic teachings of the eighteenth century south German divine,
John Bengel.

Quite naturally he chose the study of theology.

His studies at the University of Tubingen did much, so Hoffman

2

tells in his bioeraphy, to stimulate his interest in the Orient?
He was also greatly influenced by Leopold von r.anke.

lt was

through his works that Hoffmann came to appreciate the power of
53
the individual in shaping the course of history.
The founding of the Suddeutsche

~v'<lrte

in 18lt-5 by Hoffmann

and two associates accorded him one of his first opportunities
to voice his conservative religious and political viewpoint in
public.

It is interesting to note that already in his first

article entitled ttpast and Future,tt while making no reference to
Palestine, Hoffman declared that the political future of Germany
54
lay in the East.
Tile Revolution of 1848 accompanied by the
failure of the Frankfurt Parliament, to which Hoffmann was elected, caused him to reevaluate his religious and political views.

The conclusion which he reached was that the future of Germany,

and for that matter of the whole world, depended on a new socioreligious orientation that must be based on the teachings of the

52 Christoph Hoffman, Mein Weg nach Jerusalem (2 vols.;
Jeruselam: Verlag von Christoph Hoffmann, 1881), vol. I, pp.
317-318.
53
ill.2,., p. 680.
54
Ibid., vol. II, pp. 154-159. A reprint of the article
is found here7
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prophets of the Old Testament.

It was this realization which
placed Hoffmann on "the road to Jerusalem. 1155 He first went to

st.

Chrischona, from whence missionaries had already departed

for Palestine, but his association with the mission was unsuc56
cessful.
The public interest shown to Palestine during these
years and the establishment of the

11 Jerusalem

Verein" on Hay 26,

1853 for the first time called attention to the possibility of
"assembling a people of God in Palestine. 1157
the central idea of the Temple Society.

This later became

An editorial in the

Suddeutsche Warte of July 7, 1853 headlined "The EasternQuestion" called attention to the war in the Orient and to the
possibility that the Turks might be expelled from Palestine.
According to the editorial if that were to happen only the ''people of God, 11 though admittedly not assembled as yet, should be
58
given the liberated land.
Consequently one year later the
same paper carried an invitation to the public to attend an open
meeting at Ludwigsburg to discuss the idea.

At the meeting, held

on August 24, 1854, 439 signatures (365 represented heads of
households) of so-called Friends of Jerusalem were collected for
a petition to be addressed to the Diet of the Germanic Confederation at Frankfurt.

The petition, carried by Hoffmann to the

President of the Confederation, called for efforts to be under55

56
57

Ibid.' vol. I, p. 724.

.

-Ibid., vol.

Ibid., vol. I, p. 725.

58

II, p. 342.

rbid., pp. 343-344.
horgenlandische Frage."

The article was entitled "Die

22
to intercede with the Sultan, to induce him to open Falestine to Ger:nan colonization.

59

The political aspects of the

petition stressed the point that while German emigrants to America and Australia were lost to

Gerw~ny,

the settlers intending

to emigrate to Palestine would remain German and would continue
60
to contribute to the welfare of their motherland.
The fact that the response of the Germanic Confederation
was negative did not deter Hoffmann.

In order to demonstrate

their serious intentions the Friends of Jerusalem decided in

1856 to create their own corrununity in Germany.

They settled at

Kirchen.l-w.rdthof, a hamlet near the city of \·laiblingen, to prepare
for the eve.ritual emigration to Palestine.

One year later Hoff-

mann, while in Berlin, was grru.1ted an audience by Frederick William IV.

The King was given a detailed account about the aims

and aspirations of the Friends of Jerusalem and was requested to
approve the sending of a commission to Palestine to examine the
feasibility of the plan.

Frederick William gave his approval

but insisted that the corrrnission include a physician and a
61
scientist.
By the time the proposed COIIl~ission. was formed the
Prussian monarch had fallen ill, and in his absence the attitude
62
in Berlin towards Hoffmann changed.
The official protection
and services of the Prussian consulates in the Orient was all
59

Ibid., p. 366.

6

°Friedrich Lange, Geschichte ~ Tempels (Jerusalem:
Verlag von Christoph Hoffmann, H.l99), p. 53. The author was a
teacher at the Temple colony of Haifa.
61

.!.h!.£.,

62

p. 167~

Christoph Hoffmann, vol. Il, p. 422.
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that the coff:mission

The

WB.S

co~nission,

pror:1ised.
reduced to Eoffmann and two colleasuGs,

arrived· in Palestine on .i:~arch 14, lSSS.

!:either Dr.

~-letzstein,

the rrussian Consul, nor the Ser:!k'1n Zvangelists working in Jeru-

r.o ff rnann I s enthusiasrn. 6 3
sale:,1 share <l ~T

ment.

""h
•
.1. e trip was a disappoint-

Hoffmann became convinced that much work still lay ahead
~~riting in

before his project could be realized.
~ W:oJ·~te

the Suddeut-

upon his return from Palestine, Hoffmann reemphasized

his determination not to give up.

Declaring that for the first

time since the Crusades conditions could be changed in Palestine,

Hoff:r.ann called on Germany

11 to

recognize its national duty •••• u64

i:offmann 1 s idea of Germany's future political role in the Near
East was clarified by a memorial submitted to the Diet of the
Envisioning a partition

Germanic Confederation in April, 1859.

of the Turkish E:!;1pire, the document conceded Constantinople to
Greece and Egypt to England.

Syria and Palestine, it demanded,
65
must be placed under Germanic protection.
The "Tempelgesellschaft" (Teinple Society) was officially
founded as a religious society, independent of the Ger11·1an Evan-

gelical state church, in June, 1861.

The Suddeutsche Warte be-

came the official publication of the society. 66

The official

goals of the Temple Society well reflected the fact that its
religious airns were intimately connected to political ones.

63~., P• 436.
64,.,.
. d ric
. h
;;<rie

Lange, pp. 182-192.

65 1'- . d
~., p. 213
- •
66

~h~
ti"tle was c h anee d to Warte ues
~
•
v

The place of publication wasuStuttgart.

-

Te~Dels

· 1 877 •
in

The
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program of the society called for the rebuilding of the Temple
.

in Jerusalem an d t h e occupation of Pa 1 estine.

67

A synod held

by the society in Stuttgart in April, 1862 further clarified this
point.

The first paragraph of the first resolution adopted by

this synod declared:
The spiritual and material interests of the
German people find their satisfaction through
the transformation and occupation of the Orient. 68
According to Hoffmann the Austro-Prussian war of 1866,
which resulted in

11 the

spilling of German blood and the parallel

rise of Frehcn power, 11 convinced the members of the Temple
society that their planned emigration to Palestine must be
69
hastened.
Hoffmann had hoped that the planned emigration would
not be a matter of small groups leaving here and there, but that

an organized people of 40,000 to 50,000 would colonize Palestine
in an organized effort. 70

The impatience of the membership,

though, convinced him to change plans.

An official decision to

begin colonization could not be delayed, as some individuals
were already beginning to leave without due authorization.71
Under these

circu.i~stances

the Temple Society at a ·special assern-

bly in Kirchenhardthof on March 25, 1868 decided that
t o Pa 1 est i

.

ne must b egin at once.

~nigration

72

The first emigrants, headed by Hoffmann and his family,

left Germany in August,. 1868.
rnann

On reaching Constantinople Hoff-

petitioned the Turkish Governr,1ent for a firman to allow the

67 Fr;edr;ch
Lange, p. 240 •
....
....

68 Ibid., p. 256.

-

69 Hoffmann, vol. II, pp. 499-501.
70lbid., p. 501.
71 Lange, pp. 328-329.
72fil.2.., p. 342.
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temple Society to lease a th::.-·ee square mile area at l·ioun t Carmel

in Palestine.

In its petition the society also demanded the

right to purchase the land, to be exempt from military service
and taxation, as well as the right of self

~overnment.

Before

leaving Constantinople Hoffmann received the encouraging news
that the King of Prussia was taking a personal interest in the
project, and that he had ordered his representatives to promote
the matter.

73

Indeed the idea to apply for a firman had ori-

ginally come froa1 T. Weber, the Consul in Beirut, who in Hay
had suggested that the German settlers should not become Turkish
subjects. 74 The Turkish reply reached Hoffmann several weeks
after his arrival in Palestine.

The Turkish Govermnent advised

that before the petition could even be considered, the settlers
would be required to declare their intention to become Turkish
subjects.

Consul :·leber, reaffirming his earlier advice, again

suggested that the settlers not renounce their European protection. 75
The legal aspects concerning the purchase of land were
considerably eased .i1hen in 'the following year Prussia and Turkey
signed an agree ,1ent whereby German nationals could possess title
to land just lil-:.e Turkisp nationals. 76 The efforts of the Tern0

ple Society to colonize Palestine could now begin in earnest.
Purchase of land in Jaffa and near Haifa began in 1869, and the
73

~-, p.

351.

741£!£., p. 31+2.

75~., p. 361.

76 Tue treaty becarre possible under Article I and V of a
Turkish l:n".'lerial Decree dated January 18, 1867. ThP. text of
this docu~,1ent is available j_n rasirn Sousa, The CaDitulatory
.!leci;i~;:e of Tur!'i'.e~ (Bal tirnore:
John Popkins Uni vcrsi ty Fress,

1933),

pp.

321-_,23.
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first. si7able groups of Templers b ·~_an arriving.

Another important development which tended to increase
Gerincn influence in Palestine occured in 18G9.

Prince Frederick,

the crown Prince of rrussia, visited Palestine on his way to the

ooenine cere.:nonies of the Suez Canal.

..

He arrived on the morning

of 1;ove1i1ber 3, 1869 and landed at Jaffa accompanied by about

thirty Prussian soldiers.77

At the climax of the visit "a large

piece of land 11 78 near the Church of the Holy Sepulchre was off icially transferred to Prussia - a gift from the Sultan.

The act

of transfer was finalized by a cereraony in which Frederick placed

77u. s., Department .of State, Dinlorr.f'ltic .l1.12.d Consular
~orresoondence
volu:~es).
See

(Record Group 59) Jerusalem, V356-1906 ~ (nine
vol. II (J:1arch 13, 186t+-r-:arch 13, 1870;, despatch
of John B. Hay to Hamilton Fish, November 13, 1869. This collection of docu1nents will hereafter be cited as Consulnr Correspondence Jerusalem. It is used because it reflects the observations of more or less neutral observers. It must be noted that
the Ger::ran foreign i'<inistry /\.rchives 1§.§1.-1920, ·archival reference Deutschland I. A. A. a 36 ( 11 Acten betref. die Reise Sr. Kgl.
Hoheit des r.ronprinzen nach dem Orient und zur Eroffnung des
Suez-Canals"), contains no inforrnation concerning the visit of
the Crown Prince to Palestine.
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Ibid. The property referred to was the eastern half
of the encTOs'Ure that was knm"""n as the t-·ruristan. It had originally belonged to the :Knights of St. John. Hhen Saladin occupied Jerusalem he turned the cloist~!r from which the nuns had
fled into an asylum, called in Arabic 11 Z·!uristan," by'which name
the whole area has since been known. See H. Prutz, "Die Besitzungen des Johanniterordens in Palastina und Syrien, 11 ~eit
schrift ~ fAlctstina Ver.eins, IV (1881). Also C. Schick, "The
Ancient Churches in the i·iuristan,n Quarterly StP.tement of the
Palestine ~xplorc-1tinn ~, 1901. The n.eformation had divided
the Order of St. J'ohn.
.t:he Knights of Ealta remained Roman Catholic. The Protestant elements of the Order went to Prussia but
their estates were seized by the Prussian Government during the
Napoleonic ~Jars. The Order in Prussia was restored by Frederick
Willia~n IV in 1859, and he immediately hoped to acquire the site
of the Hospital of St. John in Jerusalem. He was not able to
acquire the property without the consent of the Sultan as it was
"wak.uf", i.e., inalienable ecclesiastical property, only obtainable by the order of the Sultan. It was on this site that the
Church of the Redeemer, for which consecration William II came
to Jerusalem, was built.

27
the arms of the Forth German Confederation over the gate of the
.
d 79
grounds acquire •
The acquisition of this "valuable concession,"BO which
~as

lost to Christianity since the thirteenth century, was also

of symbolic significance.

It well symbolized the fact that

among the European Powers who for the first time since the Crusades were reasserting themselves in Palestine, Prussia was
playing no minor role.

SOI bid.

-·

CHAPTii:R. II

The First Temple Colonies
Of the various German projects started in Palestine before the founding of the German Ei-npire the enterprise of the
Temple Society seemed unquestionably the most significant and
1
potentially the most valuable.
The colonization of Palestine by the Temple Society be-

gan, as already mentioned, with the establishment of two urban
colonies at Haifa and at Jaffa.

The first lands obtained by the

Germans at Haifa consisted of an area of merely fifteen acres located on the slope between the feet of .l!ount Carmel and the 1··1editerranean Sea, about one mile to the west of the Arab town of
Haifa.

Regarding this land as only an initial purchase the col-

ony ahn.ost immediately undertook plans for the purchase of additional land.
sioned.

The settlement of two hundred families was envi-

l'"~egotiations

to this effect began in 1870 with the Turk2
ish Government through the mediation of Consul Weber in Beirut.
1

In the view of the Arr.erican Consul in Jerusalem of "the
various foreign elements in Palestine, of political and moral
significance" none deserved more attention than the "German colonization society known as the Temple at Jerusalem.'' U. s.,
Depar~~e~t of State, Consular Corres~on~ance, Jerusalem, vol.
lll (:\pri.l 30, U370-0ctober 31, 1073 , aespatch of ·J. Beardsley
dated August 8, 1871.
2Friedrich Lange, Geschichte ~ Tempels, p. 395.
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The initial Tud:ish reaction see;ned favorable as Rashid Pesha,
the Governor of Syria, was much impressed with the achieVE!!uents

of the settlers.

The purchase, though, did not materialize as

the Turkish attitude suddenly hardened.

3

Despite this setback

the colony gradually continued to expand through the purchase

of other tracts of land at Haifa and its vicinity.

The favorable

commercial and strategic location of this colony eventually made
it the most valuable and beautiful German colony in Palestine.
The appearance of the colony has of ten been described
by contemporary visitors as follows:

Leaving the town (Arab Haifa) •• we suddenly find
ourselves apparently transported into the heart
of Europe. Running straight back from the beach
for about half a mile, and sloping upward for
about a hundred feet in that distance, to the
base of the rocky sides of Carmel, ·runs the village street. On each side of it is a pathway
with a double row of shade trees, and behind
them a series of white stone houses, of one and
two stories generally with tiled roofs, each surrounded with its garden, and each with a text in
German engraved over the doorway.4
·
The German colony at Jaffa was established almost simultaneously with that of Haifa.

The task of the Germans here was

made easier by the failure and dissolution of a colony initiated
by A.rnerican Adventists. 5 Much of the Adventists' property, in3consul Beardsley's report that the Prussian Ambassador
at Constantinople concluded a contract with the Porte according

to which the Ter.1ple Society received one thousand acres of government land at Haifa was premature. In the Consul's opinion
only Germany was in a position to gain such a concession. See
U. s., 0epRrtment of State, Consular Corresoondence, Jert1salem,
vol. Ill, despatch of Aug. 8, li..Sll.
'+Laurence Oliphant, Ea if a 0' ew York: Harper and Brothers, 1887), pp. 23-24
5the organizer of this A:nerican colony was a Mr. 1\.dci!·:1s,
the founder of a religious sect, the Church of the 1-!essiBh, who
had come with one hundred seventy people to settle in Jaffa in

1886.
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eluding a hospital, several apartment houses, a hotl"l and a saw
rnill, were purchased and put to use by the Germans in 1869.
In August, 1871 Hoffmann with the approval of the Colony's
council of Elders bought the grounds of an old Greek monastery
located about four miles northeast of Jaffa.

The new land was

divided into eighteen lots and prepared for settlement.
~ere

Two lots

given to families already at Jaffa, twelve were allotted to

expected new immigrants from Germany, and the remaining four were
set asich.· fnr :::;;'Gcial purposes.

The new colony named Sarona,

after the valley of Sharon where it was locatf:'d, was dedicated on
August 27, 1871.

In his dedication address to the asse-c:\bled rne.:n-

bers and guests Hoffmann publically thanked the German emperor
6
for the assistance and the protection accorded the settlers.
In
September the Directory of the Temple Society in Stuttgart, after
hearing an optimistic report about the possibility of restoring

the soil of Palestine to its former fertility by the application

of scientific agricultural methods, decided to make Sarona an
agricultural colony. 7 By the end of 1872 over ten homes and a
community hall were already constructed.
colony resembled that of Haifa.

In its appearance the

In the 1880 1 s it was described

as follows:

There is a wide central street with neat stone and
tiled roofed houses, and two rows of shade trees,
with a short cross street, church and schoolhouse,
and that general a.ir of cleanliness and comfort
which Germans understand so well how to import
to their settlements.8
A fourth. Gerrr.an colony named Reph.aim was established in

6

8

Lange, pp. 425-426.
01iphant, p. 285.

7

.!Ei9.. '

p. 42 7.
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18 73 about one mile outside the walls of the old city of Jerusttle,n. A fifth colony was bein.~ planned at et-Tireh in the
vid.nity of :.-raifa.

:.:.ven though colonization was progressing

quite rapidly, various external and internal difficulties facing
the settlers prompted Hoffmann in 1875 to proceed with greater
caution.

Consequently, the plans for the colony at et-Tireh were

canceled.

9

The earliest threat to the lives and morale of the settlers was malaria.

In 1872 as many as twenty-six out of 125

settlers succumbed to malarial fever at Sarona alone.

Although

malarial conditions continued for many years, improved sanitation, drainage, planting of Eucaliptus trees and proper medical
care eventually reduced the death rate to an acceptable ratio.
The problems of malaria were further compounded by the many diff iculties encountered by the settlers in choosing and purchasing
fertile land in areas not infested with the disease.
Much of the land in Palestine was unavailable to the
settlers as it was owned by the Turkish Government O'iiri) and it
was reluctant to sell it to foreigners.

Free-hold property

(;:ulk) was either held by villages in corrununal ownership, or in
s~all

patches with multiple owners.

Thus, of the land available,

either the whole village had to be purchased, or the property
owners of the small patches had to agree on a cornmon price.

Fur-

thermore only a transaction that resulted in an official registered title (Hedchi) could make the purchase secure.

An agree-

ment concluded between the German and Ottoman Empires in 1871,
supple,nenting the earlier agreement with Prussia, entitled Ger.nan
9 Lange, pp. 605-606.
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nationals to obtain titles to lands in the Ottoman domains.

10

aut having secured the right to hold real estate in their own
name, the Germans, by virtue of the agreement, becacne subject to
all local taxes levied upon landed property.

This naturally ex-

posed them to the arbitrary assessments of the corrupt native
11
tax collectors, a condition which raised new difficulties.
Not
before the 1890 1 s were problems concerning title to land and tax12
ation settled to the satisfaction of the Germans.
The first internal split to shake the Temple Society occurred in 1874.

From the time colonization began, the adminis-

tration of the society in Palestine was divided between G. A.
Hardegg and Christoph Hoffmann.

The former was in charge of col-

onization, the latter with over-all missionary activity.

This

administrative division, aimed at separating the secular functions of the society from its religious ones, proved unpractical.
The system had originally been devised in Gerrr£ny where it was

not realized that the distances and the lack of communication in
Palestine would tend to encourage each colony to develop independently.

The resulting dispute led to the resignation of Hardegg

from the society in 1874.

The fact that he was also the presi-

dent of the Eaif a colony motivated eleven families of that colony also to leave the society.

They remained in P.aifa, but

lOsee above p,. 25.
11 According to the Imperial Decree of January 18, 1867
foreigners in the Ottoman Empire who became real estate holders
could not enjoy consular immunities in regard to matters concerning thAt property.
.
12umtsrichter Gotel, 11 Eine deutsche Kolonie in Syrien, 11
freussische Jahrbucher, XCVI (April-June, 1899), 237.

the Evangelical church.

The reorganization of the society

:tfhiCh followed saw Hoffmann, together with an elected directory,

·assume full leadership of all the colonies.

The idea that sec-

ular and spiritual affairs ought to be separ8ted persisted.

In

1579 it was decided that the colonies would transform themselves
i,ntO

civic corrununities not bound by religious beliefs.

These

autonomous communities it was hoped would officially be rec-

ognized by the German Empire.

But the idea was rejected by the
..
German Government as it could not recognize autonomous German
13 In place of this plan, a different
bodies on Turkish soil.
scheme was substituted.
gestion of the

11Kolonial

On December

15, ;ss3,

following a sug-

Verein" in Germany,14 the settlers in

Palestine formed the "Association for Commerce, Industry, and
Agriculture" with headquarters in .Jerusalem.

This was an ordi-

nary com:IT!ercial company in which all the settlers could enroll
as members.

The company, which could also be joined by non-

Templers, was placed under the jurisdiction of the German Consulate in Jerusale.11. 15

Organized in this way, the Ger:r:ans hoped to

be able to avoid the jurisdiction of the Turkish authorities and
also to attract German investors for much needed capital.
Hoffrr.ann had insisted that each emigrating family must
·have enough capital to live without, any income for at least two
Years. 16 This regulation was strictly enforced so that all
immigrants were of so~e means.

Still, especially during the

l3christoph Paulus, "Die Tempelkolonien," Zeitschrift
des Palastina i/ereins, VI (1883), 36.
~'\f'J\S Tow€"'..<;>
14 see below, p. 63.
LOYOLA
~
15n(_•utscbe i·~olonialzeitung, I (1884), 65. "1

16Lange, p. ll-26.
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fir.st years, the success of the enterprise depended to a certain
degree on gifts and contributions collected in Genr:any.

In or<lEr

to increase such contributions, ~(off rnann in 3epte111ber, 18 7 5
travelled to GertT:i'my.

On Seµte·.1ber 2l. a r..ass ineeting C'l.ttended

by about one thousand persons was held at Stuttgart.

IToffrnann,

addressing the asse,nbled, decl.Pred that England was alre2dy engage:d in rebuilding Palestine and that an Zlglish financial association had been formed to promote trade and agriculture in the
Fear :.::as t.

r:-e w~s

not only interes tPd in funds but also in in-

vest111ents which he promised would return dividends.
was invitl°'!d to cor:eent, but the rPsponse w.:is poor.
ti on to

spea~:

The public
The invita-

was accepted, though, by a certain professor Fr ass

who hailed the colonization of Palestine from a German national
point of view.
not yet ripe.

17

Colonial sentirnents in Germany in 1875 were

Hoffmann's attempt to arouse interest in the Temp-

ler's colonies by cor;iparing them to the colonies of the Puritans
in A:aerica did not succeed.

Indeed, from a financial point of

view, the trip to Germany was no success.
culties continued.
to

thr~aten

The fintmcial diffi-

Though they were never sufficiently severe

the existence of the colonies, they did stifle

economic expansion.
Despite all the difficulties the achievements of the

'3erman settlers, especially in the 1870 1 s, were very imrressive.
r~ot only were they setting an example of what an industrious and

hard working people could do in Palestine;

they actually sue-

cessfully introduced the country into the modern age.

One of

their ~~ost important contributions for the future development of

1711
.•
-22::£·,
pp.

611~-615.
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· """ conct-rn"d local trans1)ortation ond com11erce.
fslesti.nc·

They

WE~re

_the first to introduce wheeled vehicles (c8rts and wagons) and
-paved roads and to establish regular inter-city transportation.

All this in a land till then dependent on camels, donkeys, and
mules.
The road between Haifa and ?\azareth, a distance of twenty-two miles, was the first constructed by the Templers.

The

first section to Samunieh was completed in 1872, the next to
I•'ejdel in

187L~,

and :·7A.ze.reth was reached in U375.

The expenses

amounting to about one thousand dollars were defrayed by the
.
.r-,onas
'
t ery in
.
Franciscan
1,azare th • 18 Another road constructed by
p

the Haifa colonists led up to the top of Ivfount Carmel, where in

later years a German resort hotel was built.

German enterprise

also in8ugurated transportation between Haifa and Acre and between Jaffa and Jerusalem.
paved to accommodate wagons.

The road from Haifa to Acre was
A German transport company owning

thirty wagons and carts began operating regular service between
Jaffa and Jerusalem, beginning in 1875.
day left one way, and another the other.

At least one wagon a

19

Early German contributions were also made in industry
and agriculture.

The colony of Haifa after one decade supported

four hundred souls.

Here Gerrr.ans owned and operated an oli veoil

soap factory, a wind grist, and a factory manufacturing olive
wood artifacts.

Other businesses belonging to the Haifa col-

onists included three retail stores, one wholesale store, and a
hotel.

Individual Ger!!',an residents worked as wagon builders,
181.!?,!£., p. 608.
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drivers, silver s ni ths, shoe p1al':.ers, tailors, etc. ?.0

Jaffa' s

colony by 1880 consisted of an esti:nated 150 German colonists.

Ger.:ncn businesses in Jaffa included the firms of Breisch and
Friedel, three mills, a hotel, and a hospital.
we!"e

em~)loyed

fessions.

21

Here Germans

as gardeners, crafts men, mechanics, and other pro-

The colony of Rephaim (Jerusalem) with a total popu-

lation in 1880 of 257 Germans consisted of artisans and craftsmen. 22 The only worthwhile com:-nercial establishment in Jerusalem, Duisberg & Company, with brahcnes at Haifa and Jaffa, was
23
German.
Before the arrival of the German colonists, land cultivation in Palestine was more primitive than it had
cient times.

be(~n

in an-

Sarona, an exclusively agricultural colony with a

population of close to two hundred in 1880, consisted of about
six hundred acres of cultivated farm land, one hundred and seventeen acres of vineyards and thirty acres of land cultivated for
24
vegetables.
The lands here w~re very fertile but were often
inundated by water coming from wadi Musrara.

As mentioned, this

20christoph Paulus, p. 36. These statistics were also
related in a report submitted to the Foreign i-iinistry by Von
Hacke, the Captain of the German war ship 11 Gazelle 11 which visited
Palestine in April, 1877_. A. A, "Turkei I. A. B. q. 126 11 (DEm
Schutz der Christen in Palastina), Von Eacke 1 s report to the
Adr;1iralty forwarded to the Foreign Ministry no. A3279, i'lay 24,
1877.
2 2 Il:>id.

23 Tue American Consul in Jerusalem described it as "a
larc,e establishrnen t," and reported that i·x. Duis berg had atter.1pted to irnport some g,oods from t1'e United States.
U. S., Department of State, Consular Correspondence, Jerusalem, vol. l'v
(.Uec.::1•iber 3, 1873-Dece:r.ber 20, 1879), despatch of Joseph G. Wilson, i .ay 10, 18 79.
24
Paulus, p. 36.
1
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c:;.tional sphere.

Gonvinced of th6 3reat importance· of c:ducation,

for b·:>th. :-;E:rnEn..s a,10 natives, the Te:c:ple .Society n1e..cle. it onfl of

its most im0ortant tasks to establish schools in all its

colonic~

The first schools, patterned after the schools in Germany, were
established at Jaffa and Haifa, and were opened to everyone
wished to attend.

~110

25

A lyceum, or gramrn.;ir school for boys, oriiinally established at Jaffa, tvas moved to .Jerusele·n in 1878. 26

A bo?.rdin5 school for eirls was opt?ned by
ir. October, 1879.

27

:m

thf~

soci(;:ty at .Haifa

additional school, Tbo Theologic::tl Acc.-

· demy of the Te:-nple Society, with a curriculu.:'11 of three years,

28
was op·.:ned in Jerusa.lern in October, 1381.
These projects were the first to be supported by the

German Government.

Upon the order of the Gerwan Emperor, the

schools of the Teinple Society in Palestine beginning in 1879
were subsidized by the German E..TI1pire.

The lyceu::n in Jc..rusalem

received a yearly subsidy of l,500 MarLs, the school at Haifa
1,100 Marks and the schools at Jaffa and Sarona 625 Marks respec~

tively. 29

ThE: emigration of the Tei.r.plers to Palestine had by the
end of the first decade resulted in th0 establishment of four
colonies representing an investmt::nt of about three rrcillion Marks.

The German popule.tion of Palestine had risen to about one thousand, and

their achic-:?ve.1ients werr;. being adcniJ::·ed by natives 2nd

foreigners alike.

This was a significc.nt develo~);ne.nt.

2 5Lans;e, p. ~·34.
27~., p. 760.

But the

26~., PP• 737-738.
281!2.i£.' p. 851.
29~., p. 761.
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mi1?:ration slowed down in the 1880 1 s. The original enthusiasts
e "'
for the idea of "asEembling the people of God in Palestine" had
emigrated and only few new adherents were joining.

Palestine,

in spite of the adhievemen ts of the Tec1plers, offered lit tie in-

ducement to German emigrants who wished to find a better and
roore comfortable life.

Even the establishment of two small

additional colonies, named Walhalla and
not alter the situation.

l~euhardhof,

in 1892, did

Indeed, not before the beginning of

the twentieth century were any important new German colonies established in Palestine.
Bismarckian Diplomacy and Palestine
.Bismarck's diplomacy in regard to Palestine generally
conformed to the accepted historical view that the Chancellor's
diplomacy

L."1

the Near East was essentially a disinterested one.

Yet, an examination of this subject reveals that it cannot simply
be dismissed, as historians have

t~.nded

to do, merely by

quotL~g

Bismarck's famous statement that the Ottoman Empire was not
.
1e Pomeranian
.
wort h t h e b ones o f a sing
grena a·ier. 30

30

Of the many historians who have dealt with Bismarckian
no one, to my knowledge, considered this particular
aspect of his hear Eastern policy. For instance, see Erich Eyck,
i3is!rV'rck: Leben und Werk (3 vols.; Erlenb.::ich-Zurich: E. Rentsch,
n41-19L~4)' Joseph Vincent Fuller, Bismarck Is Diplo:nacy: at its
Zenith (Cambridge, i:.ass.: ! 1 arvard University .i:'ress, 1922), G. P.
Gooch, Franco-:~0ro.ian ;.,_elations 1871-1~1 18 (London: Lonemans Green
and Co., 1923), 'Ailliam L. Langer;-E"UroPean Alli2nces f\nd Ali~n
ments 1871-1890 (:-~ew York: Alfred A. i•·nopf, 1950), .iilliam l\orton ,·.edlicott, f)isrr.arck, _Gladstone ~ ~ Concert of Europe
(London: University of London, Athlone Press, 19.J6), Pearl Boring iiitchell, The Bisrnarckian folicy £f Conciliation with Fr.·,nce
~875-1885 (Philadelphia:
University of fennsylvania fress, 1935),
Felix =\achfal, DeutschlA.nd ~die '.:eltT)olitik (Berlin: Deutsche
Verlagsgesellschaft fur politik und geschichte m.b.h., 1924), and
Alan John Percivale Taylor, Bismarck ~ ~ ~ ~ St2.tcs•11an
(London: -;.I. Famil ton, 1955).
diplo~nacy

39
Bismarck's overall diplomacy was essentially motiveted
bY one primary tjOal:

.
31
founded in 1871.

The preservation of the German E!-npire
The Chancellor's policies the.ref ore were

primarily aimed at rllaintaining the "status quo" in Europe and
preventing the creation of anti-German coalitions.

The coalition

that Bismarck feared the most was one that could ally France and
Russia and thereby threaten Germany with a two-front war. 32

All

of Germany's diplomatic moves were subordinated to this one overriding fear.
nismarck's attitude towards Palestine was complicated by
the presence of German nationals in the land and by the f e.ct th<:1.t
the two .powers with which he was concerned the most - France and
Russia - were themselves intriguing to win predo1ninance there.

As early as 1868 13isrnarck had been inforrr1ed by a report from
Aleppo that France

111 as

making preparations to bring Palestine

under French domination. 3 3

These French arnbitions were sure to

clash with ;:ussia 1 s own ambitions airr,ed at Jerusalem, the center

of the Orthodox ;::ast.

34

The prospects of revived traditional

31 This view continues to dominate historical thinking on
the subject of I3ismarckian dip lo llf• cy.
Langc~r 1 s Eurooean i\lliances .ill2Q. ti.lizn·:1ents illl.-1890, continues to be one of the-r;K>s t
thorough diplo~~tic works that advocates this point of view.

32

l l i Grosse Poli tik der E-·l.ir.opaischen Kabinette, 18 711914; c~dited. Jo~iannes Lepsius, Albr.:=ch t Mendelson .)artholdy,
and .?rit:drich ThLu.·e (40 vols.; !)erlin: 1922-1927), vol. II,
no. 29t+, p. 15L~. 1 :erf!after cited ClS G. r.
33 A, A., Turkei I. A. B. q. 8 ("Anst·le:scnhEiitGn (1es Libanon 11 ) ; ret: 1 :.:o. UC I 27 5; docu-110n t r:o. A354, :\eport froL'l Constantinople to ;jis11tarck, January 7-3, 1868.

3 4 ?or !\.ussia 's aims in I'alestine scE: D~1rek Hopwood 1 s
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Th(; Russian Presence in Syria end Palestine 181.f.3-191Li.
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-
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fr.?nco-

~us si.01n

tensions in Pales tine, which in the past had. al-

reAdY once contributed to the outbreak of war, could not be overiool.<.ed by Dismarck.

Such a situation could indeed be viewed by

BiS:Harck with some cor.1fort, for as long as Frrmce and Russia wen•
at odds, there was little for Germa.ny to fear.

Russia's sensi-

tivity over her position in Palestine, however, rather than leading to tensions with France, first gave rise to a dispute with
Ger;nany.
The channel through which Russia hoped to advance her

cause in Palestine and Syria was the Patriarch of Jerusalem.

The

Orthodox Patriarch of Jerusalem from the seventeenth century had
been under the control of the Ecumenical Patriarch in Constantinople.

nut as a result of Russian pressure Jerusalem's subordin-

ation to Constantinople ceased in the mid-nineteenth century.
This occured when Cyril, Bishop of Lydda, was, with Russian backing, elected patriarch of Jerusalem.

The election of Cyril,

though, did not make Russia's domination of the patriarchate absolute.

The patriarch could still be deposed by his synod since

it was controlled by the Greeks.

35

A crisis between Cyril and

the synod came to a climax in 1872 and Germany, because of actions of its consul in Jerusalem, was dragged into the affair.
The Greeks, having been alienated by Cyril, were demand. ng
l.

36
h.is irrune
.
d.iate d eposition.
. .

Th e ,.Russians,
.
. .
1y,
not surprising

did their best to avoid such a development.

Kozhevnikov, the

Russian consul at Jerusale'u, was advised by Igna tiev, the

35~.,

ai~1bas-

p. 181.

36 At a conference held in 1872 8t Constantinople, Cyril,
Whith Russian support, oppos8d a rnove to declare the Bulgarian
c urch schismatic.

41
sador at Constantinople, to hack Cyril e.nd gain the support of
.
.
37
Consequent Rt1ssian
the Ortho d ox Ara b popu 1 ation of t'C1lesti.ne.

atter:.pts to stir up the Arab

po:~ulatior~

in f c.vor of Cyril result38
ed in mass demonstrations and acts of sabotat;e.
These acts,

according to von Al ten, the German Consul at Jerusalem, indicatE.'Cl
that Russian agents in Palestine were bent on instigating a revolt against Turkey.

Furthermore, according to von Alten, pro-

perty rights in Palestine, including those of the Germans, were
39
also threatened by the Russian agitation.
Hazif Pasha, the Turkish Governor of Jerusalem, having
become apprehensive over the situation,decided to consult the
foreign consuls residing in Jerusalem.

Consequently, at the end

of f1ovember t\azif Pasha held at least one rne.eting with von Alten.
The German Consul regarded the Governor as a "responsible and
moderate man" who deserved the support of Germany.

40

Believing

that German property in Palestine was indirectly threatened by
the crisis, von Alten advised the Governor to preserve law and
41
order in the lana.

In spite of the Russian agitation the Synod at the end
of J'Z:ovember decided to depose Cyril.
~ut

This was a blow to lgnati.ev

he still hoped to reverse the decision before it could be

37

Hopwood, p. 182.

38

A. A., "Tlirkei I. A. B. q. 105 (Acta betr. die Beschder i,aiserl. :\.ussischen Regierung ueber den Genere.1Consul von Alt~..n in Jerusale:n 11 ) rt.:.:el ho. UC I 392; docUi·t:cnt I·:o.
Al5, von Alten 1 s letter to the Gernan A:nbassador in Constantinople, Jerusalem, Eove8ber 30, 1872. Accordingly, telegraph
lines to Constantinople were cut.
werde

~.,
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1872.

40

von Al ten's letter dated Jerusale.::n, Dece1rlber 8,

~·, I~ovember

30, 1872.

41

i_b;d.,
_,_
IJecem
.
b er ..." , 1872 •

42

approved by the Porte.

To accomplish this lgnatiev needed the

support of iJazif f'asha.

On Decer,:ber 1 lgna tiev telegraphed
11

p.ussian Consul in Jerusalem to:

thE.~

feep the Pasha well disposed

1~im
.
.
.
to us prom i sing
rewar d s an d my protection
••• ,/1-2.

Nazif Pasha, regarding von Alten as "the most disinter43
ested person:'
decided to follow his advice rather than be influenced by the Russians.

r.\ot only did he support the action of

the synod, on november 27 he even ordered the arrest and depor44
tation of Cyril to Constantinople.
The shocked Ignatiev irnmediately blamed the German and British Consuls for encouraging
45
the Governor.
The official reaction of the Russian Government was very
sharp.

The first indications of a developing crisis came in a

despatch dated Deceruber 6, 1872 from St. Petersburg to Bismarck,
warning that Tsar Alexander was very much perturbed at Germany.
The charges against von Alten began with an accusation that the
German Consul had insulted Grand Duke

1:-~ikolai I~ikolaevich

his visit to Jerusalem in October, 1872.

during

According to the des-

patch, von Alten had failed to accord the Russian his due respects.

Ee did not display the Ger17ian flag in honor of the vis-

itor and did not respond. politely to an invitation to Attend a
reception.

The Tsar was hurt and indic3t1!d that the incident
.

.

L16

wou ld a ff ect the intimate relations between Imssia and Germany.

42 Quoted in Hopwood, p. 184.
43A. A., Turke.•i 105, Fo. A15, Pera, Dece•nbE·r 25, 1872.
Accordi'1>: to this despatch 18natif~V chargE=~d that the GovE:rnor
Was bribed by.the synod.

L~ 4 Ibid.
46

45Hopwood, p. 184.

A. A., Turkei 105, ;·o. A3L;.17a.

DeCP'.·1ber 6, 1872.

43
Later despatches from St. Petersburg inf or.rned .Gis;narcl: that the
::iussi:in ·3overn:-nent was also charr,ing the Gcrinans with interfer~·

ence in church aff ~irs in l'.:llestine.

This interference, the ?.us-

sians complained, ;nust have been interpreted in the Fear Zast as
reflecting a Ger:nan desire to underr•1ine Russia there.

47

These incidents, as far as Bismarck w 's concerr··-"-· > ;":TJld

not he.Ve come at a. worse time.
to~vards

r.us sia 1 s b(;:nevolen t attitude

Frussia during the Franco-Prussian Har was greatly appre-

ciated by Bis::-.1arck.

'di th France defeated, but seeking

r·~venge,

the Ghancellor above ci.11 things was anxious to solidify Russo.
48
Ger.nan re 1 ations.

A step in this direction had been taken in

Septe:•cber when the Emperors of Gerr'.lany, Austria, and Russia, act~eir

cor:ipanied by

L1.9

foreign ministers, met at Berlin. ·

Th<Z1se

efforts now seer:1ed threatened.
Von Alten insisted that he was innocent.

He advised Dis-

marck that the invitation which he had received from the nussian
Consul was not an invitation in the European sense of the word.
Instt"~ad,

he had been merely invited to ride out of Jerusale:n to

welco;ne the Grand Duke.

This he did not do because he was ill.

The letter in which he explained his disposition, and which the
Russians had charged wa.s impertL11.ent, was a rough translation
fro:~

GGrrnan into French - a language in which he was not fluent.

He had conveyed his good wishes to the Grand Duke and advised
him that he would be at his disposal should the latter wish to
see

hi~.

I~o

47

1872.
48

official request to display the Ger:nan flag had

.

~·,

No • .:\3559,

Langer, p. 11.

I~eport

by Alvensleben, Decer11ber 18,

49 lli9_., p. 2 l

44
been circuln tcd; furthermore, the

tir:~e

of the arri vr.-tl of the i:..us-

sie.n in the city had not been conveyed to hiri,.

Von

i~lten

insist-

ed thet all the allegatiorls leveled at;ainst hiia only reflected

5
the bitterness of the Russians at the deposition of Cyril. (_)
Von Alten's appraisal of the Russian motives was correct.
51
The alleged insults to Duke Hikolai were readily forgotten.
en
the other hand, the accusation that there had been German inter-

ference was not allowed to rest.

Only after

rep1.~ated

German as-

surance to Russia that her consuls in the OJ:-ient received strict
orders not

t

. .
o express opinions
counter to

the Russians relent.

f)

•

L~ussian

•
52 did
interests

The same promise was once again

rep~at0d

by

Bismarck in conversations with the Russian Privy-Councillor Stre-

. Apri·1 , 1873 • 53
oukhov in
Bismarck's assurances were well received by the Russian
Govern;l~ent,

moved was

especially since its demand that von Al ten be re-

co~plied

with.

The German Consul's requf.,lst for a vaca-

. tion and a transfer were approved by the Foreign lVIinistry in
54
April, 1873.
Von Alten's

po~ition

that his diplomatic intervention

was motivated by alleged threats to German property and lives,
regardless of its V?lidity, clearly reflected the fact that Bismarck's aloofness could be rnaintained only as long as· conditions

50

.A. A., Tiirkei 105, No. A3494a.
December 14, 1872.

Report from Pera,

51

Ibid., No. A3574. Report from St. Petersburg, December 21, 18~
53
52
Ibid.
Popwood, p. 184.

54
A. A., Turkei 105, No. A747.
Harch 17, 1873.

Telegram No. 11, Berlin,
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.pales tine remained calm and uneventful. Indeed, the growing
in
involvement of the German settlers in Palestine in the 1870 1 s
tended to increase Gerrnany' s COil.ur.itment to the preservation of

peace, since any disturbnnces were bound to threaten German lives

and property.
The shocks and the vibrations that shook the Ottoman
Empire following the outbreak of the insurrection against Turkish
rule in Bosnia and Herzogovina in August, 1875, the Bulgarian
massacres of 1876, the Russo-Turkish War that followed in 1877,
and the diplomatic activity that acco:npanied that phase of the
}:';astern·'~uestion

did not spare Palestine.

The Moslem population

of Palestine was in a state of excitement and the Christians
living among them were panic stricken.

Accordirig to E. Hardegg, the A.;.-nerican Vice-Consul in
Jaffa, himself a German national, the first thraats of a massacre
occured in June, 1876.

Cries of "why should we not kill our ene-

mies here" began as soon as the levy of Turkish reserve troops in
Palestine began. 55 The hostility of the :'loslerns was intensified

even further once the wounded and crippled Turkish soldiers be•
h orne in
•
gan re t urning

F
.l~

ovemb er. 56

The hostility felt by the Hos-

le;:1s against the German Templers was especially bitter due to the
fact that as foreign nationals they we-re exempt from serving in
the Turkish ariay.

The Templers, afraid for their lives, decided

to protect themselves against possible attacks.
colonies

werE~

reinforced,

55u. s.,

fir~

Lluildings in the

arms w;:·re purchflsed, and a local

Departrnent of State, Const1l;--·r

Cor.rf·srJondcnce,

~rusale::c, vol. IV, despatch of E. Hardeg~, January 1, 1877.

56l.!219.·
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aer::ian militia was orgAnized and

tr~ined

for battle.

57

Hoffmann, realizing that his men could not resist any

major onslau 0 ht, also appealed to Germany for help.

im.11 ediate reaction cannot be ascertained..

Bismarck's

The appeal was carried

directly to tbe Er.1peror, apparently by Logel, the Court Chaplain. 58

Upon hearing of the distress of the Germans in Palestine,

the Emperor issued an Imperial Order for a German warship to be
despatched there.
The corvette

11

Gazelleu coznmanded by Count von Hacke, the

first German warship to visit Palestine, anchored off Jaffa on
Easter morning, 1877.

The Commander spent several days visiting

the colonies of Jaffa, Jerusale:n and Sarona, and conferred with
Hoffmann.

The colonists were allowed on board ship, and the

ship's crew was welcomed in the colonies=

From Jaffa the "Ga-

zelle' 1 went to Haifa. · In all the "Gazelle" spent four weeks off
the Syrian coast. 59

A thorough report on the conditions of the Germans in
Palestine was submitted by von Hacke to the Adrniralty in Berlin.
It in turn forwarded the report to the Foreign Viinistry with the

that the visit of the warship served to advance the in60
.
t erests o f Ger1nany i n Pa 1 estine.

co:m:.it=·nt

The report began with a statistical analysis of the num-

57 Lange, pp. 672-673.
rtid. Fo docurnen ta ti on on either 1~of f:nann 1 s appeal or
::'.is::-,nrck s --re;ct ion is available fro:;n the h..f:.· records.
58
1

59~.
60A./'-.., Turke
..
i I.
A. :3. q. 126 ("Acta betr. den Schutz
der Christen in Palastina") reel I-70. UC I 306; document r;o.
A3279, 2erlin, Lay 24, 13 77.
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ber of Ger c=m settlers in etich col0riy, their occupations and
their

achicve~ents.

A

~eneral

outline of political conditions

in .;;yria and Palestine, describing the •r:ood of the ;.;os le;::. popu-

lation and the attitude of the Turkish officials, followed.

Von

nacke pointed to the various legal difficulties that faced the
settlers And attri"huted this situation to the fact that the Ger-

mans were regarded by the Turkish officials as intruders.

A re-

view of the econorilic conditions of the colonies, including a sta-

tistical breakdown of their assets, their comr.-iercial enterpris0s,
and thoir trade, car.\e next.

The report i.ndicc.ted that in exports

to Syria and Palestine Germany ran1{ed third, behind :S"'1gland c.md

France.

In the export of manufactured goods, Germany actually

ranked a close second behind

~·ranee.

The volume of industrial

goods exported fron Germany to Syria was put at six to seven ud.1-

lion Vie.rks.

Among the. major products exported the report listed

textiles that came from the Rhine, SilE:!sia and Saxony; sill<E:n
products

fro~

Eberfeld; wools from Alsace; steel products from

Solingen; pb.arrnacetics from Berlin; and other items.

An assess-

ment of the dangers th8.t were faced by the settlers concluded the
report.

Von Backe had witnessed no ffiajor incidents, but he did

not doubt th;:it the Germans could face "extreme dcin8er 11 should

Tur1-;.ey be defeated.

Before signing the report he added that it

was in the int<:!rest of GerrQany to initiate simil<-1.r visits at regular intervals.

61

Although the visit of the "Gazelle" impressed the ?fosle;n
popul.:-ition and made the fanatic elements realize that the German

l~ •
.
.
.
1 s, 62 th e situat
.
i on remained
.
.i:.mpire
wou ld assist
its
nationa
very

62illl!·
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hazardous.

I'.o soon('_•r had tho "Gazelle" lf':ft than it beca;r,e evi-

dent thCtt further intervention would be reC!uired.

A report datE-d

:· aY 3 0, 1877 fro:1i ;,,;iinchausen, who hEd succeeded von Alten as Ger-

inan Consul in Jerusale:n, indicated that all Turkish soldiers stationed in Palestine were being withdrawn to the war theatre.

Se-

63

curity mntters were accordingly to be left to the local garrison.
The implied danger was obvious, as the Dul,5arian m.qssacres had

originated under simil.;i.r circurr.stances.

The Ger.man Consul indi-

cated that he was leaving it up to the Foreign Viinistry to decide
whether Germany's ma.terial interests in

some "extraordinary measures" be taken.

PalE~stine

64

deserved that

The Porte upon the

inquiry of the German Ambassador at Constantinople gave assurances that some troops would be kept in Jerusalem, but the am-

bassador remained convinced that this was not the case.
Under the

pres~rnre

65

of these circumstances, Bismarck

11

ad-

vised'' the Emperor to authorize the despatch of additional war

ships to Palestine. 66

According to the orders issued, no mili-

tary steps were to be taken without specific instructions, but
since German property and life were at stake, it was r.ealized
that in case of an emergency, the cormnenders of the ships would
6 7 Th. e f irs
'
. .
. own responsi. b. i· 1 ity.
·
.
t
hav e t o mao.-:e
a d ecJ.si.on
on t h eir
war ship to arrive at Jaffa, the "Victoria," ca:ne on June 14,

1877 and after several days left for Haifa and Beirut.

The most

6 3Ibid. No. A3418. Tele3rarn ~o. 76 fro~ Reuss, dated
Pera, Mey ~1077. Also l~o. A3l-156. Report fro:·,, Mlinchausen in
Jeru1=lalerr:, May 30, 1877.
64

l£i.2..

or an d um.

No. A3856.

66 1bid., No. A3356.
67

~·

ro.

A3l~l8.

This is an unsif,ned and undated mem-
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impressive show of German force cmne when a squadron consisting
of the frigates

''r~aiser,

11

"Deutsch.land," "Friedrich 1.:.arl,"

upreussen, 11 and a smaller vessel "Falke," arrived at Jaffa on
68
T.he show of force continued in August with the return
July 5.
69
of the "Gazelle" for five days to Jaffa.
The German naval
ais!'la.rck diplo;11atically.

de~onstration

in Palestine did not hurt

His fears since the outbreak of the

Bosnian insurrection had been that the tension between Austria

and Russia would lead to war - a war in which Germany, due to
public sentiment, would gravitate towards Austria, and Russia
would be drawn to France. 70 The solution to this dile1mna, Bismarck believed, lay in a partition of Turkey that would satisfy
71
both Russia and Austria.
Such a partition, he realized, would
necessitate the acquiescence of England.

This Bisrri8.rck hoped to

achieve by encouraging the English to unilaterally seize Egypt.
Bismarck's first serious advance to E-11gland regarding this matter
was ~ade in January, 1876. 72

The possibility that England might

annex Egypt was much discussed in the major European capitals in
April, 1877, for the subject was raised by r:;ubar Pasha, the
Khedive's former Foreign Viinister, who at that time was touring
Europe.

The plan gained Bismarck's full support.7 3

The conse-

68Lange, p. 6 7Li.

69 A. A., Turkei 126, r~o. A3342. Report frof'.l ::;unchausen
dated August 10, 1877.
70 nespatch of Lord Odo Russell, English Ambassador at
Berlin, Januciry 2, 1876. Published in David Harris' "Jismarck's
Adv:~.nr.e to :r:nE;land, January, 1876, 0 Journal of Modern !-ristory,
I l l (Sept., 1931), 446.
~
71Q..:.._f,., 11, r;o. 227, p. 29.
72see Harris' article above.

73r. . ubar Pasha was granted an intervif'W by Count ~-ilinstcr,
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quences of a possible µe.rtition of the Ottoraan i.::"!lpire
on r.is;wn:-ck' s rnind in June, when the nnval

for

~·alr:stine.

squ:.~dron

~vns

stl.11

was leaving

!!is ideas were outlined in a cor<i.t1uni·1ue to

count '}eorg von l<uns ter, the Geri;"1n A·,1bas sad or. at: London, on

June 15, 1877 as follows:

lf England possessed Egypt and Russia

controlled the Black Sea, both powers would have an interest in
r:iaintaining the "st.qtus-quo."

At the same time these powers

could be-? expected to reE\ain antagonistic to one another, over
some of their other vital interests.

Such an

arrange~i~en t,

he

believed, would hinder the ability of these powers to join antiGerman coalitions.

Furthermore, such a development could also

have consequences in respect to France, as it would tend to promote Anglo-French rivalry in the 1-':editerranean.

74

If Egypt> in Bismarck's diplor-;;.atic calculations, was as-

siened to England in 1877, and C0nsta.ntinople to Russia, what
was to become of Syria c:tnd Palestine?

Even though Eis:narck's

speculations as outlined to Munster made no specific reference
to these lands, there can be little doubt that he was ready, under the right circll'.:nstances, to conce·de this whole area to France.
Pistorians have often pointed to the fact that Bismarck was eat;er
to encourage French colonial activity in order to divert her
the ·~~ern:en A:··1bassador in London.
The interview took place on
April 24., 1'077, th~ very day that I~ussia decl.sred war on Turkey.
Eubar Pasha voice~ the opinion that the war could not be localizc::d and that he w:1s convinced of the irrxdnent disintegration of
the Turkish J.::npir2. !;is vis it to London, he told the Ger;!l.'H1
A~nb3ssador, w'~s to induce the English to c~stablish a protectorate over Sgypt.
For this see G. F., II, I'o. 2~~9, P'.)• 147-1/:.~~.
11 1..-ios t
Bismarcli: 1 s rr:nr!:;inal coffi\1:en t to this despatch re:'d:
LU1derstandnble." He irrnnediately instructed 3tat0 Secretary von ~~ulow
not to oppose the idea.
G. P., Il, z:o. 290, p. 150.

74 G. P., II, 294, p. 1.
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.

attention ciway fro:.1 Alsace and Lorraine.

75

But franco-Gen,1an

relations since the war scare crisis of January, 1877 were
76
strained, and remained so till the end of the year.
Bismarck under these circumstances was not obliged to
consider French interests in Syria and Palestine.

Indeed, Ger-

many's independent action and manifestation of interest in her
nationals settled there could possibly indicate to France that
Germany had something positive to offer her, if she were ready
for a deal.
Once the decision to send a German naval squadron to
Palestine had beEn made, Bismarck was quid.:: to point out that
other powers with interests in the region should join Germany
in pressuring Turkey not to withdraw any additional troops from

Palestine. 77

Such a development Bismarck knew would minimize

the risk of a German military intervention should disturbances
break out.

While no European power could show complete indif-

ference to the fate of the Christians in falestine, their reaction to the Ger1nan proposal was not unif orrn.
The French were the first to respond.

Due Decazes, the

French Foreign /inister, was no more eager than Bis1narck to see
a 3er.:,:.an milit.::1ry intervention in F<:ilestine.

He assurE!d Prince

Hohenlohe, the Gerrr:an Am bas sad or at Paris, that he too believed
th:Jt it was :·1.ost important to convince the Porte to leave re3ular
1an:r,er, p. 53. Also the~ study of Pearl Boring Litchell,
'.°"\isrnsrd:ian Policy of Concilin tion illJJ.l F'rPnce, 187 5-1385
(d1iLidelp]1ia, 1935).
76
1.2l£., P'.)· 109-110.
77
A. A., Turkei 126, l"~o. A3480. Bismarck to State Secretary von Bulow, !·:issingcn, June 2, 18 77.

75

It&.
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in Palestine.

Since Dccazes nef:>dt.·d no prodding,

Hohenlohe even decided not to involce Bismarck's reminder that

GepaanY was aware of France 1 s traditional role as protector of
the Christians in the Levant.

78

The English response was most positive.

atinster assured

Lord Derby, the English Foreign 1·J.nis ter, that Ger.rilany had no
political aims in Palestine, and the.t she was acting only to protect her nationals.

Derby, replying to ";t.inster, advised him

that £ngland had been promised by Turkey that the Christians
would be protected.
tion.

Ent:; land in

fact did not mind Germany's ac-

The time had passed, according to Derby, for England to

worry over the growth and activities of the German navy.

On the

contrary, he assured Hiinster, England would welcone it if the
two navies were t:o cooperate in protecting their trflde find n8tion.
th e 1•1e
', d.l. t erranean. 79
a l s in
The Italian Foreign lviinistry, though it voiced readiness

to de1:1.and of the Porte that it keep troops in Palestine, insisted
that accordin§5 to its inforr11ation the local Viosle::n population
posed no threat to the Christians. 80
The coolest reaction, however, came frorn Austria.

Count

Andrassy, the: Foreign llinister, believed that Turkey could not be
forced to use her troops in Palestine when they were needed else31
where.
The Austrian attitude was not limited to words. Viola-

7 8 ~., l'~o. A3685.
79

1877.

~.,

Fo. A3751.

80 1· . 1
oi.c., ..~' o.

L\. 3820 •

Hohenlohe to Dulow, June 7, 1877.
>:ii..11ster to Bulow, .June 11, 1877.

Telegram !'io. 38 to Billow, June 15,

."1.ls~. A40i~7 dated Ro:ne, June 22, 1877.

81 Ibi.· d., i·
. 3950 •
·:O • .H.

D.::spatch fro11 Vienna, June 18, 1877.
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ting

ht:,r

decln1~ed

neutrality durinw the bis so-Turkish \·iar, /1.us-

ctually peri.,itted a ch8rtered Lloyd steamship f
cria a

lyin~~

her

flag to pick up the last two remaining Tur1~ish battalions in

82
.f 8 l P s t in e •

In spite of the fears that had prolf:i;_>ted the Serr•1an intervention in ralestine, the country for the next few years re.i'.<ained

quiet and untouched by diplorctatic developn1ents.

The Congress of

serlin which met in June, 1878 to settle the Eastern-Question
did not:, due to French pressure, consider any proble:·i related to

zgypt,

'

.

Syr~a,

·~ 1 es t.ine. 83
or ra

Bismarck 1 s diplom.acy after the conclusion of th.0
continued to be directed to

prE~venting

Con~r(--:ss

the formation of antiOtto::-~1a.n

Ger1:wn allicmces.

His disinterest in the affairs of the

Empire continued.

To be sure, the Egyptian Question could not be

completely neglected by Ger1nany, but

f!Ven

Eis,r,c:i.rck to fit his needs for 8lliances.

it was

mani,µu~

ateci

84

l\ot until 1882 did Falestine once a3Rin fieure in Dis~arck's

diplo~~cy.

TI1e political crisis that engulfed Egypt, and ci'e ~nti-

E:uropE"an outbn':a.ks thRt accompanied it, effect8d both the .Moslenn
and

t:•t~

Christian population of Falt'!stine.
8211--'.A
~.,

ro.

A5155.

85

German liv;c-s and

RPport· fro~! .Jerusal0:n, Juno 2(1, 1877.

83 G. p;, II, Eo. 354, p. 224.
84

.

The best studies on Bis·•~Arcl-:.' s Sgyptinn diplomacy are
Xat~iilue Kleine's Deutschlanc1 und die aPvnt:i.schi~ 1'"ra-"'i? 1875l.§SO (Greif swa ld, 192 7), e.nd Wolf gang 'Wind el.be: nd 1 s ;r Bis~k 's
A3ypt"n Poli tik, 11 The Eulletin of th•: In tr=rn,~ ti on :i 1 Co:t"!:.-ni t t{:'c! of
t!2:s torical S ciences-;-J 9.1".uary, 1'97i'.'3:--

85'I'l:le ,1:Ch e a·ive • s d ecisi.on
· ·
·
1875 t o se 11 h'is s11ares
•
·
in
in
thE! stock of the 3uez Canal Cri•:1pany to the British '";overn:oent in-

54
beint; threat•.::nc:d, but tlte
a.s

will be st"!:·n, wa.s rnuch l<:~ss than in 1877.

reaction,
T~eitz,

consul in Jerusalei11, in a report to 3isrnarcL on July
lci.ted the view thA t

the German
t~,

1882 re-

the friction between the European ?oviei:-s ard

the uosle.ns in 2gypt was

bein;~

interpreted by 2<osle1as in Fales-

tine· as a. direct attack upon lslarr:.

Rumors of a pending massa-

cre of Christians at BethleheE1 were already spreading, and signs
of agitation were evident at Jaffa.

There the muezzin had raised

a flae on top of a ri1osque which supposedly was aimed at arousing
the i ioslems.
1

Refugees, especially Catholic priests, were begin-

ning to arrive from Egypt with tales of horror.

The Consul as-

sured 3ismarck that in spite of the risinr; tensions, conditions
were still generally calm and tha.t the Governor was instituting
86
.
.
In a later report to.Bisl
measures to protect t~e
Ch ristians.
marck, dated July 24, the Gerrr:an Consul advised th.et the bo~;1bc:.rd111ent at Alex2ndria

87

had impressed the local l<oslerns, and that

only 1ninor outbreaks had tal:en place.

88

Still, the Gerr,·:ans in

Palc-:stine once again felt threat('med and once a,:soin they bc::ge.n
augurated ci.n era tmder which Egypt increasingly caH!e under foreien tutelar,e. Consequently, an anti-Zt}ropean national roovement
with tl-w s loean 11 ::!:5ypt for thf! Egyptians u r.f'Vol ted c.gains t the
Khedive.
The interve!'ltion of the European Fowers in tho dori1estic
affairs of Sgypt led to anti-European riots \..'.hich cl.iwe.xed L11 the
death of about fifty .t::uropeans at Alexair·dria on June 12, 1382.
A. !\. , .:'~eeypten 3 ( ''I~ued:wirkung der af~3yptischen ·;.Jirren a.uf die r·1ol12.rn..:-nedanische ;:evolk-c,rung von Tripolis, Palastina
und Syrien); rG0'l Eo. ?SV 19; docur'~ent l·~o. t\/1372.
Despatch by
Reitz, Consul-General at Jerusale11;, to Bis:ne.rcli:, July 4, 1882.

86

87 Alcxandria,the

stronghold of the Egyptian national
rnove•11ent1 was bo:nb,<1rc1E-d by the British on July 11, 1882.
88

A. A., .:\.egypten 3, l<o. A4996.
Bismarck, July 24, 1882.

Despatch fro11 Reitz to

55

.
89
preparing their defences.
Similar reports of unrest in Palestine were reaching

ocher European capitals.

Bis!nard':., taking notice of a report

fro;n Vienna to the effect that Giers, the Russian Foreign I,!in.
t•ion in
.
ister, ha d s h own d eep concern over t h.e situa

~

.

~yria,

90·

requested the Foreign hinistry to address an inquiry to the

French Government asking what information it had received about
.
t•
che situa
ion. 91
~~ith

conditions that had precipitated the German naval

demonstration in 1877 resurfacing, a decision as to what action,

if any, ·3ertrany should take could not be postpor.ed for

Bismarck had saveral options to choose from.
boats, the

11

.i:~owe" and

Two

lon.~.

Gerr~a.n

gun

the 11Habicht, tt wc:re already on station in

Egypt, and a third, the "Cyclop," could leave for the Hediter-

ran.ean as soon as such an order were issued.

Furthermore, a

naval squadron on training exercises in the I\ or th Sea could,
. h i·1 tt 1 e extra cost, b e d'iverte d to t h e 1'~e
.. d'iterranean. 92
wit

Bismarck was determined in 1882 not to run any political
risks in the 2-Iediterranf:.>an.

He irnmediately

SBW

to it, therefore,

that the Enperor was advisE·d that the despatch of the whole
squadron would arouse political conjectures over Ger1Tany 1 s in tentions.

Only the two smallest vessels on trninin3 in the !:orth

89 Il:>id., i,o.

A5l'.~89.

Reitz to BismarcJr, Jaffa, August it·.,

1882.
90

1882.

~.,

Lo. A4726.

91 rt. d

3ismerck to Hatzfeldt, July 30, 1882.

_22:._·'

niarck,

To Bis11!arck at Gastcir:, July 25,

92 Ibid., ?,eport Fo. 14
?.....
..,\ur·-Ll"
ii.
_)
.._-, t

'

1882 •

fro~11

the

Forc.:d.-~n

::inistry to :!iis-

56

sea,
ati.n~

i!-isnv:lrck suggested, should be considered.

93

The c.lcterior-

situation in Zgypt convinced '3isinarc:k that Germany's inter-

ests would be served best by not getting involved in the crisls.
His persisting fear of becor:iing somehow confronted by a franco-

Russian alliance made him deterrl'ined not to antaEonize any power,
94
. . 95
especially not England
or Russia,
when German interests were
not directly involved.

A German show of force in Palestine could

only upset these considerations.
Moreover, Franco-German relations in 1882 were consider-

ably warmer the.n they had been in 1877.

There

\~as

no advantage

to be gained by antagonizing France, especially not where Bis-

marck hoped to encoure.ge French colonial aspirations.

Emperor William's reaction to the news from Palestine
was much less cautious than Bismarck's, and he

im~ediately,.with-

out consul ting his Chancellor, ordered the wars~1ip "Nymphe 11 to
Beirut. 96 Afraid that the appearance of the "I~ymphe" in Syria
Palestine might upset his diplomatic plans, Bismarc!c, when
97 ordered
he learned of this development from Admiral Stesch,
and

the ship to change course.

Should it be too late for that, he

added in a tele:sram the following day, then once at Beirut, the
11

r;ymphe 11 should leave for a less conspicuous port like fort-Said

93 1bid., ::o. A4193.
Berlin, Au~ust 8, 1882.

94
95

G.

r., IV, No. 727,

Report of Eatzf<:::ldt to '1-iillia1:1 I,
p. 32.

rbid., p. 33

966•.• A., L\egypten 3, No. A5 121.
August 12, lo32.

l!atzfeldt to Bismarck,

97 Ibid., Ho. !\5087. Stosch, Chief of Amiralty, to Eatzfeldt, Augustll, 1882.

57
and await instructions there.

98

Bismarck 1 s appreh.ensions were soinewhat all(Niated by a
despatch he received on August 8, reporting that a French warship
had arrived at Beirut on

/~ugust 5. 99

Satisfied that the "Nyrnphe 11

would not be the first foreign warship at Beirut, other precautionary steps were ordered.

Acting on the assu:rtption that the

grr,peror would not allow his orders to be ovE:rridden, Bismarck
ordered the CaptaLn of tho

11!-:ymphe 11

to avoid creating any impres-

sion that he came to Beirut to observe the rn.ove.ments of his
French counterpart.

100

i<oreover, the French Government, Bismarck

insisted, was to be assured that the Captain of the

11 l'ymphe 11

had

orders to cooperate with the French and that Germany was well

aware of France's traditional involvement in the region. 101
Duel ere, the French premier, was not overwheL::1ed by BisHe thanked the Ger1r1an Chancellor for his will-

marck 1 s overture.

ingness to cooperate with France, but he did not react to the
Ge·rman declaration that Syria and Palestine could be regarded as

. 102

a l"rench sphere.

!!ohenlohe was puzzled.

TT.e assured Bismarck

that he had read to Duclerc the appropriate text "slowly and
clearly."
98

:~owever,

~., ~.,o.

he could not tell whether Duclerc was holding

A5121.

Telegram !lo. 145, August 12, from

Bism3rck at Varzin.

99 .Ll._.,
b'd
f7o. A5330 •

Consul Schroeder to Bismarck, Aug-

ust 8, 1882.

100Tb"
i
~., Fo. A5149.

Bismarck to Hatzfeldt,

lOl.l..£.i.Q.., r':o. A5209.

Hatzfeldt to Eohenlohe,

lOZl.!2l.$1., I'0. A5445.

Hohenlohe to Bisrnarck, Au;:;ust 2l1.,

15,

1822.

188.2.
1

1882.

Au~ust

19,

58
or si1nply did not unc1erstand th<:.· i'.Hportance of the state-

went•

103

Dismnrck interpreted his

ru~ass~dor

1

s

observ~tions

as

indicating that the French actually n'.istrusted his intentions.
• 1 ,. such alleged mistrust
-rerr.u.1
..,

11

unf ounded and unwelcorned" he

assured 1:ohenlohe once more that the despatch of the warship was
pro~nised

not politically motivated and, as if to prove it,

that

. f 104
the visit wou ld b e very b rie •
11

When the

l~ymphe 11

arrived at 3eirut on AU8USt 25, the

French frigate 11 Thetis tt and the Italian 11 Forinidabile 11 were al105
ready there.
Finding conditions at Beirut calm the vessel
proceeded to Jaffa.

The arrival of the

11

r~ymphe 11

in Falestine on

Septe:-nber 4 had already beEm precedE:d by the visits of th.El Italian warship

"Ready. 11

106

0

:-:arc Antoni, 11 the French

a~d

11 .3is son, 11

the English

After establishing that conditions at Jaffa. and

Jerusalem were also undisturbed, the "Nymphe" on Septe:::iber 6 left
for :.:aifa.

The visit there lasted for only one day.

Upon her

return to Beirut, the ship was ordered to continue to Suda Bay.107
Bismarck 1s wishes had been fulf illE::d.

The

Ger!.~c-1ns

were

not the first at the Syrian coast, and the visit as he had pro103~,_.

~.,

104 1, ·a

_;21;_.'

Fo. A5445.

ro. A5445.

Despatch No. 435 da t{~d SeptE.':nber 7,

1882 to lioht'!nlohe in Paris.

lOSI
.. d
··
t5779 • ~,;:~eport f or ul.S:narc1<:
,..,.
' fro:n Damascus,.
-12...!_.,
J.:,O. .i.
Auz,llst 29.
:1.lso :~o. ,::~5850, re;,ort I'io. 945 fro:,! l\Tyinpht~ to Stosch,
Beirut, Aueust 26.
106
rbic., ?\o. A5713. H.eitz to Bismqrc1., Jcriis2le •, ;\u:::ust 25, 188~.C.lso I~o. A5903.
Reitz to ;iis:11ci.::r:clr, Septc::;tO€'T 6,
1282.
11

11

·•
~".0°0
"r,eport No. 10"0
f- ro 1 ~1 'Nyrnpoe'
'
1.
'
r·.O. ,'"1,u
o •
1 L ·
to
th8 _:~d;T1iral~!3.eirut, Septer-:ber 12, 1882.
107

rt·d
_ :ii •

,

59
th<:

i.7 rench w.::~s

brief.

r1-,c nt::WS of the fall of Cairo to the 2.ritisb e.nd the cap-

' . 108 the leader of the Egyptian nAtionalists,
i,tul:i.tion of ••' rdbi,
109
c.
;:ie-ain aroused the i '.osle:-.1 population of Palestine.
The
C
on "" · ...,
6 torw,

thou~h,

-

was over 8nd no

si~nificant

·-

incidents followed.

Bismarck's ettitude towa.rds Palestine durins the cr.isis

of 1882 quite e;.1bittered the Gorman settl0Jrs.

The events of 1877

tiad led them to expect that the Imperial Government would not let
Their feelings were expressed in an article entitled

thern down.

11our Colonies" published in the

~Jarte

des Ternoels in 1883.

Re-

ferring to the French Honiteur, which in a recent issue had expressed concern over the exernplory Germc:m achievE!ments in Pales-

tine, the article castigated Germany for neglecting its citizens
in the land.

It went on to stress the patriotism of the settlers

and the value of Palestine for necessary future German exploits
in the nea.r East and concluded by calling on the German Government not to U..'1deresti1T1ate the advantages offered by the German

enterprises in Palestine.

110

The article was in tune with the rising colonial sentiments in Germany.

Indeed the colonial agitation begun in Ger-

many in the 1880's accorded the Tempters an opportunity to find
~uch

greater syrupathy for their efforts than before.
li'urthermore, and as far as Bis:ne.rck. 1 s

diplo·,~ie.Cy

was con-

108

Arabi was defeated at the battle of Tel-el-Yebir on
Septe 'ber 13, 182-2. Gen~ral Sir Garnet "]olseley en t•~r"d Cairo
on .:.leptt!H b<..,r 1.5, i;~(\2.

109
te t\ber 19'

A. A., !~eeypten 3, ?·:o. A6143.

nwz.

llOThe article is quoted in Lange,

888-390.

r:c~itz

to Dis.1arck, Sep-

~es ch :i.ch te ~

Te:npels,

60

rned prob:?bly more decisive, Germany's relations with France

ce.

a period of detente once again, in the middle of the decade,
be an to deteriorate. lll
3

The heightened Franco-(~erman tensions

which became apparent in 1886 not coincidently also affected nismarcl<" 's diplomacy towards Palestine.

His recent hesitation to

despatch warships to the Syrian coast now vanished.
in 1836

~erman

Beginnin~

warships began arriving in Palestine on a much

more regular basis.
This new policy was inaugurated by the visit of the
"Lorelei" to Jaffa on Hay 1, 1886.

During the four day visit,

Captain Dreger, the Commander, inspected the colonies of Jaffa,
Sarona, and Jerusalem.
days.

The visit at Eaifa also lasted several

The official explanation given for these visits was that

they were undertaken to determine the eli3ibility of settlers of
.
112
military age for service in the. German armed forces.
The
length of the visit and its political implications, though, could
hardly have been lost on the French.
The next visit of the "Lorelei" to Palestine

exposE.~d

the

political considerations behind the changed policy even further.
This visit took place in 1887 - the year of the rise of Boulanger in france and of Bismarck's anti-French inspired Hediter113
ranean Agreernents.
The purpose of the visit as stated by
Captain Lymcker, the Commander of the "Lorelei" was twofold:
111
Franco-German relations deteriorated after the fall of
the Ferry i·!inistry in the fall of 1885.
112
Deutsc'.1e rolonialzeitung, III (1886), 364.
113
The multiple crisis that faced 3ismarck in 1837 is
discussed by Langerin his chapter "The Crisis of 1887."
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conduct medical exmdnations for draftees and to strengthen

Geri~1an

ele;nents in Palestine by showing the flag.

114

Captain Lyn1cker 1 s report to the Adn-:iral ty about his visit
to che colonies reflected open admiration.
lated some of the

proble~s

The report,which re-

that faced the settlers in their rela-

tions with the French monks on Mount

Car.',nE~l and

with the native

Arab population at Jaffa, was consequently for\-1arded to Bismarck.
Obviously interested in the information, the Chancellor suggested
that the German Ambassador at Constantinople might submit a fuller

115
report.
These later manifestations of a sorr,ewhat greater Gerrnan
interest in Palestine must be related to the domestic and foreign
political atmosphere of the years after ·1885.

As this examina-

tion of Bismarck's diplomacy has demonstrated, the significance
attached by Bismarck to the German enterprise in Palestine was

very secondary and always subordinated to more important diplomatic considerations.
Pal~stine

and the Colonial Agitation

of the 1880 1 s
The idea of Moltke, Friedrich List, Ludwig Ross, and
others, 116 that G0rmans should emigrate and colonize the fear
East had no

visible~

effect on the trend of Gerloan er,1igration.

114.A. /~., Turkei 140 (''Die Strei ti2;1ceiten z;.1ischen Christen und Huha'11e<lcinern in Haifa"); f:(.A. T-120; serial I·~o. K690;
docu;:-,t:nt fo. A7155. I~eport of Freiherr von Lymcker, Constantinople, May ~3, 1887.
115

l887.
116

~., r:o.

A7155.

see above, P• 9-13.

Bismarck to Constantinople, June 9,

(·2
still rose, t:_,ey alt con_;111.· 1 e t'~e
'-· · nU!!'.b(:'r of t}er;:ans c .·:i?.ratin.:.
~
-~
tinucd to sail across the seas, es2i:::cially to ::ortll

Ger:-i-1an colonization in the

of the Teiilplers in Palestine.

I~car

Zast

\·.•as

&~1d

South

limited to tb<:t

They, as an article in the Freus-

sische J~hrbucher pointed out in 1833, were the only Gcr.11ru1s in

-

Asia who had maintained their national identity and character.117

!he article, after describing thE! achievements of the Te:·;1plers,
lamented thG fact that Germany's c0Ir:.:-1ercial rt:l::ltions with Syria
and f alestine were allowed to decline.

..~1.ccordin3ly

the ·Jerman

woolen monopoly ·was broken, and French products were beginning
to replace traditional Gerrnan exports like soap and steel products.

Ger:<Jany's ability to compete with England and Fr.;-,nce, the

nrticle IT,aL'ltc.ined, was hampered by the lack of c1irect German
118
corm·nercie.l com.'Tiunications with the Levant.
The concern shown by this article for
corn.-nercial interests overseas was

sy~ptomatic

G0r.,~;an

trade e,nd

of the incr6asing

importance attached to this subject in Gerff,any.

This concern,

as only recently demonstrated by historians, vas directly related to the economic depression of the years 1873-1896.

119

Various societies for the pro:notion of overseas expan-

sion were established, but not before 1882 was there any

centr~l

1170 nie deutsche /\.nsiedlung in aussorcneuropaischen Lanclern," Freussisc~"lf! Jahrbticher, LII (1883), 66-68.

118~.,
119

P• 68.

See T-:ans ?.osenberg, Grosse

~ei! (19G7)~ and Eans Ulrich Wehler,
1.§.rnus

(1969).

;.}e'Jrc~ssion

und pisn:e.rck-

.-~is1:1arcl: und dcr. Irv.pcTi[ll-

63
·
ti' 0•1
... "anl.7n
. . to coordinate suc11 efforts.

120

01- ~

~as

the

furt.

11

This organization

Kolonia1 Verein" founded on Dece>nber 6, 1882 at Frcink-

Its im.rediate success and growth reflected the

such a society.

n~ed

for

Its official organ, the Yoloninlzeitunp.-

{.Q_eutsche r.olonial-Zeitung) was first published in Jvnuary, 1884.

A so2ewhat different society, "Die Gesellschaft fur Deutsche
i:olonization, 11 was founded by 1: arl Peters on April 3, 1884 at Ber-

tin.

The objectives of the two societies differed.

Peter's

society was chiefly interested in the coloni?aticn of East-Africa
and advocated therefore a policy of annexation.

The "Kolonial

verein," on the other hand, was more interested in supporting
121
.
.
.
alrea d y existing overseas projects.
One of the projects which im'11ediately enga.ged the e.tten-

tion of the "Kolonia.1 VeJ:ein" between 1883-1887 was the coloni.
zation
of

r:

.i.Ja

1 estine.
.
122

Shortly after its founding, tht"! society

received a request from the Temple Society for advice and assistance.

Replying to this appeal the

11 Koloni.e,l

Verein" suggested

that the settlers, in order to create needed capital for ex!Jansion,
should f or·1! a commercial corporation, legally recognized by the

German Empire. 123

Following up this advice, the Templers on Dec-

ember 15, 1883 founded the "Verein fur Handel, Gewerbe und Ackerbau" (Association for Gom:nerce, Industry and ~i.r,riculturc) at
120..,l
1·ary

Evelyn Townsend, The Rise and ?211 of Ger·~?-:>nt 1 s
(,'·,·e..,
-:--f1'-1''"'·
l . an
. -Co • , 19'3 J
' ,
Colonial fi;n:oire Lfd).l.J..-1918
_, _
._,
"" Yorlc•.
~
~
"' -M,,c·
"-'- ~:•- 11
Pi)• bl-23.

121Ib.
~
~., pp. 83-84.
122 The "i<olonial Vercin" in 188 7 was absorbed by "Die
Deutsche Kolonial ,_;esellschaft. 11 See bt::~low, p. 70.
123 Deutsche i':oloniRlzeitung, I (1384), 65-66.

64
'/ith relations between the Gc'ri11ans in Fulestinc and

Jerusale1;1.

the colonial society established, th(:! Te,nplers ~·wre accorded the
i~portant

roloni~lzeitun~.

support of the

Alrr~ady

in its first issue

tl1p

1'"0lonialzeitun? carried

an article entitled "The l:conornic Developwent of the 'i'er:1:Jle

ColoDies in the Orient."

124

The article dP-pictud the settlers

in Ialestin<=: .:ls true German pioneers who deserv~d the full and
0

unquestioned sup:)ort of their Fa therle.nd.

They deserved this

support not werc•ly for patriotic and idealistic purposes but
also fro:,1 a national economic point of view.

The orgzin advised

its rE:<aders thHt the GcrE1ans in Palestine had alrendy cre1:'.ted
four "wonderful" colonies and that they had realized tho importance of cowJnerce and industry.

Of the 'three :nost i;·;tportant fac-

tors ne~ded for successful colonization, <lilig0nce, intelligenc~,
and cajital, the settlers lacked only the last.

Capital was

needed to purchase R~ditional land; improv~ transportation; construct roads; undert8ke irrigation; a11d to tuild industrial and
corn~ercial

enterprises.

The first step in thiB direction

taken with the forr!1ation of a com::iercial association.

tiny Ger-

n:an who wished to join this entl;:'~rprise could beco 1-:-\e

ci

par t ni·,r u b y

·· ~ 1 ·
;.a1.,,_s.

.
1y
Sl.Iil.t-l

1: •
11"ia;;.ing

Th(~ acbiC:>venwnts

'
d
a d eposi. t o f f.ivc~ I;.unore.

~as

71 sile.nt

12 S

of the Ger:nans in Falc.~stine were again

outlinf:!d in a latE:r article headlirwd

0

-:;ith the 'G<:tzialle' on

Visit in th<~ ';<~:r:·;,,2m colonies Jaffa and Haifa."

i'he writer, tell-

in:; of tlit:· visit of the "·'.;.azellE" 11 in 1877, carefully contrastE:·d
12411

:Jiv Wirtschaftlicht• Etitwid.lunt; der deutschen Tew-

lX.,lkoloniHn i1n Orient,"
125.1!?.i2.., p. 66

1.2.ii·

65
.1.is·:·rti blc· li vit1L conditions of th<.., native populD ti on with the

ti"tt•

-·uch
hiclvr
I•
•
•

st.~ 1 ndard

of the

~Er;11ci.ns

in Pales t.:ine.

The si:·,ht of
~

th(< ••clean whi tc : iouses ly in:s syll: .. 10tricA lly divided Elc'lnn::; the

· - ld""'
f l.v
3 ·'r"

8D

'

11

1 '• tl'E'
to <"t
; ot•-'
. '. '

•1ri.· tE r
1

\o

beat fastE'r •• 11

•

•

'

11 ,·1_,..,,1-._·--·s
A'

"

·,_-.'r-,·E·'.

i'".-.e·<".rt of tl1r.
-

vi· si" ti" tl!'.
-

-

The Brticle indicuted th<?t the settlers

.iert:- careful to preserve their sep8rate identity, as evidEmced

1

by th·= fact tb_a t

th.f.. rf". had not bc·en one sin;::, le

'°I1.ixed

·,na1·rie[0e. 12fi

An additional artich· in the Kolonia lzeittma. during its

fi,:-st yt=-:,c:,r of publication dealt with
g;ra~e

growing industry in Palestine.

the r·,ther

succ€.. ssful Germtm

The writer, hirnself a Ger-

settler, assured h.is readers the.t with co;:»parat:ive little
..., 1 estine
.
. p 1 enti.. f u 1 • 12 7
.
l
work t1e
pro d uce in
~a
is
i:·:ar.

The support arid the publicity ~iven the Templers encour ..

aged them to send a deputation to Gerrnany to f1iscuss so:·:e of
their difficulties with the leaders of th<::

11

l~0lonia

1 Vere.in. n

The deputation from Fales tine, arriving in ,'Jer·:1any in the surnmer
of

188L~,

presented the "Kolonial Verein 11 with a list of grie-

vc-.nces which it in turn took up with the ::?orei3n

1~inistry.

Among

the- grievances presented were matters that concerned citizenship,
judicial rights, financial support for the settlers, German import regulations, TurJ:ish taxes, military service in the German
128
C\r::.y and oth<:-r rt!att(•rs of concern to the Terttplers.
In regerd to

th•~

citizenship

ri£~hts

of the Templers the

Foreign i-'.inistry advised that any Geri>ian subj.o~ct who did not re-

126 ".Mi t der 'Gazelle 1 zu:11 I3esuche der d£>utsch<"n K.olonien
Jaffa und Ha if a, 11 ill.£. , pp. f>3-88. ·
12711 Der

\-Jeinbe:~u

auf

den~

Gebirf;e Juda, 11 Ibid., pp. 1+28-6.-30.

1281.2isl., II (1885), 438.
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side in Germany for a period tha.t exceeded ten years autorr·ci.. tic-

allY lost his citizenship.

Yet as long

AS

such a subject did not

renounce the ·3er;-;ic::.n citizenship it could bH renewed.

The dif-

ficulty of the settlers in regard to land titles, according to
the Foreign l·iinistry, would ease as soon as such titles were
registered under the nawe of the Gerrnan consulate in Jerusalem.
11

The matter of financial assistance, the
pro:nised, would lJe carefully studied.

Kolonial Verein 11 was

The request th2t goods

exported by the ·;er.mans in Palestine to the motherland (oils,
oran3E~s,

wine and oth(-!r goods) should be

dutiP-s, •.vas rejected.
could be exempt.

on wine,

t~1~~

exr~rnpt

from import

Only goods corning frm::. Gerruan territories

Concerning Turkish levies, specifically those

Foreign Ministry indicatt!d willineness to intervene.
129

This the Germ.an Government, as a bond holder, could legslly do.
The question of obtaining deferments from the German

army was especially dear to the Templers.

They did not conscien-

tiously object to military service but regarded co!llpliance with
the law as too great an econorr.ic· burden.
Christoph Hoffr:-:ann in 1881 had already petitioned Bismare': to

exe~npt

the colonists in Palestine fro:'\ military service

and to consider their work in Pale·stine as an e0,uivalent. Dis130
narck rcfus•·d.
The "Yolonial Verein 11 supported the argu:~:ent
th2"t the law as it a:>plied to the Te:npler:; was unfair.

As ar~ue<l

ir1 tl1f~ :~olo!1ia l?:ei ttme: the law was t"i<al<: ing it i'.npossible for any
fa,.ily with childr~1 ran~in~ in aee from thirteen to nineteen to

129

Ibid., p. 1142.

130L·rn~e,

'".;f'sc!'j_chtco

~ Tr·n1r,f~ls, p. 857.
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shi?S (lid not result only fro1,1 the fact tki t A.ff f•Cted f:.-i. •. d.lies
iost n•·eded worl:·.i1P 11."lnds; the cost of the trip to

\..::tnY

''1as not paid b;; the govern;;:ent.

::•£1.de

t~i.c

fro!:1 Ger-

:,;orsE. yet, so1e faflilies
t~rn

sacrifice only to be infon··ed

\..
. 1 f'Xe.rninations.
.
.
131
pass t1e
p11ysica
l

~nd

Th.1::~

t

their. sons did not

Foreit;n

~inistry

insisted

th.o:t the military law of Septe~itber 23, 1875 coul<~ .not be a.mended
to acco:rc::odate the Germ;;.ns in Palestine.

we. s f

ort~ 1.co·1<i• 1 g.

The TemplE·rs soon after

P'owever, a concession
wc~re

inf or.:~·t.~d that

their ;,1ilit<?.ry status could le3a.lly 1:e detcr ..1ir.ed by
ex.A: '.:.nation ad ·~,in is ter~!d on board Ge.rr-tPn warships.

9

i/1:;.o-sical

~rhcrcaf tc.r

they could possibly teY.e advanta:!)E:! of Gerrnc:tn warships visitine
Pa lc~s tine or they could tr.a.vel to Cons tan tin op le wherE: r;uch S<"-rvice was <" 1ways avai·1 a bl e .. 132
t~1e

The efforts undertaken by

"I(olonial VerP.cin'' on behalf

of the '.::erman settlers in Palestine were outlined in the Kolonie.1z~itw-..f;

under the headline "The Prosperity of the Gerr:ie.n-Syr.ie. .n

Colonies - A ;·:rational Tasl:. 0 133

Carrying an ite:n according to

which the Ha.if a colony had received a r;ift of 30, 000 ! :arks front

a .rs. Von 13ann21arth for the construction of a resort hotel on
i<ount ,.::armel, the nr_olonial Verein 11 once again called upon all
'"":.:.r.··.·.'o.:1s
-~
·-

t o inves_
.
t- in
•
F a 1-~s~ine.
.. .
134

Any potentinl e:·.,igra.nt vc.s naturally concerned over the

131

Deutsche Kolonialzeitung, II (1885),

4~1.

"?
l :>-Ih'1

133

....::..;!;.:_ '

"Pas Gedcilm ck~r deutsch-Syrischcn Kolonicn, eine
national S3cho, '' 11.?.ii·, pp. t'.~38-l:li-5.

13lt~·

GS
lin:atic con<litions in thE' land he pla•.:nud to t•·ake his ho; ,e,

It

not surprising, therefore, that the ](olonial?'.eitun,,., hoping
tht~

boost

Gerrnan efforts in Palestine, published the results

scientific study entitled "The Acclimatiz8.tion of the Gerin Pales tine. 11

This study, conducted by Franz Faul us,

the assistance of Drs.

~-:. D.

T. Schmidt in ITaifa, R. Lorch in

G. Hoffmann in Jerusalern, concluded that the Gerr11.<.rn in
·.

fal~stine

could well adjust to the climatic conditions of such a

~

'sub-tropical land.

135

The findings of the study indicated that

the only adverse affects suffered by the 1enn.:::ns were traceable
to excessive heat.

A comparison between ter.,peratures in Jeru-

and Stuttgart in 1884 revealed that temperatures in Jeruwere higher by 3,4• in }:fay; 9,4· in June; 3,o· in July;

6,2• in August and 6,o· in September.

The lingering heavy sum-

mer heat tended to induce, at the very end of the su·nrner season,

a certain laziness and exhaustion.

Such symptoms disappeared,.

soon as the rainy season began.

Furthermore, the

winter in 1-'alestine was not only comfortable, but heal thy •136
'l'hE! HK.olonial Vereintt besides supporting the colonization
Palestine also publicized plans for the development and colon-

of other areas of Turkish-Asia.

37

Wilhelm von Pressel, the eminent 'Jerrrian J:-ailway engineer\
ner,,orial writtc'n in April, 1880 made the first ser.ious pro-

135 Franz Paulus~ "Die Akklimatisation Deutscher in falas~., III (1880J, 632-636.
13C)ill.2,.

.

137wilhelm von fressel was the technical director of the

Trans-nalkan lines of the Oriental Railway Company.
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posal that envisioned the reconstruction of .Anatolia. His· plan
.
.
i n t.h e 1<oloni<=1lze1tun;3
.
. 1 885 • 138 Anot h er
was ~iven
pu bl.icity
in
project

envisio~ed

p,,. Sprenger, was
!J.l.n_g,.

139

by the famous German orientalist, Professor

_sivc~n

its first publicity in the Kolonialzei-

Sprenger 1 s plan envisioned three different er.eas of

colonization.

The first around Balbek with a contemporary popu•

lation of 30,000 perso:is, could in the professor's estimation
support one and one half million people.

Another area located

along the caravan route between Rama and Aleppo could, once reacclimated by

irri~ation,

support one million souls.

The third

area extending from Aleppo to the Euphrates was especially suited,
according to Sprenger, for the raising of corn and cattle.

This

area alone could supply the whole German army with horses, and
all of Germany with meat.

An estimated ten to fifteen million

colonists could be settled there.

If thH plan were to be executed

a "New Germany 1t with a population of about twenty-five million
would arise in the Orient.140
One of the most prolific writers agitating for German
colonization in the Near East was the economic journalist and
later Pan-3erman Paul Dehn.

Commenting on the above plans in the

Kolonialzeitun 0 in 1885, .Dehn urged the German Government to
seriously consider these ide;;i.s.

The rnost valuable rarts of the

world were already under the control of the European powers.
Turkey, according to Dehn, was an exception, but t:ven here there
w~re

already areas into which the European Powers have extended

138Paul Dehn, "Deutsche Kolonialprojekte im Orient, 11
Deutsche Koloni.:il~eitung 1 II (1885), 598-Ci02.
139Ibid.
140 rbid.
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their "avaricious" h"nds. ll~l
achiE'.~vements

The "Kolonial Verein, 11 cmcouragecl by 3E!r:·::an
in .Calt.·stine and by the possibility of

openin~

Turkish-Asia to

Ger.r•an colonization, believed that the whole region co1ild be rejuven~ted

through the introduction of the railroad.

142

The

opportunity for German control of a railway runnine from Damascus to Haifa and Acea, declared the Lolonialz0itun<:J in 1884,
should not be passed up by Germany.

i-r. Schurnacht!r, a German

engineer from !fo.ifa, explaining the virtues of the proposed line

in the r:-olonin.lzcitung, hailed the choice of Haifa as the proposed terminal.

Nowhere along the entire Syrian coast, he ex-

plained, was there a better location and a more suitable spot
143
for a deep water port.

However, the efforts of the rtr:olonial

Verein° to raise the necessary capital for. this project in Germany were not successfaul.

A merger between the "Kolonial Verein 11 and "Die Gesellschaft fur Deutsche. Kolonisation, 11 which took place in 1887,
r~-'.sulted

in the formation of the "Deutsche Zolonial Gesellschaft~

7he attitude and aims of this newly fonr:.ed, but powerful society,

were not a!dn to the now defunct

"I:~olonial

Verein. t,t

This fact

was it"tllHediately reflected in the ;,:olonialzeitung which became
the official ort;e.n of the new society.

Consequently, th<::! pub-

licity th2.t had been given to the Tenplers in ?<'ll0stinc>
siclerably

~~ednc<':!c1.

As far as th;' "Deutsche

;~olonial

1-r~.s

con-

Gesellschaft"

l !. ~

'-~.

''D.:i..t: E.isen b ~LtntL'lterne
t..
h.rnun§;en in Syrien-Pale.stina,
..
I
i
Ibid., I (1304), 2~1-2Di.
1 /,,_ '")
-

-

1431!?1:.9.·
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not in the r:<:·ar Ee st.
thi:~

The "l:olon.ial ?er.(:·in" w.:-ts not
the 1830's interested in F'Hl<:·stine.
votc~d

to tbe ex:)lora ti on of

oq~c..<.nizatiO!.l

in

,\ society Pxclusively de-

?al~;,s tine,

Zrforschung 2rilc\Stine." was founded on

only

the

"D€!Utsche:~

3€~ptember

Vere in Zur

28, 1877.

The

idE':a for such a society grew out of the •·teeting of t11e "T)t!utsche

~-:ort,t'nlandische Jesellsch.aft, ul'f-4
1877.

and the German

philolo.~ists in

The society was supported an<~ \.Jas joined by various noted

Gcr.:vrns.

Thc;;se included the for.r:cr Consul to Jerusale;n von Al ten,

the :onsul e.t teirut Bruning, professor:s De-La:::,arde end LiEpert,
von :.:oltke, Consul l'~Unchausen at Jerusalem, the Grand Duk8 von

:L·~ecklenbu.rg-Schwerin, the Irnpt!rial Che.. plain Strauss and others •145

Deutschen Palastina Ve:r:eins, was first published in 1378.
material published included

descriptiv~

The

reports fro;ri Pah:stine,

unedited reports of pilgrims, bibliographical notes, articles
concerned with the topography, ethnography, ste.tistics, coins
and inscriptions of Palestine.

The function e.nd aims of the

socit:ity emulated "The Palestine Exploration Fund" established in
England in 1865.
Another Gern.1<:1n society specifically devoted to Palestine
was the "J:alastine. Ve-reins der l~atholil,en Deutschlan<ls 0 foundE·d
in Achen in 1879.

Its organ was the .FaLsstinablatt.

Catholic missionery activL:y was, it will be re;:e:·:L>erEd,

144 See a b ove ~ P• 8 •
1-9.

145z0itschrift des Deutschen Pnl~stin~ Vereins, I (1878),
See also the ;•10·,~bership list at the end of the volun\•2·.
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already supported by "Der Verein Von Eeilit;en Grabe" establ.ished
Its views were publicized by its own organ ~ ~-teilige

in 1855.

---

Lend.

146

This

·3err.-~an

Catholic society orieinally founded to

help the Catholic cause in Pt\lestine re3ardless of nationality

-was corning under increasing criticism for not being more German
minded.

After the founding of the Gerinan Empire, the rising

nationalistic and colonial sentiments in Ger.many eventually led
to an open rift within the society.

The chief advocc.tte of a

more nationalistic Catholic orientation in Palestine was the
Franciscan, Fa th.er Lad is la us Schneider. ll~

7

"Der Verein Von Heilig en Grabe" def ended its activity in
Palestine and mobilized the Latin Patr.iarch of Jerusalem to co1ne
to its defense.

Tne inflexible opposition of the society to assuming a
more nationalistic and colonial character led to the establishment of the rival Catholic society

0 PalastinB

Vereins der Katho-

liken Deutschlci.nds," better kno·wn as "Der Deutsche Palastina Verein.

0

The purpose of this society, as stipulated in its statutes

was:

1.

To support the religious and social interests of Gerrnan
Catholics in Paiestine.

2.

To establish in Jerusalem a German hospice, a church, a
school and a hospital to serve German visitors and residents.

Those institutions were also to serve as inforrta-

tion centers for Ger' ians wishing to settl0. in Palestine.

146 see above, p. 19.

ll'.~ 7"Dels

l(atholische Deutschland urid der Orient, u Die
olischi:m f1issionc·n, XX.XII (1903-1904), 76-82.
-

~-
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3.

Io proselyti?.e tl1t.:! C8.tholic faith and tt1e
148
in Palestine.

Christ:i.~n

culture

The quarrel between these two societiE->s was ca1:-ried on
both in their respective or[:)!UlS and durins the yearly Catholic
general conventions.

The 1887 Catholic Convention at Breslau

witnessed the preside::nt of the nralastina Verein 11 declare:
••••• The French and Italians have elready built
schools and churches. Can ~j(:>rm0ns not utilizE~
thf~se institutions?
Can we not support these
institutions and thus avoid oblig,ations? I say:
Nol
and a thousand tihles nol Our obligations llig
concerning the Holy Land go Ll1finitely farther. '
These words were not mere rhetoric.

The "Palastina Ver-

ein.11 e.lr.eady nu:.nbering 20,000 members in 1[387 150 was actively engaged in Palestine.
of land

locatr~d

gha.) i.n 1886.

One of its first ac<"!t.i.isitions was a piece

at the. northern end of the Sea of Galilee (Tab-

The land valued at 5,000 Y.iarlr.s was, according to

the KolonialzeituJ1ra, to be colonized by Gerr;:vm Catholic
The Germm1 hospice was completed in 1887.

the old city of JerusC?.lern.

settlers~ 51

It was located outside

The household duties of the hospice

c.nd an adjacent school wel:-e taken over by the sisters of the
Order of Barromeus.
sumoed by

thr.~

The administration of the hospice was as-

G12.r1T.an Lazarists.

Biblical Emmaus located about

fifteen i1'!iles from Jerusalem, a site of strategic irn_t)ortance for
it is there that the 1 :iountains meet the plain, was also
by th& sociEty.
~stablish~ci

purch€~sed

In the S;;)rins of 1883 the Order of narrorneus

a hospit."11 and a school at .Mount ':armel.

tional school was estahlishcd in 1893 in Jerusalem.

143rb·-1
ll~9Th1·<'i
.:.;;,...,._.!.. , p • 80.
~·
151 Deutsche Ko lori ialz.ei t1J....11g, V ( H~ 8 7), 7l~ 7.

.An addiThe "falas-
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These st2rtE:cl on a large scale in tho 1880• s.
appreciD.tive of the work of the society,

aover!.~:::~nt;

The Gerrr.an
e:~tended

to

iC corporative richts in 1891. 1 52
There was little question about which of the two rival

catholic societies was gaining

~reater

syi:r.pathy in Germany.

5 equently, a merger of the two was agreed upon.

i;ion, the
0

f the

11

Con-

A new organiza-

Verein Von Heilieen Lande,tt embodying the philosophy

11 Palastina

~ilic;e ~

Verein," was forrr;ed in Au3ust, 1895.

~

was k.ept as tlie publication of the new society.

NowherP in the Near East were the cultural riv;ilries of
tbe European Pouers more pronounced than in Palestine.
1nissionary

Since

activity. often went hand in hand with colonialism it

iS not surprisL'1g that GerIT'.an missionery activity in Palestine,

especially after the mid 1880's, was supported by the Gerr.:a.n
GOVernr·:tent.
German C.:itholic enterprises in

.?alE~stine

were long pre-

ceded by the work of the Ger1nan Evangelical Church in the Holy

Land.

The Jerusalem Bishopric, it will be remembered, was re-

nounced by the Gerr.-.an Government for favorin8 Britain.

Refusing

to invoke its right of nomination in 1381, the arranger:ient was
e.llowed to

1~.pse.

153

The defunct venture was conSE!quently re-

placed by th0 "Evangelical Jerusalem Foundo.tion" founded by

£rnperor William II on June 22, 1889.
The purpose of the foun(fation was:

152 ~.

.

.

. '

"To support and rnain-

Ql.£ Kfltholischcm Missionen, p. 32.

153 See above, p. 16.

75
tain existing !£vo.ng;elical institutions; to establish new institutions in Jerusalem and to support· the Evangelical comm.unity in
.
ul5lf.
falestine.

Th e capital of the f.oundat i on consisted of:

t 1.30,000 ;.:ar1'-S representing interest of the endowment of t}1e

Jc:rusa.le:,1 Bishopric; 220,000 1:arks collected for the "Jerusalem
Fund'' in the Evangelical State Church; and an estinated 500,000
r-:arl:s collected between 1869 and 1888 for the purpose of building
155
churches in Palestine.
The five directors of the foundation
were directly aprointed by the Emperor.
The "Jerusalem Vereinrt founded in 1852 also continued its
missionary work in Palestine.
lished

~n

Germany.

This society, originally estab-

Prussia, beginning in the 1880 1 s branched out all over
The "Jerusalem Verein" supported a hospital established

by the Order of St. John in Jerusalem, the children's hospital
11

1-!arienstift" founded in Jerusalem by the Grand Dulce von 1<ecklen-

berg-Schwerin in 1874, the "Syrian Orphanage" in
girls' orphanage and school

11 Tolitakumi 11

J·~rusalem,

the

end the hospital of the

Deaconesses, which in 1894 moved into a new structure constructed
at a cost of over 300, 000 Marks, as well as tr'.e only leper hospital in Falestine,and the Armenian Orphanage established near
;3ethleberi1 in 1898.

In addition to its missionary station at

BethleheE1, the "Jerusalem Verein" also established stations and
institutions at l3etdjala (1878), Hebron (1884), Haifa (1891) ar1c1
156
Jaffa (1892).

154

Quoted in "Die Mission in Palastina," Altneuland, II

(1905).
155

~

Katholischen Missionen, p. 79.

156 For the "Jerusalem Verein" see above,pp. 17-18.
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This "vast charitable and educci.tional worl<."157 undt·rtal:en by Ger1::any in Palc~stine, when taken together with tb.(;.! Gerwc.n settlers, whose nu;nber vas 3re.:lter th~n all f orei:.:;n nation.:lls
158
in l"'a
"' 1 c~s t"ine corn b"ine d ,
accor d e d ....
,... er.:mny a f oo th o ld in t h e 1 an d

which could not be overlooked once Ger::tany entered the era of
w.:el tpo lit ik."

157

u. s., Departr;.ient of State, Co11sulPr
Jeruse.len1, vol. IX (January 31, 1898-Au,sust 20,
of Sel.;:th Merril, t~ov., 12, 1898.
1581lli·

Corres:)ondencr:~,

1900),

dt~spatch

CHAPTER III
PALESTL~E Ai.~D

"WELTPOLITK: "

THE VISIT OF WILLIAM II
The World Reaction

The visit of Emperor William II and

E.~press

Auguste-

Victoria to Palestine in 1898 once again reflected the complex
reli&ious-political character of Ger:nany's relations to Palestine.

The decisiqn to go to Palestine,

fro~

officially relayed to Sultan Abdul !!amid II,

the moment it was

1 was unceasingly

characterized by the Gerrnan Government as one motivated by
religious considerations.

~trict

The official explanation advanced by

the government was William II's desire to be prese,nt in Jeru-.
salem at the dedication of the Lutheran Church of the Redeeiller
(the Church of St. John of Jerusalem), which was built on the
site of the ancient hospice of St. John, acquired by his father

on his visit to Palestine Ll'l 1869. 2
lG. P., :ur, !·:o. 3338, p. 557. This occured during Earschall von 3ieberstein, the newly appointed ambassa<lor's first
audience with the Sultan on I~ovember 20, 1897. The idea of visiting Palestine z.:ay have been decided already in March, 1896.
At thc.i.t ti:ne, :-iilliam II, on a visit to !'C:ount Vesuvius, according
to i~illiam Treloar, is said to have discussed the idea with John
M. Cook, of Cook's Tourist Agency. See Sir William Treloar,
With the~ Kaiser in the East. Notes of the liniJFrial Tour in
h:lest'ine ~ Sytia:--;ndtlrst puhliShed ir: Octob~~r <"r,d Novem.ber
1890 (London: Horace Marschall and Sons, 1915), p. 21.

2see above, pp. 26-27.
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The rn.:.-rc fact thc.t a Germ;:rn B:t•peror uould be pres0~1t in

Jeruse. lei!' on Octo1Je1: 31, thE! day thf1 t Luther h-::!d nailed his theses
011

the church door €1.t Wutter:1hc·rs, wt~s unr~ucstionc,bly of f;reat

historic .::i.nd reli,sions sig::iifica.nce.
pu;:1 din::; occcesi0n wc.s articul.e.ted by

The ld.storic meaning of the
~ Tir~cs

as follows:

The Gcr::Jpn Qn.peror, the re!:)r<::H3t-,ntc.tive and heir
of the Roh0n2ollerns and their traditions, the
hee.d of the evan3elical I-rot.: st~tntis:-.1 of 3(~rtEany,
the ho::1E- of the r~E.~formation, stc:::~ding at Jc-;,rusale~t1 surr.0Ui.1c~e<l by the representatives of other
ProtE~ste.nt ~Jeoples, e.s tho guest of the Sultan,
and z_;uc>rdecl by the flower of the Sul tan 1 s an,\Y,
and d'3c1ice.ttng L11 the, cradle of Christianity a
ne;.7 church on tho site of one of tho oldest western churches e.nd one of the '.:cost f c;~·xious confraternities in the city - a spectacle such as this,
so rich in its r.1err,ories and its associe.tions, its
astounding contrasts, and its infinitely prE!gn-::.nt
·su0t-:.estions, is little less than an epitome of
the: whole history of Christendom.3

when viewed in this light few in .Europe could wish the E:x1peror
ill.

After all, William II had already gained a reputation for

his rOEiantic temperament, and his love for tr:,vel had earned him
11 P.eise

· the nicknarne

Kaiser" (travel raiser).

expressed by the Morning

~

Furthermore, as

"who does not drea:o;1 of a sojourn

by the classic waters of the Bosphorous, of the solitudes of

Mount Carmel and of the road from Jericho to Jerusalem ••• u

4

Yet,

not surprisingly, neither the international historic character of
tho projcctE:d

pilgri,r-agE:~

nor its touristic aspect excited Europe.

3112£. Tiu~es (London), October 8, 1898, p. 11. This excerpt, 3.nd ; ~.sny otiJ(?rs reflecting th(" r<'..:2ction of the European
press to the f ort:hco·.~1ing visit, were for.warded by the Ger.t1':tn ~111b.'ls sy in London to the German Forei·:;n .Minis try. This particular
~~(cerpt fro ..1 'l"he Times Has desisne.ted in the archives as l"reussen 1 no. l n0.-4 ~ 11 ;~eise Seiner i-~cijestat des Kaisers nach Athen
llnd KonstantL11o;;>le, l'alastina, Agypten pp."); reel Fo. UC I 38L~;
docw:tent l':o • .:\.11(;57.

4'·•• ·••' ...;!.._•'
Il· 1· d
t-'o
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y.Jhrit concernE:.!d some of the European gover0.'r•ents and the press
"'"'ere the politicD.l imµlications of the journey and

Ger~·.:any 1 s

ever

5
.
.
.
increasin.'.S
pene t ration
o f Falestine.
The fact that Gerr.1an colonies and institutions had been

established in :Palestine was beginnin8; to be viewed in Europe
with increasing suspicion.
Fo longer did

G~r,nany

enien grenadier.

The ere. of "Weltpolitik 11 had begun.

think in terms of the bones of the Fomer-

The nt::w policy, though evident before, was of-

ficially announced by the Emperor during the festivities for the

Gen1an Ei.npire' s jubilee in 1896.

At the grci.nd banc1uet, in the

aftGrnoon, on January 18, 6 Emperor 'i·lilliam II declared:
•••••• The Serman Er:1pire has become a world
·!.Everywhere, in the.farthest corners of the
dwell thousHnds of our cou.ntrymen. Ger~nan
Ger:-nan sciE.mce, Germa.n dili;:;ence cross the
In thous?nds of millions we may reckon the
which Germany has floating on the seas.

power.
globe,
v'arcs,
oceans.

v.::t.luos

lt is your part, 3entlernen, to help m.e in the task
of linl::in3 firmly this ~r.enter 8err:::an Z:npire with
thE: S•••.aller ho!ne. The vow I made to-day in the
presence of you all can only be Hholly fulf illcd
if you; stirred by the spirit of the holy, undivided patriotism, lend me your fullest l••ost untiring support. ::·li th. this \·ii sh, thc;:~ref ore, the.. t
you will help ;ne with all your night in doing my
duty not alone to my countryrnen living a.t ho~::e,
but also to those r:iany thousE.nds of your country;:-,·,en livin::; abro8d - the.t is to enable me to protect th.::·,,1 when it is rn.y duty to do so •••••• The
Ger1!1<U1 E'T.pire - mny it.pros.per and li7e1 Eochl
.t~gain, hoch 1
A.11d a third time, hoch I
5Dest)ite ·Jilliarn L.9..11<?er' s jud~ment thP.t "the. whole business need n~t li::tve been tak~n so seriously, n The Diol.or;12cv of
lrneC'rLi li s':1 1890-1902 (New York: Alfred Knopf-;1951), p. C3/,
tile fact re•,,aii.15 ti.i::rt it was tel~cn seriously, a.r..d 1nust therefore
be considered.
6
the occ'1sion bf.'ing the 25th yee.r juhilee of the Jernan
Ernpire' s procl;;l ..:a ti on at the !Tall of ; ~irrors at Versailles.

7wolf von Schierband (ed. and trat:.s.), ~.Kaiser's
.fu;>eechC's (Ne\·1 York:Harpi:>r :1.nd Dros. Publishers, 1S03), p. 132.
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c

0

·:ler;·nany 's policy in resl:)E::Ct to South Africa 0 and China~

manifested the seriousnoss of the above spoken words.

Gerineny, it was evident, was engaged in search of new spheres of
influence abroad.

'.,:as she eyeing eny of the Turkish domains?

CinlY speculative answers could be provided.

::ut such sp<,iculatio11

{.. 1'las supported by the fact that Ger;;1any 's rele.tions with the Otto-

ri:a.n Z;npire, in contrz:.s t to all th£1 other European powe'.l:"s in 1898,
10
· were rLtos t frie1~dly.
Adding to the uncertainty t~as the ereat
i)onularity Kith which the nc;:w philosophy was
"

grec.~tcd

by t!1.c Ger.-

4

'l'h:: mood of "Welt})olitik" in Gerr:t<'.ny

HAS

reflected

the founc1i113 of the Pan-Germc..1'1 Lea.gue ("Alldeutsclwr Verband")
in 1'?·9t.
·. fe.ssors

11
~nd

The Lea.gue, joined by professionals, especially proteachers, and by business:nen and state offici.<1ls, Eld-

a world policy in which the racial and cultural kinship
,..
.
'.:lermans
wou ld b e exp l oited for colonial
e:,ds.

3

12

The Kruger Telegram of January 3, 1396.

Tb.~~ Serman acc:uisition of I<iao-·~how, f ollowins the murtwo Ge;:-man Catholic missionari~s in sout:1ern Shar1tung in
Novernl1er, 1897.
9

lO~erh1an.y e.nd TurJ.:ey werl"'! cooper.-::ting esp<?cially in the
econo~11ic

and military fields. Further.more, of the. Big Powers
only 8ernnny in 1893 refused to join in pressuring the Sultan to
evacuatf~ Crete.
11 The popularity of the idea of ''Weltpoliti...1<." end 1'tJeltrnacht11 ~8.S widespread.
For a discussion of the subject see Fritz
FischE"r, Krie.<; £!££. Illusionen, pp. C2-77, A.nd Ludwig .Dehio, Q££tnen:t 2nd iJo:r.ld Politics in the 1~7entieth Centurv (New York:
· W. W.--W-0rton A.nd Co., 19~):--The ?an-'";erE.an Lea,:,uc t..:as oi:-iginally f •:>rm2d in co.:.1se :uence of the indignation felt at the Zru1zib~r Treaty with E:.13land.
It was reor3anized in 1394, and given
th.e na.(l1c Pon-Ger.man League.

,

1

12see Mildred s. Wertheimer, Tl1e Pc111-Germ.sn Le£1~ue 189019llt- (New York: ColumbiA University Pr:::8's-;-192.4) .a·•.c1 Alired·.· !r'Uek, Gesc~1iC:1te des alldeutschen Verb.a!".dPs 1390-1939 (Wies·: baden, 1954).
-
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The ideas of the PAn-German League in respect to the OttoJll8rl Zi~pire were expressed in a pamphlet called ~~r~~nv's Claims

----

on the Turkish Ir.her.i tt>nce, published in 1896. 13

According to

this pamphlet Germany's interests in Asia Hinor and Syria extended

beyond construction of railways and other commercial interests.
Repeating the now familiar view that these areas at one time had
been very fertile, the Pan-German League called for their colonization by German immigrants.

ttA:~ong

all the lands of the earth

there is none so inviting for colonization as Syria and
the pamphlet declared.

Assyria~

If the flow of German -emigrants were dir-

ected towards these regions, and a conl!Ilercial and political alliance were concluded with Turkey, then,. the Pan-Germans believed,
"the whole economic and political future of Germany would be
placed upon an incomparably-broader. and surer foundation. 014

The

position of the Pan-German League in regard to Palestine was thus

made clear.
PalestL~e

The fact that the League's ideas were extended to

was also reflected in the Pan-German Atlas which proudly
.

featured the German colonies of Haifa, Jaffa, Sarona, and
Hot surprisingly the League was welcomed in Palestine.

Pan-Ger-

man branche_s were established almost irmnediately at Jaffa and
Jerusalem, and their delegates, some time prior to the Emperor's
Visit, attended a Pan-German conference at !,Iunich. 16

These facts

were not lost upon Europe.
Among the European powers France and Russia were the most
ische

~

Repha~n.

13Pan-~er:::!an League, Deutschl.~!!ds Ansr:iruc~e .:m das Tiirl~c-:unich, 1896).
- -

~

14quoted in The Ti•oes (London), October 6, 1898, p. 8.
15?aul L2nehans, Justus Ferthf,S allch:utscher ~'.tles
(Gotha: J. Ferth~s, 1903).
16~ Tii:1<"s (London), October 6, 1898, p. s.

......
sensitive to the German penetration of Palestine.

Even· though

rrance, since the conclusion of her alliance with Russia in 1894,
allowed the latter an almost free hand in Palestine and Syria, 17
she did resist the German penetration.

The means employed by

France to achieve her aims hinged upon her special relations with
the Vatican and her claims of Protectorate over the Catholics in
the East.
Already in the fall of 1897, France, exercising her influence at the Vatican, atternpted to remove

l·~sgr.

Piavi, the Latin

Patriarch in Jerusalem, whom she considered too friendly to the
German cause in Palestine. 18

The French apprehensions were appar-

ently not baseless as is evident from the fact that von Tischendorf, the German Consul-General at Jerusalem, as well as the president of the "Verein von Heiligen Lande" were strongly convinced
·that it was in the interest of .Germany to maintain !v!sgr. Piavi
19
in Jerusalem.
These wishes soon after gained the full support

of William II, who as "secular head 1120 of the German Catholics
21 RelayL~g the
felt himself duty bound to act in this matter.
German point of view to Otto von Bulow, the Prussian Minister at
the Vatican., the Foreign Ministry requested that this matter be
brought to the attention of the Pope with clear indications that

17

G. P., XII,

!~o.

3359, p. 600.

18~., No. 3351, p. 589.
Von Z1arschall, January 10, 1898.

Also Langer, p. 637.

State Secretary von Bulow to

19ill.2,.

20Literal translation would be "political head."
21G. P., XII, No. ·3352, p. 590. State Secretary von
Bulow to Otto von 3ulo", Prussian !·~inister at the Vatican, February 22, 1398.
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• .
a positive
response was
ce~: sion

1 22

The ";er..:~:.n

0x~cctcc.

diplo;~·:1tic.

inter?"\

succe(.>ded, and Msgr. .PiC1Vi w2.s consequently ret<> in<c'd. ~williEti~!

the East.

ev~_denced b;r

.I I' as

the handling of the E'.bove

The "!?re:1ch tre.ditional claL::s based on the

so-call,~d

Fatentes'' of l'lay 30, t7l:.o had in fact never been reco::;-

nized by Ger··1any.

2l~

b(~cm

This position had

rciterC'.ted by Bis-

marck in an officie..l declaration on Vay 5, 1875, according to
which Germany raserVE:d to itself the ri3ht to protect .qll :;erF1ru1
, .
.
ti:i.e I"'.:'
•
•
su,)jects
ll1
.i;.ast, irres:)ect:i..ve
o f·

f
•
t.~.ei.r

25
. .
re 1 i.3ion.

.~:; t 1.. 11 ,

the c:or2 of 11 \Jel tpnlitiktl mnnif es t:ed an innovc..tion in resr0:ct to
Gcr.:,,ai1y 's stand towards the French Protector-?. te.

.Now, for the

first ti1::c, one of Gerr:-any 1 s rriost ir:iportant

in the r·ec.r

tasJ.~s

.East ;-1As to oppose c>.ctively the Frtmch cl.sims and bx-in:_: ;:1bnut

their collapse.

As e:-:plc>.ined by Me.rschnll von Biebr:.·rs t<:.in, t110

Germo.n Ambassador at Constantinople, in a co£C12-.1Lmique to C"nancd. lor Hohenlohe

011

February 25, 1398, the French Protectora t:e

he.cl an obviously indirect bearin13 t>n political qLwstions; there-

foJ:-c, he believed, its successful elb1ination would raise 3E':rthe :5:ast.

26

The ap.:;:roaching visit of William II to Palestine did not

incoi.TE:·ctly 6ive rise to suspicions that

Gerr.~any

23T•
•~
Loia.,
No., 3355, Note 3, p. 592.
c\.;loH, Y!.:-:.reh?.O, 139G.

Zl~.ll?ll., 1Jo. 3357, p. 594-.

}{oh0nlol1c
..
•.
'
~-·

25

r,-,..b,~u,~ru
...
.._. ..\..
··-.1

z::;
-

,

1800
_.
•

was actually

Report of Otto van

.Marschall to Clwricellor von

~ Times (London), Cctober 15, 1898, P• 7.

2Gc. P., Kil,

:·o.

3357, P• 596.

to substitut 1..: for the French rrotcctorate a German

.

...

··"""'US

,

on~.

though strictly by coincic1cnct:1, on the very day the first

pre.ctic.<i.l consultations concerni.ng the arrange'1ents of the trip

to Palestine took place at the P.oyal palace at Homburg,

27

in

France Cardinal Langenieu."'{ advanced the idea that a "National
com.rnittee for the treservation and Defense of the E'rench Protectorate" should be established. 28 ~-iriting to Pope Leo XIII

about his idea, the French Cardinal claimed that the collapse of
the French Protectorate "would be assuredly a i:1isf ortun·s and
29 The Pope repl:yin3 to the Cardhu;niliation for our country."
inal's letter on August 20, 1898 indicated that his response
30
The
could be made public as soon as the Cardinal sz.w fit.
story and the content of the Pope's reply appeared i.n an a.non.. · ynious article in the Revue de

~

Mondes at the beginning of

The Pope to the great satisfaction of France and to

September.

the dismay of Geroany, with great emphasis reaffirwed the exclusive right of 1?ra..11ce to protect all Catholics i.n the East.

Such

a direct statf!;-,1ent concerning this subject, the. article added,
first ever :r!ade:- by a Pope so personally and publically.

31

The diplo:..natic clarifications ·Offered by the Vatican to
Ger~:a.ny

followin3 the disclosure of the rope's letter to Cardinal

Langenieux centered on the arguo;tent that the Vatican was only in-

27

.l'h!;, Tirnr,s (London), July 21, 1393, p. 5.

281".!
-.:i,

?
•

'

,

:{II, !·:o. 3370, p. 613. raris, September 7, 1898.

30

~ Times (London), October 15, 1898, P• 11.

31G. P., XII, ~o. 3370, p. 613.
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tcres tcd in n-.ain taining the "stn tus quo."
was conciliatory.

32

1'!1c~

Ger;>Jan rec.ct ion

There had already been indicntions that tlle

Vc.tic3.n, apprehE;nsive over Russia's incrc8.sinr;

influenc'~

in .l?e.1-

estirrn, was silently wclcornin3 Ger.;tiany's involvement there.
Pa~)al

sL3n.

decision not to replace Hsgr. riavi was

OT'l.e

The

encoura3ing

Another '':Tas the confidential inforr:1ation received by voc1

Marsch2ll frorn Msgr. Bonetti, the Papal Delegate in ConstantinAccordin::; to Bonetti the effects of the projected visit

ople.

of ':Jilliam II to Z:alestine were ali:-0ody benefiting the Catholic
Church in as :nuch as the Russi&n Orthodox in Jerusalem
co_:1ing :rrore flexible.
~mrried

a tion

33

Marschall.

we~::-e

be-

Despite this though, the tope' s dcclar-

\lriting to the Foreign Linistry on

Septe;:1ber 11, 1098 the A..TJ.lbassador questioned if, for exaz-'"1ple, the

Ge:r.Lmn hospital in Haifa, run by the sisters of the Order of Barro.neus, could continue to display the German fle.g, or whet:.1er the
Vatican would no·w insist that a French fle..g be raised.

3L~

The

i~-

be.ssador su.;;gested that Germany stand up for her rights and that
she be

co:i~pletely

inflexible on

Dlent, the L:mperor fully agreed.

t~is

35

issue.

P.eadine this assess-

Thereupon it was officially

decided to accept the invitation of s·everal Ger:·,ian Catholic insti-

,...

tutions in Pal0stine to be visited by the ..:..mperor.

3(.

As will be

3Zrbid., No. 3371, p. 614.
;ZrHm

3 3.A. A., Freussen 1 No. 1 No. l1-, docu•~ent No. Al078, teleNo. 370, n1ernpia, SepteT:ber 3, V398.
34G. P., XII,

ro.

3372, p. 616.

35Ibid., Ko. 3373, p. 617. Marginal note by Uilli['.~n II
indicElting a.nn·oval.
36 rbid., No. 3375, pp. 618-619. Von I'.iiloH to the Forei;n
Ministry, Sept. 18, 1898. For the invitation itsc~lf, see A. A.,
Turkei 175 ("Das Coenaculum und die Dor:-(1ition de la sainte

86
seen the Ger1nan stal".d was well dernonstre1ted by Hilliam II
he arrived ln ralestine.

nut, the conflict "'ith the

the issue •.1as not over yet.

German 3overnment Pope Leo

one<:~

VHtico~1

over

To the gre.e.t astonishment of the

XIII, in an allocution to certain

French pilgriras on Saturday October 8, 1898, once agtdn publically
declared himself in full accord with the French interpretation of
the Protectorate.

37

This latest incident

coI~ing

so close to the

date of the :C:mperor' s departure, was tal:.en very seriously in Ge!:'-

rt.any and ,.;as regarded by

~lilliarn

II as a pe:rso11e 1 affront.

38

:.~.

crisis which for a time seen:1ed to be lee.ding to a diplo::10tic

break between Prussia and the Vatican followed.

Otto von IHilmv,

at the ti:rne on vacation in Germany, did not return to his post.

The appointrnent of the new

r·~inister

was delayed for rl1ax.irnum ef-

feet, and he did not take up his position until af.tGr the comple39
tion of Willimn !I's journey.
Responding to this sharp Gerr;-ian

reaction the Fapal State Secretary, Cardinal Rampolla, again invoked the argurnent that the Vatican was not actinz; agc=d.nst Ger-

~r:any. 4 o F'.e3otia tions between the Prussia..11 charge: d 'Affairs in
n.o'-T:e, von Bc:lou-Rutzau and the Papal Secretary f innlly yielded

a hint that the Vaticar2 would not L11tE·r.f ere in

11 !_)ractical

natural

?ie-rge"); reel- No. UC I L:.Ot! .. l}-5; document r:o. A10140, dated
~chen, August 31, 1G93.

37

J1:l§: Times (London), Cctoher 15, li.398, p. 11 •

... 0

.);.iG • .P. XII, No. 3379, p. 621.
to von Helow:Trutzau at the ~.faticE~n.

State Se:cretary von Bulow

39 r:-.i;;; ?atic;;~n was informed of t11(• new o.ppointl::eut on
Octo~)er lG, 1093.
Sec .lli.£.•, No. 330L~, p. l'.~5.
L1f).,., "d

.:L.2L•'

~T
~o.

""'"2
~~u
,

11
~~o~e

2 , p.

~23 •
w
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develo~
fa~r

1 ents

in Asia-Minor."

41

~'e

situation,

thereaft~r,

~s

8.s Ger,:any was concerned, clearly c.:illed for a w:dt and see

·attitude.
~nperor'

The topic of the Ger1:1C1n

s journey to t>alc.. stine,

cO!<lplicated hy the crisis over tl'.e Frotectore.te rights of Francf;,
produc<:'d a sharp tria.neulflr
French press.

1~•.1el

among the Gerrna.ri, Russian and

The• German press, inclu<lin:::; the- clerical, gt=,ner-

ally supported their government on this issue.

Frt!nch clsiros the

se~.:1i-offici.e.l

Kolnische

Repudiating the

Zf~iti.:!!lg

in an appar<:mt•

ly inspirt>d article on September 20 declared that Germ::i.uy would

ovpose any attempt on the part of Fr.:i.nce to E.~Xl'.-:rcise its clei.L:is.

The papi:r

r£~;.1indf~d

France th8t by the Treaty of ::Jerlin the right

of prot:·ction over the subjects of the cliff er(mt

pow~rs

was

l~ec-

O;:!Di7.ed as beir-3 VESt(~ti with the diploPatic cind consul.<:ir represer.tattv~s

of the ~)O~"·ers in the East.

42

Gonclu<line its article

"If France interferE-s in the af-

the j{oll:"ische ZeitlL"l,': warned:

fairs of Turke}r, t:1-.::•t is patent encroachment upon German sover-

eignty which lA•ill doubtless be repelled by the Ger·n,:m Empire
with th.:~ utrnost determination."

43

R@spon<ling to the Pope's allo-

cution to the '!!'rench pil3rims, the same orean, after decl.::irin3

that GE-rm:::ny' s dignity forbade th_is developE1ent

fro~:::.

passing ·with.
- t_h o l"i.cs tt to d o t h eir
· d uty ••• n 44
out notice,
c<> 11 c~a' upon !...:ier-;uan
\ja
6

·1~., No. 3386, p. 027.
eign Ministry, October 21, 1893.

Von Below-P.utzau to the For-

42n1is argu.:e.::;t was also reised by von 1".'.le.rschall.
In a
despatch to th€! Forei:;n .Ministry the _.;;nbassador ~Jointed to
Article 62 of the tre:!_ty to re,mdLate the Frer!ch claLss. See
G. P., :ar, No. 3373, P• 617.
1:.3
· Quoted in .!h!! Times (London), Septe,-,,bf:r 21, p. 3.

44

Ih" ·
Octo b er 12 ,
___2;£.,

P• 3 •
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r;e.rn1~,..da,

The reaction of the
i:rnncdiate.
8\.Jare

thE· orr,;:in of the Center pr-1.r.ty, was

It declared that Catholics in Germany

WETe

"quite

of wh<'I t they have to do and le.ave undone, n 45 and re:ninded

the Kolnische Zeitunr. th$:t it was only in accordance with their
own convictions th.:i.t German C3.tholics were acknowledgin5 German

. institutions in the ~
protPction ove:r their
;.;.ast. 46
Catholics had

inde~d

Th e 3erman

done their national duty and wer0 being ac-

cused by the French press of letting their chauvinism prevail
over their religious convictions.

47

Several leading German papers, while welco·.:,.ing the journey of their Emperor, voiced anxiety over the timing and the
hingth of the planned pilgrimage.

Corn::nenting on this subject the

liberal Fre1nkfurter Zeitung remarked tha.t the absence of William
Il from Germany coincided with the up"'."coming elections for the
f russian Diet and the sessions of the Prussian and

li.gments.

Li-8

l~perial

par-

Echoing this concern the NationAl Zeitung added

thQt the absence of von Bulow, the State Secretary for Foreign

Affairs, might represent too great a burden for the aged Chancellor von Hohenlohe.
i.:~ational

~r9

But expressing the philosophy of the

Liberals, the paper hailed the jo11rney froin the point

of view that it would encourege the German settlers in Palestine
and wouln pro:11ote civilization in that region of the world.

The

paper conceded th:::.t France might have sorile grounds for politice\l
45.!21£.

46.!J2i1.

47 L_bid., ...
,
23 , 1898 , P• 3 •
::>eptemoer
48
1
L_biu . , r.··ov;:~r:1b er 7 , 139'"'
· o, P• l i .
49
Ibid.

-
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loLtsy, for the E:11peror 1 s pre$ence in the East would pron:ote

would strengthen the German

el~Gents,

agents of civilization in Asia-Minor, Syria and Palestine. ,,SO
similar vein the influential Vossische Zeitung, denying
Germany had any territorial ambitions in Turkey, stressed
· the point that the journey "represents a German moral victory. •t

too hoped that the occasion would encourage the German settlers
Palestine and would promote Germany's prestige. 51 The conservative Kreuz Zeitung, like its liberal counterparts, also voiced
some

concern over the tL-ning of the journey.

Confessing some un-

::. easiness over the world situation the paper voiced the hope the.t
those responsible for the journey "have convinced thernselves of

.

the i111possibility of surprises •••• '

,52

Even though there were

some isolated attempts to engage in political speculation, for
instance that questions connected with Syria would split the
,, Franco-Russian alliance,

53

. the German press, quite· obviously with

official blessing, refrained from attributing to the

pilgri.r~iage

great political significance.
The official and unofficial restraint of the German

press was in sharp contrast to that of Russia and France.

The

St. Petersburg Novosti already on July 13 accused William II of
trying to acquaint himself with Asia-.Minor as a possible f i&ld

SOlbid., October 3, 1898, p. 3.
51

ll21:.£.,

52
53

October 13, 1898, p. 3 •.

.!,lli., October 6, 1898, p •.3.

~., Septe:nber 23, 1898, p. 3. This was also discussed in the Austrian press by the Politische l(orres0ondena.
See A. A., Freussen l No. 1 r~o. 4, docwnent No. Al2357, von
Eiilenburg to von Hohenlohe, October 27, 1898.
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for German colonization.
the situation,

G~r~aany

Furthermore, as the paper

int<.~rpr.eted

throutth the Roman Curia. hoped to obtain

a protectorate over the Turk.ish Catholics similar to the one acquired in China a.t the expense of France.

54

r~epeating

a similar

view, thc-- sa!"'le pa2er on Septe:-ilber 20 declar.-d that both France

and Russia must cooperate to support their respective protectorates and not permit any Gflrman schem<::s to
prise. 55
on

Again recalling

Octoi:>~r

tal~.e

them by sur-

G~rmany 's policy in China the Novosti

2 declared th.?.t it would not be· surprisLt'lg if in re-

turn for th'9 Tf!ilit1ry e.nd the political assista!'lce exter]dE':d to

Turkey Gi:::rmany would demand a part of the Syrian coast.
were to happen, the paper
remain indifferent. 56
Ver~ya

declart=~d,

If that

France and Russia would not

A similar claL'Il was carried in the Novoe

according to which "the splendid port of Haifa will short-

ly be given over by treaty. to Germany. u 57
This Russian anti-German press
turbing to the German Government.

ca~paign

was clearly dis-

:Jilliam II, trying to calm

Russian suspicions, wrote personally to Tsar Nicholas II on August 18, 1898 trying to assure him of the religious character of

the journey-.

The letter ree.d as follows:

I an1 rr.ost asto.:.1is!1ed at the a::1ou11t of bash and
blarnE:y th.qt is being .ventilated in t!ie !H'·'....<spapers of Europe about my v~sit to Jerusale:.:I
It is most discouraging to notl· th.st: tho sent:iroent of real faith ""'1.ich propc~ls a Christian to

54The Times (Lonaon), July ll!, 1898, p. 5.
55

~.,

$epte:l1ber 21, 1898, p. 3.

56!.b .•

---2..2.•' Cctober 3, 1898, p. 3.

57!.!2.!.S.·,

::>cpte:::ber 21, 1898, p. 3.
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seek the country in which our saviour livt::d and
su[f (;;r,.d, is nearly quit:';' e.}:.tir..ct in th& socalled bett';'r ct.-~ s s~s of tr.o :~r:th Cen tllry, so
that they IGUSt explaL"l the pilr;rirae.r;e forcibly
by political \;1otives J ~!~at is rieht for. thouSc">.nds even Qf your lowest peasants is ri.;ht
for F;e tool .:>8
ThG letter had little effect.

continued, and so did
according to

Germr~n

Tschirsc~-Jry,

The ca:-npaign in the Russian press
efforts to have it stopped.

But

the Ger:nan Anbassador to St. Petersburg,

evc...'1 the chief censor was unable to curb the attacks, since they
were inspired by the powerful procurator of the Holy Synod, H.
Fobr:donos tsev.

59

The news item concerning Germany's alleged intentions at
Haifa was originally carried by the French paper I:&, :-:atin on
October 17, in an article entitled ''Wiliia::n II and Haifa."

cording to the report Germany was

seel~ing

Ac-

a port in the i·fediter-

ranean in order to shorten her lines of cornmunica ti on with Kia.a-

Chow in the Far Zast.

Haifa, the paper maintained, had a 3reat

future and the Ger:'.1an settlers, not unlike the Puritans who had
settled in !·Tew ~nsland, were preparin~ the grou.Yid for Germ.en
60
occupatio11.
Othtar articles appearing in the French press told
of siir.ilar Gerr..1an designs.

.4n. article in

~ 5ol~il

on

Au~ust

24,

dE:<cl.?.ring that ~iillia•n II was trying to follow in the footsteps

of

?rE~derick 3~r.barossa ~nd

rule over Palestine,

61

w.9-s quite

charactc-ristic of the trend.

58 Quoted in G. P., XII, No. 3338, Fote 2, p. 558.
59 ;

F reUS!3en ·1 NOe 1 .L'<Oe
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/J~, d OCUi:"!Cl1C
.
. i·.Oe i~\12164 , Von
Tschirsch.ky to von Ifoh.e.nlohe, October 21.
60
Ihi<l., Eo. All975. J:'he article was forw.<!.rdcd by von
,~··
~
tn.mster, the
Gern1ri.n A=~ibassador, to ~:oh(mlohe.
61
Ibid., r·:o. A9948.
he

"
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H

92

England 1 s react.ion to 'Jilliam II' s projected

jo:w;n:~,,

U

jud;;ed by the ·attention accorded to it by the Znslish press in
its hcincHing of the issue,

sE:~e:ns

to have been of S_;;)ecial impor-

tance to the Gcrr.:an Foreign i!inis try.
.~glo-German

lnde:ed, it !r:ust be notEd:

relations in 1898 were exceptionally cordi.al.

A, .

rapprochement between the two Powers was attempted in the spring

of that year.

62

Though no alliance resulted, an agree:r:ent con..

cerning the Portuguese colonies was signed on AU£;USt 30, 1898.
Further;-1-.ore, the improved Anglo-Senr1An relations coincided witili

the Fashoda crisis which by October threatened to escalate into
open warfare betwetm England and France.

63

Under these ciroum-

stances it was not surprising that the English press was generally not unfriendly towards the Emperor's trip to Palestine, and
to its political implications.

Germany's right of protectiqn

over her Catholic subjects and institutions in the Ea.st was not

challenged.

Referring to the French claims

~

Tirnes on October

8 declared:

"It has its root ••• in political aspirations ••• whi~64
have little to do with religion." . The Daill!, Telegraph, maintaining tht:: same view, pointed to the fact that even the Francis•

cans in Palestine, claiming the traditional right of guarding

65

the Holy Places, were no longer French, but Italians or Spaniards.
The Ens;lish press 6enerally agreed that the inf luerice of France
62
pp.

see Lan·::: er,

492-517.
63

.!h£

Di.Dlor:1acy

2£.

I.:aperie.lisra

1&2.Q-.!2Qa,

.

The crisis subsided only after 1.i'ra1"'lce on N'ovember 3

decided to unconditionally evacuate Fashoda.
64
A. A., Preus sen l No. 1 }~o. 4, docu:-:1ent Ho. All'157.

65

Ibid., All820.

93
was declining while that of Germany was

r~pidly

"France has always posed as protector," decla.red the

. rising.

-

Globe on Octobf!r 17,

11 but

it is already apparent that her part
66
in that capacity is played out" the paper concluded.
That Ger-

many had real interests in Palestine was obvious.

"There are

German interests in Turkey and German interests in Palestine,"
67
wrote the Vorning £2.il.
Germany's increasing interest in the
East.was also Ver'/ real

to~ Tim~s.

Analyzing Germany's com-

mercial achieve·.nents in the region the paper on October 21, with
note of regret, castigated "British state:nanship" for missing
68
the opportunities seized by Germany.
Returning to the same

a

subject on October 28 Ih!, Times presented statistical evidence
to show how German competition, at least in Palestine, was gaining the upper he.nd.

Accordingly, in 1894 England had 15.6 per-

cent of all the imports into Palestine.

Three years later her

share had shrunk to 10.8 percent, while Germany's share, on the
other hand, rose in 1896 to 8.9 percent fro;.n 7.3 percent in
69
These and ott:er manifestations of Gerrnany 1 s increasing
1894.
penetration of the :::ast did not worry

Ih£

Times.

11 In

this coun-

try," the paper on October 28 edi tori"l·lized, "we can have nothing
but good wishes for
any

pl~ns
66

~he

success. of the E>peror' s jourr.ey and for

of Gerrr.::i.n comnercial exp:msion ••••• we can honestly say

~., A.12019.

67

~., All820.

68 I.bid., A.12124. The parts-of the. article that dealt
with Ger:-,1any 1 s co:~l::.erciz.l and industrial infiltr:ition of Turkey
so i-:rpr ..:·s st:·Q. von Eulow th,<i t he on ~·over.nber 3 telegraphed fror11
Je1:.-usale··n to hav~ this part of the article reproduced in the German press. See ~' ro. l~4, ( 11 1'elegraMrne an und von Herrn von
I!olstein. St. s. von Bulow aus Jerusalem," 3.11.1898); N.A. T-120;
serial ~~o. Kl828; dOCUJJent Fo. i\.12688.
6
9~ TLnf,S (London), October 28, 1898, P• 5.

94

,the. t if we w.ere not to have these good thin.gs f-or ours el ve_s,,
are no hands we would rather see the'.'"' in than in German
70
hands. 11 · The Daily Telep.):-aph seemingly was even le$S concerned.
th~re

An article by the paper's correspondent in Palestine, featured
on the day of the dedication of the Luther.Rn Church in Jerusalem,

concluded that " ••• a comnon religion and a cornm"n love of peace
link silently and indisoltibly the destinies of the Teutonic and

Anglo-Saxon peoples."

71

The political uproar that greeted William II 1 s decision
to visit the East did not deter the .Emperor from executing his
plans.

Still, due to the excited atmosphere and the political

uncertainties of the time, a.brief excursion to Egypt which had
originally been planned was cancelled. 72

The Visit
special Imperial train consisting of twenty carriages,

A

bearing their lfajesties the Er.lperor and Empress, the chiefs of
the ~~peror 1 s civil, military, and naval cabinets, 73 the E~per
or's private physician, the court chaplain, the painter
70

~., October 28, 1898, P• 7.

71
72

prof~s-

A. A., Preussen l tro. 1 No. 4, Archival No. 1\12602.

!!2!.2,., AS2806 and AS2796,_ both dated October 7, 1898.

73· .. ll
. . perrr.ission
. .
1-1i
i.arn II even re f use d to give
to h ave t h e
military despatches first reviewed by the Gener~l Sta.ff, before
sending the:.n off to the Orient. The argtUt\ent of the Fortcdgn
::inistry that too much time might be lost if important docu.'!lents
and crrnrts were first du!)lic2ted and sent to Palestine was reject~d by the, E:illperor. · See A. A., DeutschlRnd 149 r~o. 2 ("Jehandlun~.; der bt:;Ln Auswartigen i~nte eingehenden l-filit.?r-und
~:arineberichte"); serial Fo. ~\CP 371; docwnent No. All768, von
Richthofen to Willi=i.m II, October 12, 1898. Also William II's
response dated October 13, 1898.
0

95
and J.1c-my othe~r offi~inls a:~d rf..•i)r<: scnt:>.tivi::s,
75 left Potsdem n t 11 o 'clocl<. on the night
laY and ecclesiastic,

so1: :-:xwc'l. fuss,

of

Octobt~r

74

1

7r,

11, 1393. "'

it was unofficic:'l

dlid

The trc.in's first stop was e.t Vie.'"lnE'.;
u11ceri'.1onious.

Z:r.1peror r··rencis Joseph

in : :oretvia, an<l tb.e Z:: 7:1pres s was in I;':Ournins;.

77

The public wns

riot told of t:!1c tL;ie of thi::: train's arrival, and the stAt:ion

closed.

~.•ci.s

\·1as

Still the tr«::.in was brilli.;mtly lighted, and ':·:illia.In II

wore the unifor:11 of his Austro-Jtungarian regiment of Hussars.
Before proceedine on to Venice, the train outside Vienna had to
be parted as its weight was too heavy for the lar3est locomotive
of the Souther.n ?..ailway to carry it over the Serrnnering Mountains.

The Imperial party arrived at Venice shortly after noon on October 13, and was cordially received at the station by Eing Humbert

and his Queen.

Tne Gerinan dignitaries were rowed to the Royal

Palace through the Grand Canal, cheered by a gay crowd at the

Piazza of St. :'Iark.

The reception was war!n but brief.

The Irr1-

perial yacht, the ttrtohenzollern, tt which was to carry the I::,iper-

74

Prof essor r:nackfuss was the artist responsible for the
fa.-"10us allegorical pictures a.ssociated with ~Jilliam II. Von
i3ulow in his ~!'er:;oirs com~Jlained of this artist 1 s lack of ability
de,'ionstrated in his painting of °:Jilliam II 1 s entry into Jerusale:n. Prince Von Bulow, Memoirs, trans. F. A. Voight (L1- vols.;
Boston: Little, :2-rown and Co., 1931), Vol. I, p. 296.

75

Alone, thirty-seven different invitations
to the evangelical ~~te.te Churches in Germany.

~.Jere

extended

76 The Tines (London), October 13, 1093, p. 3.

The descriptive Fi:it'C;-iai that follows WP.s takc~n fro•n the daily re9orts
about tha journey that appeared in ~· Ti:•)es.
It should be noted that Francis Jos~:ph also bore the
title King of Jerusale•,1 and could therefore be r£•gArcJed as the
lE:3itinate protector of !~erman S!"1eaking C€~.tholics in Fal, stine.
The &Epress was in ~':ourning in consequence of the assassination
of the Enpress Queen Elizabeth.
77

i,al party across the sea, was boarded at 4 p.m.

Accompanied by

the German warship "Herta" it sailed for Constantinople.
On October

ships "Herta" and

17, the "Hohenzollern" convoyed by the war11 Hela"

entered the Dardanelles.

constantinople on the following morning, the German

Arriving at
E.~peror

and

Empress were warmly greeted by Sultan Abdul Hamid II as well as
many Turkish and German officials. 78 The security arrangements
were extraordinary. 79 The visit to Constantinople lasted five
days.

The time was spent mostly in consultations and excursions,

of which the visit to the Anatolian Railway was the most noted.
The Russian embassy at Constantinople, it was noticed, hoisted
no flag, and the Russian vessels in the harbor did not dress
ship.

Neither did the French.

80

Having departed from Constantinople on October 23, the
"Hohenzollern" and her accompanying warships arrived in Haifa on
October 25, in the afternoon.
Tne preparations undertaken for the visit by the Turkish

authorities in Palestine were very extensive.
throughout the land had been ordered.

A cleanup campaign

Roads were widened and re-

paired, buildings were painted and decorated with German and Tur78 The Tirnes (London), October 19, 1898, p •. 5.

Among the
Ger1'1ans present w~re several military officers attached to the
Turl:ish army. Also present was Dr. Siemens, the director of the
Deutsche Bank.
79 An .o.\narchist plot to assassinate '.·lillia..'11 II he.d been
discovered at ~lexandria, Zgypt. The plan had.to be altbred due
to the cancellation of the E:nperor's itinerary. The plot was
discovered when the plotters atte::1pted to transport the bombs to
Jaffa.
80
see accounts in ~ Ti:: es (London), Cctober 20, 1893,
p. 3, and October 22, p. 7.
1

,,

kish flags, and special security arrangements were evident all
over.

Six hundred cavalry of the Imperial OttOP'\B.11 body guard

and the Ertoghrul cavalry regiment hal arrived at Raif a on October 16.

Another three battalions of Turkish infantry landed at

Jaffa on October 24.

The traveling carnp,arranged for the Imper-

ial party under the supervision of John H. Cool-: of Cook's Tourist
Agency, included seventy-five sleeping tents, six saloon tents,
and six kitchen tents.

Another

ninety-sev(~

tents were pitched

in an olive grove on ground belonging to the.German colony at

Jerusalem.

It was to serve as the Z.rnperor 1 s headquarters.

Each

tent was well furnished with irori bedstead, chairs and tables.
Some could accorrl!nodate as many as thirty people for dinner.
Sooe of the tents had come from Ger1oany, others were furnished

by the Turkish Government.

The encai-npment, about twe.'lty minutes

walk outside Jerusalel!l., was

co~stantly

guarded.

A better, more

scenic site could have apparently been selected bu.t

~tilliam

is said to have insisted upon living on German ground.

II

81

Their Majesties, after their arrival at Haifa, disembarked at 4 p.rn. and were greeted at the landing stage, built
82
within the Gerrnan colony,
by various officials and cheering
German settlers.
and festoons.

The colony was beautifully decorated with flags
..·

'J:he visit on shore was brief, consisting only of

a ride to the monastery on Houn t Car:o1el.

The night was again

8 1 Treloar, 1'.·lith the Vaiser 5-11 the :s::ist, po. 11-13.
82 nie land~t:; was con-;;r~e~d~r· the supervision

of a German engineer SU:!'moned fro:n Constantinople. According to
the Ii'rankfurter ··eituns the i-;roject cost 50,000 ~. :arks. .ihen the
first s ton1,;: w2,s 1..C:.1.d, lll Au~ust, 1892, the whole consular body,

and all the local notables were invited.
August 9, 1398, p. 3.

See

Ib£ Ti:,113s (London),

spent on board the "Hohenzollern."

Next morning amid salvos of

artillery from the Gerinan warships the Imperial party came to
shore at about 7 o'clock.

The Emperor wore his new tropical uni-

form with the Order of St. John of Jerusalem and carried a walkkig.stick.

At a reception held at the German consulate the

Emperor was officially greeted by a delegation of colonists.
Nr. Friedrich Lange, the school master of the Ger.nan school at
Haifa, voiced the hope that the Elnpire would continue to support
his school i.rl order to maintain close connections with the Fatherland.

Re~lying

to the greetings, William II expressed his satis-

faction that the colonists had remained German and assured them
. 83
that their interests would not be neglected by the German £~pire.
Father Biever, the director of the German Catholic settlement at Tabgha, 84 speaking at the sa..11e reception on behalf of the
"Verein Von Heiligen Lande," and the German Catholic settlers in
Palestine, thanked the Emperor for his protection .and expressed
the hope that it would continue in the future.

In view of the

dispute over the rights of protection, William II 1 s reply could
have been anticipated.

He said:

Your patriotic address has greatly pleased me,
and I thank you much for it. In reply I gladly
take the opportunity to declare once and for
all that my Catholic subjects can al't1ays depend
on my I:~1p·.::rial protection whenever and wherever
they may require it.85
.
The Munich All!;er,eine 7.eituns>; featuring the text of the
83Ih£ Ti:nes (London), October 28, 1898, p. 3.
84 see above, Chapter II, p. 73.
S5Viiinchner All"e:rieine Zeitun~, October 29> 1898, p. 5.
The report of the i.Japer wa~ incorrect in as much as it placed the
time of the reception in the afternoon of the previous day.

Emperor's reply commented that the announcement was clear enough
for the whole world to hear.

Satisfied with the turn of events

the paper declared that the day had been turned into an "epoch
making event for the development of German national consciousness. ''

86
The reception at the consulate was followed by a brief

inspection of the German hospital which was decorated for the
occasion with Gerrrian flags.
~

87

long day still lay ahead for the Imperial party.

The

journey from Haifa to Jerusalem,- it had been decided, would be
. made on horseback and carriage.

As later explained by von Bulow,

"a railway, with its cars, guards, and puffing locomotive, really

did not suit the scene, nor yet the mood of those who had feelings
for this country •••• n88 At~8 o'clock that morning, a.T!lid the
strains of the German national.anthem and hearty cries of
th~

Imperial party began leaving Haifa.

An estimated

1,200 horses and mules were assembled for the trip.

11

Hochl 11

nu.~ber

of

Count Wedel,

the Imperial !-!aster of the Horse, was in charge of the Imperial
horses and carria3es.

The attendants of the Emperor numbered

one hundred· and twenty-four.
eight hundred

~uleteers.·

The baggage train was attended by

The Turkish co!!l!!lission that accompan-

ied the Emperor consisted of twenty-seven high officials and one

hundred eleven lesser ones.
about 2,000 persons.

All told the procession numbered

Security was provided by a detachment of

lancers riding in front and another in the rear.

8 8von Bulow, ~femoirs, Vol. I, p. 295.

Other soldiers

·

lUO

scouted the fields along the route.

Travel in the hot and sandy

terrain along the coast of Palestine was slow and difficult.
11Up hills and dm·m hills we laboured over places where the scrub

and wild thyme were thick, but there was always the same dreadful
dust I'' recorded one participant.

89

Still, only a few non-fatal

casualties caused by slin strokes and scorpion bites were reported.
The procession reached Jaffa in the late afternoon of the

following day.· At the German colony of Sarona, in the outskirts
of the city, William II, replying to another welcoming address by
the German settlers, remarked that he was pleased to see that his
friendly relations with the Sultan
in the East.

b~nefited

the German subjects

The more the Germans were held on to their German-

ism, the Elnperor declared, the more would they constitute a civil. . 90
izing and beneficial element for Turkey.
After

spendL~g

early the next

~orning

the night at Jaffa, the ilnperial party
set out on the road to Jerusalem.

Addi-

tional time for the reception of deputations had to be set aside.
Another Templer delegation presented the Sroperor with water color
pictures of their colonies,.and a Zionist deputation headed by
Dr. Theodor· Herzl was briefly seen at }fi.kveh-Israel on the Jaffa
to Jerusalem ro~d. 91
Imperial party reached its encampment

The

at

Jerusal~~

on Saturday at noon.

The clean up campaign that had been ordered by the Tur89......Lre 1 oe.r ~ p. ...1.. 8 •
90· Hunchner
..
.
All5of'.l<?L"1<'!
Zei tLu1;:, October 3 0 , 1 B0';J 8 , p. 7 •
Also The TL~~s (Lo~don , October 31, p. 5.

91
See below , Chapter IV, p.155-6. The neeting at the time
Was held secret.

l.Ul
~ish

Governmant

WC\S

specifically aimed at the Holy City.

The

buildings in Jerusalem were whitewashed, a new road to the Mount

of Olives was paved, other roads in and around the city were repaired, and the Jaffa Gate, hitherto carefully locked each· night,

was widened to allow for the entry of the Imperial carriages.92
The entry of the German

E.~peror

day, October 29, was a brilliant event.

into Jerusalem on SaturThe Imperial cavalcade

was led by six·mounted equerries followed by a carriage occupied
by the foreign consuls.
trumpeters.

Then came the Emperor, preceded by

He was riding on horseback wearing his service uni-

form fully decorated.

In addition William II wore a white silk

dust dress which resembled a pilgrim's cowl.

The Emperor_ was

followed by his Imperial staff who were similarly clad.
· Empress _and her ladies followed.

The

The trumpets sounded and Ger-

mans . cried "Hoch I Hoch I'' ·
A number of triumphal archs were erected to welcome the

German Emperor.

The first such arch outside the Jaffa Gate was

that of the Jewish com:1lllility. of Jerusalem. 93

The Emi?eror upon

reaching this arch was welcomed by two elderly ral:i>is who handedc-him a gift and addressed hL~ in Hebrew.
having

fa.~iliarized

Consul von Tischendorff,

himself with the text, provided the Emperor

with the tra.nslation.

He was quite embarrassed, though, when

the Emperor, under the Lrnpression that his consul had learned

Hebrew, expP.cted him to translate his response to the rabbi's add92zphrairn Cohn-Reis, M~sichronot ~ Yerushalyim (Jerusalem, Rueben Nas, 1934), p. 239.
93The Jewish population of Jerusalem wa~ slightly over

30,000 and represented a majority.

--ress. 94

Entering the city by the Jaffa Gate the Imperial party

was greeted by the roar of guns from the citadel and the playing
of "Deutschland Deutschland iiber alles" by a Turkish.band sta-

tioned at the Tower of David.

Once inside the old city their

Majesties proceeded on foot to the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
'!'here they were met by the Roman Catholic, Greek Orthodox and
Armenian clergy, headed by Msgr •., Piavi, the Latin Patriarch.
Welcoming addresses and polite responses followed.

From there

the Imperial party continued to the recently completed Lutheran
Church of the Redee:ner.

Here the Prussian Minister of Public

Worship, Dr. Bosse, formally thanked William II for coming to
celebrate the dedication of the church.

95

At a reception held that evening in the German consulate
William II personally and formally informed Father Schmidt, the
director of the German hospice_ in Jerusalem, of his inta.,tion to
hand over to the "Verein Von Heiligen Lande" the recently ac-

quired property in Jerusale.-rn kno·wn as the "Dormition de la sainte
Vierge.n 96 Official notifications were thereupon despatched to
the president of the society in Achen, and to Pope Leo XIII. The
Pope "was moved 1197 by this gesture and it was promptly applauded
by the German press.

The

Gen~enia

voicing the thanks of the Ger-

94 cohn-Reis, p. 247.
95The arrival of the Imperial party in Jerusalem was naturally reported in all Geri1~n newspap~rs, but as the correspondent of 1h.£ Ti!:-ies in Berlin noted, the com!:ients in the press
lacked e_ny kind of enthusiasm or traces of sentiment. The
'£im~s (London), r\ovember 1, 1893, p. 5.
-

96

1t was here according to tradition that Eary dwelt.

97 A. A., Turkei 175g, No. A12542, Pope Leo Xlll to :a1liam II, October 30, 1898.

snan Catholics referred to the gift as an unforgetable memorial
of the Palestine journey.

More concerned with the political

implications of the gesture, the Hamburger Correspondent and the
Kolnische

Zeit~L~~

saw significance in the fact that it was the

protestant protector of the German Empire who acquired a site so
revered by the whole Catholic world.

Pointing to the universal

importance of the event the semi-official Norddeutsche

All~e!!leine

zeituns, claimed that the action proved that the
Emperor's
-presence
in the East actually represented all Christians. SimGerm~

ilarly the Munich Allgemeine Zeituni:; interpreted the event as one
additional proof that the Emperor indeed cared for the welfare of
-

all his subjects regardless of their creed.

98

The next morning, Sunday October 30, the Emperor and Empress attended Divine service at the- Evangelical church in Bethlehem.

Addressing the

assembl~d,

Willia~

II voiced his deep dis-

appointment at what he had witnessed so far Lri Jerusalem.

Con-

ceding that the "extre!ne difficult and unpicturesque approaches
to Jerusalem" may have contributed to his unfavorable. impression,
the E..'llperor pointedly added that "seeing the actual conditions
at the sacred places is enough to make one's heart bleed."

Then

calling on the people to-avoid religious disputes he urged thern
11

to present henceforth a solid phalanx in the Orient- with our

Evangelical Church

and

creed., ••• 11

Skillfully· mixing politics a."'ld

religion, William Il, referring to the feuds among the Christian
sects and to the fact "that one shred after the other, on one

wa~_-ded

98n1e:sc end other views of the ~crrnan press were for-

by th<'· Foreizn Ministry to ::!ulow in Jerusale·n.
!b~_d.,
No. Al?.570, tele~ra!n No. 74, von ?..ichthofen to :CU.low, N~b~r 1,

1898.

pretext or other, is torn from Noham.nedan sovereignty ••• ," in•
sisted that no one could blame the

Xosle~s

greater respect towards the Christians.
ition the Ge~ E..rnperor declared:

for not exhibiting

Concluding his admon-

"Now our turn has come ••• it

is for us at present to demonstrate what is really the essence

of Christianity ••• n99

Possibly to emphasize her husband's speech

the Empress, later that morning, took part in the formal opening

of a new German institution in Palestine - the Gerni.an orphanage

near Bethlehem.

The Emperor after his return to Jerusalem es-

caped the eastern environment by visiting the German colony.

In

the afternoon their Hajesties ascended the Eount of Olives to
attend service at the Russian church on the sununit.
The following day, Eonday October 31, was the day on
which the consecration of the Church.of the Redeemer was celebrated.

The road leading to the church was already crowded in

the early hours of the day.

The Imperial party left camp at

about half pest nine that morning.

The Emperor riding on horse-

back was wearing the white mantle of the Teutonic Knights and

was attended by a cavalcade of knights wearing similar mantles.
The Empress and her attenda.'"lts were riding in the state carriage.
Having arrived, their Majesties entered the church to the tune

of Handel's "See the Conquering Hero Comes.n

After the conclu-

sion of the service William I I quite unexpectedly _went up to the
alter's steps and knelt in deep devotion.

After a few silent

moments he turned to the congregation to deliver an allocution.
99 The entire speech is quoted in von Schierband,

Raiser's Sreeches, pp. 315-317.

!h.2

LU~

The Empress, so von Bulow tells, taken by surprise, turned pale~OO
Though the Emperor's words were non politicai, 101 his call for
ttpeace on earth" clearly echoed Tsar racholas II 1 s recent Peace

Manifesto.

To the strains of Handel's "He Shall Feed His Flock"
102
the Emperor and Empress left the church.
Escorted by a detach.~ent

of German sailors the party returned to camp.

Another
noon.

L~portant

ceremony was scheduled for that after-

The ground of the "Donnition" on Mount Zion was to be of-

ficially handed over to the "Verein Von Heiligen Lande." A guard
of honor formed by two

companie~

of Geri.nan marines from the war-

ship "Hertha" faced a flag staff which was placed in the center
of the property.

Also present was the band of the "Hohenzollern.''

At the time of the Emperor's arrival the band was playing a march
but upon receiving a signal -it irnmediately switched to "Deutschland Deutschland uber alles.n .After the hoisting of the German
fla_g, William 11 decorated the guard of honor and exhorted his
soldiers to def end the honor of their Fatherland.
another march concluded the ceremony.

The playing of

Commenting on the event,

the Kolnische Zeitung on November l, wrote that the construction
of a German· cathedral in Jerusalem, in addition to the German
Church of the Redeeruer, would remind the world of the differences
that divided Gerro4ny but at the same
de~onstrate

t~ne

would also serve to

that such differences could not disintegrate the

lOOVon Bulow, Memoirs, p. 297.
lOlThe: text is· quoted in Schierband, p~')· 315-319.

102 The account of these events, as presented here, was
provided by The Tirr,es (London), ~~ovember 2, 1893, p. 5, and the
I<tinchner All'iPrnein~ Zc~itun.'.), November 2, pp. 1-3.

.. vv

united German Fatherland.

Concluding its assessment the paper

declared:
Over these two towers the Imperial eagle will
henceforth extend its mighty pinions. These
towers will bear witness that they owe their
foundation to a co 1 ~.fllon origin - the initiative
and the fostering care of the Hohenzollerns.103

The events of October 31. in Jerusalem were also welcomed by the
Munich Alli:>:emeine Zeitun!-2.

Under the headline "The Peace Festi-

val at Jerusalem" the paper for the first time featured the

.

concerning the journey on its front page.

new~

It voiced the wish

that the events of the day would finally silence all political
suspicions that were being raised in Paris, St. Petersburg, Rome,
and even in Germany.

104

1b.e official purpose of the visit to Palestine had been
accomplished.

The remaining days, according to the schedule,

were to be devoted to further

~ightseeing.

According to the

original plan the Imperial party was to undertake .excursions to
the Dead Sea, Jericho, Hazareth, Hount Tabor, and Tiberias.

This

schedule, however, was drastically altered and all excursions
outside Jerusale::n cancelled.

Officially, the weather was blamed.

The real reason behind the sudden change was the news from Fashoda.

The_ deepening Anglo-French crisis,

~'1illiam

might necessitate his presence nearer to home. 105
still ouch to see in Jerusalem.

II believed,
There was

Although careful not to sound

too political, :Iilliam II spared no words to demonstrate his
103lbid.
104Miinchner All~e~eine Zeittm~, November 2~ 1898, p. 1.
105".;a.. A • , -rreussen 1 ...
'" o. 1 .:.,o.
··
4 , d ocu.11en t r.o.
..
A3422 ,
von 3ulow to von i.:i.rbach, l"lerch 26, lu99.

...,,.
determination to

pro~ect

all Germans living in Palestine.

revised schedule, though it limited the

Z.~peror

The

to Jerusalem,

did not prevent this theille from being further exploited.
On Tuesday, November l, passing through the Gennan col-

ony of Rephaim (Jerusalem) the Emperor thanked the colo~ists for

their cordial reception and seized the op2ortunity to praise the
work of his Swabian subjects in Palestine.

Sounding rather per-

sonal, he told the Templers:

lf any one of you should require my protection,
you know that I am available; let him apply to
me, no matter what his creed, and I am glad to
say ( 11 erfreulicherweise 11 ) the German Empire is
in the position to extend proB~r protection to
its members outside Germany.l o
Further visits to Ger:nan institutions were conducted on
the following day.

Especially impressive for the Emperor was a
:
:..·
107
visit to the German girls' orphana3e Tolita Ku.'1li.
Also visited that day was the Catholic.hospice which was conspicuously
decorated with German flags.

The director, Father Sch.T.idt, wel-

comed the Emperor by telling him that "the shadow of the .E.:.nperor
had fallen with cool and refreshing influence on dry and parched

land •••• ''

N'ot to be outdone by this oriental rhetoric Willia..-n II

replied:
First of all I thank you for your patriotic address. Your institution stands, e.s you snid, under
Icy shadow.
That shadow proceeds from the sane
blacl: and white shield which I have also stretchE·d
over your brethren ••• in the Fc;r East •••••• To protect the..'11 my brot':.er is now out there with the
mailed might of rcy ships whose flag here also
l0 6 riinch!1e.r Allr;e::ieine Zeitunr;, November 2, 1898, P• 3.
107 n..
~ :~.,
·
p reussen 1 r·. o. 1 .\Oe
•·
4 , d ocurnen t ..
i;,o. Al2673 ,
Jerusalem, Nove..uber 3, 1898.

waves its protecting fold above you.
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The visit to Palestine was nearing conclusion.

Their

Majesties spent their last day in the Holy City rather quietly.
fheY left the city for Jaffa on board a special train on Friday,
November 4.

Arriving in Jaffa that afternoon the Emperor and

Empress boarded the "Hohenzollern" amid salutes by her escorts,
and left for Syria.
The visit to Palestine had come to a successful end.
Those who had expected any dramatic announcements were disap·pointed.

Other more pressing international and domestic matters

had already overshadowed much of the journey, and the whole subject was quickly dropped by the European press.
After an impressive·visit to Syria, the climax of which
featured William.II! s speech '.at the tomb of Saladin, 109 the Imperial party on November 26, 1898.returned to Potsdam.
The Religious and Political
Consequences of the Visit
Bernhard von Bulow, the State Secretary for Foreign Affairs, after his return frorn Palestine, in a speech to the Reichstag on Decer;,ber 12, 1898 briefly and in general terms outlL11E-d
Germany's position in the Orient in view of the recent journey
of William II.

The journey, accordi..'1g to von Bulow• s interpre-

tation, demonstrated Germany 1 s peaceful policy.

Gerr:iany, he con-

tended, did not have and did not want any special influence in

l0 8 Miinch~0r AlL1e:.inine Zeitl1na, Nove..:iber 5, 1898, pp.
7-8, also lb.£ Times (London), Nove..iber 5, p. 7.
1091n his speech on :i~ovember 8, the Emperor expressed his
friendship to the Sultan and the 300 million I'~oslern people.

Constantinople.

Its commercial enterprises in the Levant were

primarily aimed at improving the welfare of the Ottoman Empire,

all political speculations not-withstanding.

He conceded that

aermanY had gained sympathy in Turkey but credited it to Germsny' s unselfish policies.
had

prece~ded

the

E.~peror's

Referring to the speculations that
journey to Palestine, von Bulow

claimed they were intended to
with Turkey.

da~age

Germany's friendly relations

But the Sultan, the State Secretary added, was too

clever a man to suspect for even one moment that \lilliam II would
attempt to follow the steps of Bohemond and Tankred and try to
somehow seize "Syria, Palestine; or God knows what." Eis words
11
were received by the Reichstag with serenity.
Concerning the

°

subject of the Protectorate, von Bulow denied any intention on
the part of Germany to claLm· the right of protection over all
· Christians living in the

Orien~..

The right of protection over

German subjects and institutions,. on the other hand, he insisted
. was strictly reserved to the Germa.n Emperor.

That this point had

amply <iemonstrated was well realized, end a warm applause by
111
the Reichstag followed.

be~n

While von Bulow's decla.:n.ation could hardly serve as a
guideline for Ger:nany 's true motivations and intei."'ltions, his explanation concerning the E.~pire's relations to Palestine was
basically correct.

The Gerr:'.\an Er:ipire 1 s official

~Ylicy

indeed

e;tcluded any plan to an..t'lex Palestine, or for that fact any other
Tur~ish

territory.

But one ;;rust remernber that the struggle araong

llOJohannes Penzler (ed.), Fi.~rst Ijlilo'·"'s :'.c-den (3 vols.;
Berlin: Verlag von Georg Reiraer, .1907), Vol. 1, pp • .:a-36.
111 rbid.

the competing Powers in Palestine, at the time, centered on cul-

tural rather than on territorial predominance.

In this sphere

the E•nperor' s visit and the German acquisition of the "Donnition de la sainte Vierge" clearly enhanced Germany's position in
pales tine.
The acquisition of the "Dormition," and the concession

granted for future construction on the ground, represented a much
greater

and was of greater consequence than the account of William Langer, for instance, indicates. 112 Like so
achieve.~ent

much else in Palestine this transaction was motivated and co!Ilplicated by religious as well as political considerations.

Tile

·political aspects of the deal were quite apparent to von Bulow

and played a definite role in his decision to see the acquisition

-

. approved and carried out.

As he ass.essed it in a report on the

subject submitted to William II on June 4, 1898, Gernan control
of the holy places iri Jerusale21 known as the Cenacle (the room
of the Last Supper), and the

11

Dormition" would serve to dL"'ninish

• •
1 c 1 aims
•
• t h e -.:..a~t.
. 113
ll1
Franee I s t ra d itiona

The first German attempt to acc;.uire these holy places

occured as early as 1890 under the ini.tiative of the "Palastina
. ,,114
Ver ein.
Von n.adowitz, the then Germa.."1 Ar:ibassador to Const:an112 According to Langer 11 the Sultan had hurriedly bought
·from the .Arab owner a holy place ••••• which was only a ca~)ba3e
patch worth a few hu."ldred francs, but for which the Gerinans paid
120,000 fr.:ncs in order that tht: ~nperor r.-.ight present it to the
Ger1:ian Catholics." ~ _DiplornRcy 2f. lrnpP-rialism, p. 639.
1
llJ•\ • A., I"uri<ei
•
175 g, !-io. AS 1592 •

.Also G. P • , "'II
~"
, I·7o.
3368, P• 610.
114Known later a.s the "Verein Von Heiligen Le.nde," see
above,chapter II, p. 72.

J.J.J.

tiJlople, in a despatch on December 26, 1890 voiced the opinion
that the acquisition of the Cenacle was out of the question but
that the "Dormition" through the intervention of the German Government could possibly be purchasea. 115 Local !·rosla'Il opposition
in Jerusalem, though, frustrated the plan, and the matter was not

raised again until the Ei11peror•s projected visit to Palestine becB.1-ne

known.

Baron von Harschall, the Ambassador at Constantin-

ople, when requested to report whether von Radowitz's.views were
still valid, replied that according to his own evaluation of the
situation, the Sultan could under no circumstances be expected
to transfer such a holy Moslem shrine as the Cenacle to any
Christian.

Such an act, the Ambassador believed, would arouse

the whole !Ioslem world against the Sultan,. and against Germany.
On the other hand, the purchase of the "Dormition," von :V;.arschall

reported, "might be possible

b~t

difficult."

Should negotiations

regarding this matter be attempted, he suggested that they be
pursued directly through the Sultan in order not to raise any
· •
th a t ~Jeraany was beh;~d
the offer. 116 Reviewing von
suspicions
~·
Harschall's assessment, von Bulow, with the approval of the E.11peror, concluded that the matter of the Cenacle would not be
raised at all since it could hurt Germany more than France.

117

However, the "Dormition," von Bulow.suggested, should, if it
proved possible, be acquired.

His decision was supported by the

llSA. A., Tiirkei 175 g, No. AS1592.
3366, p. 607.

Also G. P., XII, !fo.

11 6 G. P., XII, No. 336 7, p. 608. Von i·Iarschall to von
Hohenlohe, i. •.:iy L8, 1898.
117
A. A., Tiirkei 175 g, I\o. AS1592. Also G. P., XII, l~o.
3368,. P• 610.
\
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; .rgu.rnent that, on the one hand, the acquisition would hurt the
prestige of France in the Levant, and, on the other hand, it
110uld

keep up the newly aroused antagonism of the German Cath-

olics

t

. French co-re l"igion
. i s t s. llS
oward s th eir

Th e scheme gained

Willie.m II 1 s approval, but only on the condition that it would
not alienate the Moslems.119
Having received a pledge from the

Verein Von Heiligen
Lande" to raise the required 120,000 H. for the purchase, 120 the
11

German Govern.TUent on July 23, 1898 related·· its wishes on this
121

·subject to Tewfik Pasha, the Turkish Ambassador at Berlin.
1he response of the Turkish Government was slo·w in coming.

The

long delay in fact prompted the Gerl!'.an Foreign Minis try on September 12 to remind Constantinople of its desire to have the
122
matter settled.
But arduous negotiations still lay ahead.

Two weeks after, reporting that soID2 progress had been made,
von I·';arschall indicated that the Sultan 1 s acquiescence had been
obtained.

The next step was for Constantinople to inform the

Governor of Jcrusalem of its desire to purchase the property in
questio~, without providing_the reason why. 123
The-negotiations regarding the "Dormition, 11 though held
in secret, becc:Ge known to France.
i1s 1 b._,.

~-·

This developr;ient, and von

the Emperor's marginal co!TI!nen t.

12 0ibid.,
No. Al0140, letter to von Bulow, Achen, Au3ust
31, 1898. 121
G. P., XII, No.· 3369, p. 611 •.
122
A. A., Turkei 175 g, no. AS2313. Also G. P., XII, i~o.
3374, p. 617.

123

G.

r.,

XII, No. 3376, P• 619.

BUlOW 1S reaction to it, further intensified the political Si$Ili-

ficance of the project.

The State Secretary, exhibiting concern

and anxiety over the possibility that French pressure might block
the proposed transaction, quickly moved to counter any such
threat by applying his own pressure.

Employing unusually blunt

language he directed von Earschall to advise the Sultan that
Emperor

~illiam

II was personally interested in the successful

conclusion of the proposed plan and.that he would appreciate a
positive response.

A

rejection of these wishes, von Bulow main-

tained, could only be traced to French pressure which, if suecessful, in view of Germany's warill relations with Turkey, would
Ei~peror's

·hurt the

feelings

ve~J

deeply.

124 The Turkish Gov-

ernr.1ent, unwilling to alienate Hilliam II on the eve of his visit,
.

·moved to satisfy

him~.

On October 13, two days after the Emper-

or's depa1:-ture for the Zast, t4e .Foreig...11 Hi.nistry finally received the infor<nation it was waitL'1g for.

The Sultan, von i'ia.r-

schall telegraphed, had ordered the purchase of the "Don!'!ition"
,...
125
f or trans f er to 0erni.any.
The question as far as Gern1a!ly was concerned, except for
some legal co:n;olications regarding on whose name the title of
th e proper t y was

t

. -1.ered , 126 seeme d set tl e d •
o b e regis

u
..1owever,

124rbic1., ~~o. 3377, p. · 620, von Bulow to von Marschall,
October 5, 1G93.
:

25

rbir:1.,

to von Dulou

.:>n

?~o.

3380, p. 621. The content was forwardod
c'.. A., 175 g, Fo. A.S2853.

Cctobc:r 14.

l26The title was originally signed by von Tischendorff,
II insistE:d that the property be re~istered in his
own nalite. This was <lone. sc~e A. /i.., Turkei 17 5 e, No. Al3574,
tele~ra~ No. 481, November 23, 1B98, and No. Al3694, tel~3ram

but

~-lilliam

No • .!~91, Nove.Liber 29, 1898.

it soon became apparent that

so1~1e

opposition, especially .from

Russia, was still forthcoming.
lhe first indications that Russia was not apathetic to
Germany's latest gain in Palestine came when Zinoviev, the Russian Ambassador at Constantinople, told von :rar.schall on December 6 that he had received a report from Jerusalem to the effect
that some of the stones located at the "Dormition" are holy to
the Orthodox faith.

Von

~:~rschall,

realizing the political i.111-

plication of the Russian contention, inunediately requested clar.
f rom J erusa 1 em an d instructions
.
.
f rom Ber l"in. 127 The
ification
telegraphic response of the Foreign Ministry to von }farschall
read:

"Refuse any comment which might limit the acquired rights
. . . .~128 Von Tischenof the E.-nperor in regard to the ' Dormition.

dorff's first reaction, when approached by his Russian colleague
in Jerusalem on the subject,

w~s

to order the larger stones that

were on the ground of the "Dormi ti on 11 as se!!!bled and placed L"l the
129
inner area, and to have the property encircled by a wa11.
Von Tiscendorff 1s instructions were similar to von Harschall's:
"In case there is any attempt from any quarter to LflfrLflge on the

rights ••• you are to declare that your instructions forbid you
fro:n discussing such matters. 0130 The Foreign Hinistry 1 s in.
131
structions to St. Fetersburg were aL~ost identical.
Conse127~., Al4220, telegra.rn 1\o. 500, !)ece:;iber 7, 1898.
The telegram was shown to Chancellor von Hohenlohe.

128..!!:?i£., Al4220, 'telegram

r~o.

308.

129lli.2,., Al4219, telegram !~o. 502.
130 rbid., Al4220, teleeram No. 21.
131~., Al4220, telegram No. 869.

115
sequently all Russian attempts to raise the issue were rebuffed
by the argument that the property belonged to William II per-

sonally (the title was registered in his name), and that there132
fore any inquiries should be directed to Berlin.
Germany's
obstinate refusal to discuss the matter discouraged the Russians
from pressing the political aspect of the issue.

They eventually

settled for a religious face saving compromise by which the stones
in question were to be placed in the western wall of the Church

33
of the Dorrnition so that they could be revered from the outside:This rather uncharacteristic Russian flexibility, it
must be noted, coincided with a much more important, but related,
Russian diplomatic offensive aimed at Germany.

The Russian Gov-

ernment greatly concerned over William i1•s successful journey
to the East, and Germany's increasing influence in the Turkish
· do~ains, 134 concluded that a political clash between the B!nbitions of the two powers in the Near East was becoming inevit132 Ihid., AS1429, telegram Eo. 507, Pera, Dece.!nber 10,
1898, and A"'.J"S72., telegram No. 114, Pera, March 26, 1399.
133The compro'!lise was suggested by F.'ither Sch...-nidt, the
director of the Gerrri.an hospice in Jerusalera. See .ill.£., !7o.
Al4305, telegra':l No. 510, Pera, December 10, 1898. Zinoviev on
Hare.~ 26, 1899 once again approached von :-:arschall about this
matter, and was again rebuffed. See~., l-2"0. A3572, !~arch 26,
1899. The Porte L~ Septe~ber 1900, before giving its approval
for the construction of the Church of the Dormition to begin,
im?osed the condition that the stones on the western wall be
placed in a position so that they would be visibl~ from the outside. See .!_lli., r:o. Al3237, Septe::nber 19, 1900.
l34The most recent indication was the concession granted
Ger::i.any in January, 1899 for the construction of a harbor at
Haidar Pasha, the ter~inal of the Anatolian railway line. In
consequence of the Z:nperor' s visit to Constantinople, Ger:r11e.ny
Was also ::src:nted a concession for a cable to run fror;i Constance
to Constantinople.

116
able.

135

A Russian diplomatic campaign aimed at reaching·an

accommodation with Germany in the Near East was therefore inaug-

The first conversation that centered on Germany's new

urated.

posture in the Ea.st was held between Count Osten von Sacice.n,
Russ·ia 1 s Ambassador in Berlin, and von Bulow on ?{arch 24, 1899!36

In their discussions,

st.

be~un.in

oerlin but also carried on in

Petersburg, the Russian diplomats showed readiness to approve

Germany's

achiev~ments

and even welcome further German advances

in Asiatic Turkey, provided that Germany ''unambiguously recog-

nized Russia's traditional claims in the Bosphoros.n 13 7

These

Russian advances to Gerffiaily, as pointed out by professor Langer,
really touched upon Germany's be..sic foreign policy principles. 138
Their acceptance by Gerrnany, as was argued by von Holstein, could

only have 2eant the ruin of -the Triple Alliance and the alienation of England} 39 This Germany refused to accept.
Another attempt to frustrate Germany's pl;:ans concerning
the "Dorrnition" was, according to von

Bulow, inspired by France.

'nle "Verein Von I-!eiligen Lande" havinB taken possession of the

l3 5 .~•• A., Deutschland 131 !·~o. 3 Seer. ( "Gehime Acten

betreffend DE1utsche Russische Verst.si11digun3 i.ib~r <len Ttirkischen
Orient"); reel No. UC I 298; docuse..'1t no. Al395, von Radolin
to von Hohenlohe, ·June 29, 1899. This topic is also cove:red by
the~, XIV, Nos. 4015-4025.
136 A. A~, Deutschland 131 I\o. 3 Seer., No. -'\3487, von
Bulow to St. Pei:ersburg, March 24, 1899.
137 Il)id., :~o. A1395, vo~ !ladolin to von :Tohenlohe, June
29, 1899. Tf·1is report totaled seventeen pa~es alone.
13 8~,..

_or.· in s t ance, see Langer, .Tl-ic .p·1p 1 omci.cy
ism, pp. 640-641.

-

Ot.~

I mpE>ri~
. 1-

139f.•• J-\., Deutschland 131 I\o. 3 Seer., No. AS814,
promemoria By von Holstein, dated April 17, 1D99.

,\

......
"Dormition" was suddenly presented with an attractive off er by
the

Francisc~n

Order in Jerusalem.

The Franciscans, clainiing

ownership over the so-called American cemetary that boardered
on the "Dormition, ~~ agreed that t:he title of their property
t1ould be added to that of the "Dormition" if in exchange their
Order would be rewarded with the administration of the Church of
the Dormition scheduled to be built on the property.

The "Verein

Von Heiligen Lande" anxious to increase and round off its property on Mount Zion, agreed to the proposition on the condition
that only Gennan nationals belonging to the Gerrr.an chapter of the

Order be entrusted with the administration of the church.

This
derr.and the Franciscans in Jerusalem and in Rome rejected. 140

Von Bulow, who was kept informed on all-'these developments, now
b~caue

suspicious.

Reporting this turn of events to the

E.~peror,

he suggested that Gerr.any should continue to insist on its original demand ·"in order not to open the door to French and.Russian
intrigues. ..141 A German investigation of the off er followed, re•.

vealing that the Franciscan Order was in fact not the legal owner
of the property altogether.

The property in question had

bee..~

bought from. the Presbyterian 3oard of Foreign Missions in r:ew
York.

But since the price had not been fully paid, the title

possessed by the Franciscan Order was not the lege.l 'me.

Under

the existing circumstances, not only did the Order have no legal
right to tronsfer the property, under Turkish law no buildings
140
A. A., Tt'.irkei 175 g, !~o. Al728, mernorandtun from von
Bulow to William II, February 16, 1899.
141

~.,

William II 1 s r:.arginal co.nment was:
the General Consul not notice anything?"

"Hhy does

.......
could be erected on a cemetary.

142

Von Bulow, reporting to Emp-

eror William II on this "French trap·," concluded that:
••• the Franciscan order in Jerusalem, standing
under French protection, had planned a move on
the chessboard which, if successful, would rid
them of insecure, almost worthless property, but
would have made them ro~sters, and given them
authority over the new house of God• But since
for us everything depends on the n~.., project becoming a starting point ( 11.4.usgangspunkt") for
German endeavors, I suggest •••• to break off negotiations with the Franciscans.l4 3 .
The Emperor's response was: •'Yes, iimnediately.tt 144 Furthermore,
concerned over additional complications, Williain II instructed
von Bulow to be on guard against any Fra..i.1ciscan attempt to persuade the Turkish authorities to add the ce~etary•s title to that
of the "Dormition.tt 145 The administration of the Church of the
Dormition, it was
t he

conseqµen~ly

decided, should be entrusted to

. t•ines o f .Beuron. 146
Bened ic

The de facto establish..T.ent of Germany's right to protect
all its subjects and institutions in Palestine, and the acquisition of the "Dormition," as was demonstrated, must be regarded
as tangible German gains in Palestine.
gains, in consequence of the
evident,

1899.

E.~peror's

Though no other such
visit, were immediately

147 public interest in Palestine and the Germans living
l4 2 Ibid., Fo. A3304, von Bulow to William II, ~·fRrch 23,

14 3.!!?11•
- 144!bid •. Harginal comr:ient of 'William II.
145
rbid., Eo. A330a 2 , von ni.ilow to Cardinal Schmitz,
Archbishop of Cologne, March 26, 1G99.
146

~.,

No • .A..8643, July 15, 1899.

147von Bulow in his speech to the Reichstag on Dece;nber
12, 1898, in respect to Palestine, mentioned only the matter of

119

there was ereatly intensified.

Characteristic of this develop-

~ent,

for instance, was the Kolonialzeitung.
TI1is paper, as
noted above, 148 from the ti~e it had become the organ of the
"Deutsche Kolonial Gesellschaft" had shown very little interest
in either the Gerrt\an enterprises in Palestine or in the possibil-

ity of colonizing the Turkish domains.
~illia.~

~uperor

II to the East, the paper admitted, reflected a trend

that could not· be ignored.
Genna-~y

The visit of

lhe paper suddenly discovered that

possessed plantation colonies in Africa and i.11 the South
L~

seas; a trade colony

Kaio-chow; a sort of an

e~igrant 1 s.col-

ony in South /lest Africa, but no agricultural colony where Ger-

man farmers could migrate and prosper.
.

The time to establish

.

such colonies might be ripe, the Koloni§lzeitun& admitted.

But

·taking issue with the Pan-German League, and in fact keeping in

line with Germany's official fqreign policy towards Turkey, the
paper declared that it was not necessar"/ for such colonies to be
149
under German sovereignty.
Telling its readers of the many
difficulties that had faced the Gerr11an settlers in Palestine, the
paper concluded that several more colonies could be established
protection, and the acquisition of the Dormition. Count von i:irbach (he had accompanied·'i·lilliam II to Palestine) writing to the
Ea1p-cror on t~arch 22, 1899, requested information for a book which
he was plannin3 to publish (1 hav~ been tll1able to locate this
work). ::ven thou8h von Hirbe.ch requested special L'1forr,1ation
concerning the motives of th fl journey, and Gerj"i,a..'1y 1 s future plans
in the ;.::a.st, he was eiven only .the sta!!dard answers. See A. £~. 1
Preussen 1 No. 1 I·7o. 4, .Archival go. A36.42, lE:tter fro~ von ~Iir
bach to l-lilliam II, dated }~arch 22, 1899, and the reply, dated
t{arch 26, 1899.
148
See Chapter II, p. 70.
149
"Der deutsche I(aiser im Orient 1 " I{oloniaJ zeitU."1$
Vol XV (1898) 1 348 •..
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there, but added that no mass emigration from Germany to Pales150
tine was possible.
Attempting to present a balanced account,
the KoloniaJzeitung

admitted that the subject was being widely

discussed in Germany and that more optimistic views should also
be considered.

A long and optL~istic excerpt from an article in

the Geogre_phische., Zeitschrift ther(:;Upon followed. The author,
Theobald Fischer, insisted that Palestine, without undergoing
industrialization, could support a population of three million
souls.

The land west of the Jordan, he declared, was ideal for

the a.tl.tivation of oranges, cotton, sugar-cane, tobacco, bannanas,
and various vegetables while the land east of the Jordan was famous for its cere~ls and grains. 151 Even though not com:nitting
itself on the subject, the Kolonialzeitting _ henceforth accorded
the subject greater coverage.
'lhe influential Preussische Jehrbucher, not unlike the

I<o 10!1 ia Jzei tu..'1.g

in consequence of William I I 1 s jou..""'Iley, called

attention to the fact that the German colonization of Asiatic
Turkey would not necessarily mean that the Sultan must lose
sovereignty over his domains.

Reminding its readers that in

India there_ still existed large, almost autonomous states that
belonged to the British colonial Empire, the Preussische Jahr152
bucher declared: "that is also wha.t we need. u
Considering Germany's warm relations with Turkey, this
lSOibid., p. 362.
151 Ibid., pp. 362-363.

It can be noted that the present
population Ottbe State of Israel is three million.
152 Preussische Jahrbucher, volJCCIV (October-Dece:nber,
1898), pp. ~71-2.
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brand· of colonialism seemed much more appropriate and was defiJlitely more welco:-ne to the German Government than the doctrine

of annexation edvocated by the more reactionary Pan-German

tesgue.

153
'lbe Preussische Jahrbucher, apparently intending to dem-

onstrate the practical implications of its declared stand, soon
after featured a long and important article entitled "A German
11154
The article was divided into three sections.
Colony in Syria.
The first, dealing with the enterprises of the Templers in Pales-

tine, pointed to the fact that despite their

L~itial

ships the settlers have accomplished much. · So

~uch,

great hardaccording

to the article, that the value of their hr.movables already
reached nine nillion Francs.

The second section of the article

~onsidered the future opportunities for developing the.land.

Haifa, the writer believed, WO\,lld be of_ special importance as a
ga~e

to !'<esopotamia for the "peaceful colonizers entering from

th e ,'l.f.ed.i t er.ranean. ,, 155

Regarding the productivity of the land,

the article pointed out that the Jordan valley was well

for the cultivation of cotton.

sui~ed

The cultivation of wheat, vegeta-

bles, frui t.s and other agricultural products was also considered.

Claiming that the difficult cliff:atic conditions

can be

overco~ne,

iii Palt:stL"'le

as proved by the e?Cperience of Sarona, the arti--

Cle concluded "that the existing conditions for colonization,
With the. exception of a few climatic detriments •••• , can be re-

153 see above, p. 80~

154Gotel, "Eine deutsche Kolonie in Syrien,"

J!th~hucher, 230-257.

1551£.b£., p. 239.

·

Fr<:-ns s :i.sche

garded as extraordinarily advantageous for Europeans. ,,156. The
article's third section discussed Gerfo'\an::' s future task in this
region.

It suggested that the existing German colonies in Pales-

tine serve as a base for the gradual penetration of the hinter-

land, as far as the Persian borders.

'nlis penetration, it was

pointed out, must be achieved through the introduction of German
capital and the settling of German colonists.
'nle motives for this policy were admittedly purely colonial.

Germany, the writer of the article maintained, must pro-

fit "so that we can assert

ica. ul57

ourselv~s

vis-a-vis E:.."1gland and A..iner-

Havin~ already pointed to the possible cultivation of

cotton in Palestine, the writer even envisioned Germany's possible emancipation from .A.-nerican dependency on cotton.

Further-

more, believing that Palestine and Syria would eventually becorae
staging points for East Africa and East Asia, it was suggested
that Pales tine should be considered as a practical. school for the·
.colonization of tropical and subtropical lands.
The article closed by voicing the hope that the present
generetion would fulfill the long forgotten legacy of Eenry VI,
and culturally conquer the Orient.
Such ideas were not limited.to thought only.

In the im-

mediate years that followed the E.111peror's visit, Gerinany•s position in falestL"'le was both consolidated and extended •

. 157~., p. 253.

CHAPTER IV

THE JF:dISH QUESTION AND
EMPEROR WlLLifu'1 11 1 S

JOURJ.'I~

The Idea of a Jewish State in
Until the Era of the

TO PALESTINE
Ger~.an

Enlighten~ent

Thought

and the

~rench

Revolu-

tion the Jews in Europe were generally considered a separate ethnic and cultural entity, and were therefore allowed their separate laws and

autono~ous

institutions.

~owever,

the

~en

of the

· Enlightenment and the French ?..evolution who advocated the emanci. pation of the Jews insisted ,on an end to that medieval status of
the Jews.

The condition under which

eT~ncipation

was granted

was best reflected by Clermont Tonnerre 1 s oft quoted declaration:
One must refuse everything to the Jews as a
nation, but one ~ust give the~ everythin3 as
individuals; they must become citizens.l
'nlis spirit of the emancipation of the Jews, which in
fact severed the religious and nationa.l elements of Judaism, was
introduced into

Gerr11any

PY Hapoleon.

It was eventually incorpor-

ated into the constitution of the !\orth German Federation in 1869, ·
and confir:ned by the constitution of the German .E..rnpire in 1871.
The

GE!r~

Jews already prepared by Eoses Nendelssohn

2

for the

1 :uoted in Arthur Hertzberg, The French E.11.li~hten!!~('nt ~
~ ~ c~ew York:
Colu7.bia University frcSS' 1960 ' p. 360.
2.Moses Mendelssohn ( 1729-1786) urr,ed ti1e Jews to acco!nmodate therr.selves to the modern age by adopting the language, culture and custo;:r.s of the states in which they dwelt.
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modern age, readily accepted the idea of emancipation with all

.·

its implications.
By the middle of the nineteenth century the process of
aermanization among the Jews was already so advanced that a new
Jewish doctrine to cope with the situation was deemed necessary.
This doctrine which came to be known as Reform Judaism was formulated in Germany in three rabbinical conferences held between
1846.and 1848.· Among its more important revisions was one that
directly affected the sensitive traditional myth of Exile and
Restoration.

Fearing that their attachment to the land of their

ancestors might cast a shadow over the Jews' undivided loyalty to
the German states, the rabbis at their first conference decided
to eliminate from the liturgy any. reference to the ideal of the .
3
Restoration of the people to Palestine.
Not surprisingly not all German Jews favored this rab-

binical interpretation •. Strongly affected by tradition and the
· nineteenth century currents of nationalism some individual German Jews were unwilling to accept the fact that their emancipation could not be reconciled with their continued adherence to
the concept of a Jewish nationality.

Heinrich Graetz, for exa.'11-

ple, having come under the influence of the He5elian school of
historiography during his university days at Jena, strongly believed that the concept of a Jewish nationality was not a political issue, but rather a manifestation of the uniqueness of his
faith.

York:

It was with this theme in mind that Graetz between 1853

3 Javid Philipson, The Reform Movement in JudP.is:..,
n1e Macmillan Compa!iY; 1931), i)P• 17Z~-1'Bfj.

(~:ew

and 1876 published his eleven volume lUstorv

.2.f !12!:

~·

4

This

work and its author, though unrepresentative of the thinkin3 of
the German Jews, raised considerable excitement.

Greatz's fellow

historian Heinrich von Treitschke: was especially antagonized.
ouring the anti-semitic wave that began in
this issue to publicize his views.

U:~79 5

Treitschl:e used

In an article entitled

ttGraetz and his Judaism," representin3 the first of three articles
6 Treitschl::e
on the Jewish. ·'<Uestion in the Preussisc!,~e ....Tahrh1~Ic1 wr,
analyzed the age ole question of Jewish persecution.

PostulatL~

the complex question as to why over the centuries it was the Jews
who were always singled out for persecution, he advanced the
familiar ar:!ument that the Jews suffered due to their stubborn
un'Ylillingncss to forgo their identity.
'

The same thing, he be-

.,

lieved, was happening in Germany.. The Gernan E:.-npire, Treitsch.ke
advised his readers, had
western Europe.

alrea~y

the largest number of Jews in

Berlin alone, accordingly, had as many Jews as

the whole of France.

tfot only were the Jews in

~ermany

merous, they also were more powerful than anywhere else.

more nu-

One

only had to look around to realize that fact, he rriaintained.

The

Reinrich Graetz, History of !h£_ ~ f~~m the Oldest
Ti!re.s !.Q. the PreseDt, En~. trans. IB91, beca::!e a sta.t'dar<l work on
thc:: subject. Graetz (1817-1891) was a professor a.t. the Univer-

4

sity of Bre:slau.

5 For a discussion of the subject see P. G. J. Pulzer, The

Rise .Qf Poli ti ca 1 /l.'1ti-5t:mi tism iz2 G~,'."~nv fll"ld A'..ts tr.i:: (New yo~
and London: Jo!m ~iley and Sons, 1964 • Also useful is Paul w.

Massing,
1967).

P..ehe<:1rs~l

.:f2r: Destrnction (New York:

Howard Fertis,

6
Jteinrich von Treitschke, ·"Eerr Gref!tz und sein Judentu:ri~
.treussische Johrl)ucher, XLIV (1879), 060-670. These three artiCit·s al:,o ci~p>":ej:"t=a i.n book form as Heinrich von Treitschke, E:in
Wort uber Unser Juden {Berlin: Druck tmd Vt::rlag von G. ReLrnE.·r,

!mm):--
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~elatively

higher standard of living enjoyed by the Jews accorded

their children the opportunity to gain a better education than
Christian children could.

.Jewish influence in the press, and on

all levels of society was very strong, as was their influence on
the stock-exchanges and on the directory of the Gernan Imperial

sank.

Furthermore, the most beautiful house of God in the German

capital was a synagogue. 7

Could a person who thought and wrote

as Graetz did,.Treitschke asked, be considered a German7

His

answer, since Graetz was "an Oriental who neither U..'1clerstands our
nation nor wants to understand it," and "has nothing in co:m:non
with us besides that he possesses our citizenship anc uses our
.
There was no room
mo t 'ner t ongue ••• , t1 3 was o b v i ous 1y nega t ive.
in Germany for any other nation, Treitschk.e insisted.

Those Jews

· who believed in their nationality had one course open:

to emi-

grate and found their own

Jewi~h

state.

remain in Germany must fully assinilate.

Those

J~ws

who chose to

Assimilation, he con-

eluded, was not easy since "a complete a:11alga1nation" bet•·Jeen the
Jews and the Europeans could ''never fully be achieved. ,,
despite the severe contradictions between these two

9

!::owev".r,

elc~ents,

Treitschke believed that the Geru1an civilization was sufficiently
10
flexible and tolerant to-withstand the differences.
SL111ilar views were voiced by the historian Jo'1an Scherr.

Requested to respond to a question of whether he believed that
the Jews should convert to Christianity, Scherr in 1884 responded
by stressing the national aspect of the

7 Ibid., p. 662.
9~., P• 663.

alEi£.,

proble1~1.

p. 668.

lOibi<l., p. 669.

}!e dee lared:

If the Jews regard theruselves as a separate nation,
they have the right, and other nations have the
right, to tell them: A Jewish nation, create yourself, a national state in Pfl~stine, or in any
other place that you want.l
'lhe question of whether the Jewish community in Germany
was to be regarded as a separate nation, or as a religious community, was not left to the individual Jew to decide. nius, for
example, Eduard von·Tiartmann, one of the most conspicuous philosophers of the-time and a founder of modern psychology, in his
book ~ Judenttrn 2£ Gemenwart ~ Zu.tcunft 12 ('•Judais:n at Pressne and Future") declared that the·Jewish question could not be
regarded as purely religious.

Clai.~ing

that all existing nation-

alities were a product of race mixture, von Hartmann insisted
that the Jews only lacked a Jewish state to be regarded as a
nationality in the sense of 'the Italians and the French.

Pre-

ferring to use the term tribe rather than nation von Hartmann derr.anded that the Jews suppress their tribal feelings (".Stammes-·
gefiL'1.l"), reminding them that the German natio'.'l (''Volk") instinctively regarded its territory as natior.al wealth whose fruit only
belonged to that nation. ·neveloping his

argu~ent

to its logical

conclusion von Hartmann believed that .should the Jews be dispossessed of their property- in Germany this would be regarded as an
act of moral restitution.

Though hastening to add that he him-

self did not advocate such a step, he warned the Jews not to

ll.~'Uoted in Simon Dubnov, Div:::e Yeme Isra~l ( 10 vols;
Tel-Aviv: Dvir Go. Ltd., 19LJ.8), X, 25 • .fohan Scherr's answer
was includc.. d in J. Singer, Brief e berhLimt<:-r Christ lid10r ~
S?f'!nos sc4n ~ fil Jud~nfraue {Vieu11a, 18B5).
12 Ectuar.d von Hartmann, D:is J•Y1eqtu:n in G1:"'."ieffwar.t l 1!1d
Zukunft {Leipzig und .!3erlin: Verlag Viln Wilheb1 f'reidrich, 1885).

.LLO

••close their eyes ••••• to this national psychologically founded
13
t,nstinctivc feeline of justice.n
Even more convinced that the Jews were indeed a nation
was the theolozian, and later Nazi apostle, Paul de Lagarde • . For
him "the Jews were a nation not a religious com.'Tlunity, in any

case they are the latter only because they are the former.1114
tagarde's basic political and religious ideas were
c:laL'1led by him- in private in 1853.

fi~st

pro-

They were made public in

1874, and later appeared in the form of an article entitled
"Concerning the Actual Tasks of Germany's Policy."

The article,.

which embodied all of Lagarde 1 s future ideas, was included in his
Deutsche Schriften, first published in 1886.
schke 1 s ralative tolerance and von

Hartw~nn's

Lacki.rig von Treitself imposed

patience,1 5 Lagarde urged a 'quick solution to the Jewish question.

Stressing the urgency of

th~

matter by resorting to the

organic concept of a foreign body which if not
lead to decomposition, he

or leave Germany.

de~a.~ded

el~minated

may

of the Jews to either convert

As expressed in a sp.?ech. delivered to the Con-

servative party of Prussia on October 3, 1884 Gerr.1any had to be
filled with .::;er;iia.11. people and German ideals "like an egg; then
16
there could be no room for Palestine in it.11
lbe Jews, as far as Lagarde was concerned, were an obsta-

13!!?..!!!·, p. 127.
l4Paul de Lagarde, "Uber die gegenwartigen Auf gabcn der
deutschen Poli ti.1<.," nr.utsc!,_c Schri::ten ( Gottingen: Die Terich'sche Universitats Buchhandlung, 10ZU), p. 36.
·
15Von Hartmann, p. 190.
16 Lagarde,
sens, " DeutschG

"Progra~n

Sc~rift:en,

fur die Konservative Fartei Preusp. 390.

cle for Germany's future not only inside Germany.

Germany's

first political task, he maintained, was to unite with Austria
·1.n order to form a Greater Germany.

Since the new Gerraany also

needed straight and natural boundaries, German hegemony was also

to be extended over Rungary, Czechoslovakia, Poland and parts of

&uma.nia.

The Magyars, Czechs, and Poles could possibly, he be ..

lieved, be Germanized, while some Rumanians mi3ht have to be de ..
ported.
Lagarde

The two million Jews who dwelt in these lands presented
wi~h·

a special problem.

Fearing that they could even ..

tually become stronger than their Germa.~·masters, he stipulated
that they should be settled in

Pal~stine. 17

Indeed, according

to Lagarde "if Israel were to exist on its own, and create its

own state, Germany and Austria would treat that state with friend.,18
8 hi p.
The views of von

Treit~chke,

Scherr, von

Har~inann

and La..

garde were by no means unrepresentative of the thl,.nking of the
German intellectuals of the time.

Such attitudes, when tak.en in

conjunction with the agitation of Wilhelm Harr, 19 Adolf Stoecker,
Eugene Duhring,20 Theodore Fritsch, 21 Lieber~ann, 22 and other

17~·, ''Uber die gegenwartigen Aufgaben der deutchen
Politik," Deutsche Schriften, pp. 35-37.
18 lb. d

1936), p.
entu~.1

see

.....,._i_. ,
62.

.. hn e un d

~·~a

tT

.i:....

T.l
1 au:
un d e ( .ores

F er d.inan
. .• d I"ll.rt,
.

19 Wilhelm !-~arr, ~ Sier; ~ Judentu,cis ub~r dns Ger-.1an ..
(Dc~rn, 1879).
For a detailed discussion of this pa::.-Jphlet

!·~ssing,

pp. 6 .. 9.

Eugen Duhring, Die Judenfra.~e
I:ut turfra?,e (Karlsruhe, l' ;Bl).
20

~ Rassen-Sitti:n ~·

21 Theodore Fritsch was the editor of the Antist>.;;1itischen
.Qor:r.espondentz, first published in 1835.

early German anti-Semites

23 who sought to prohibit the integra-

tion of the individual Jew into his surrounding environment, made
8

solution that envisioned the creation of a Jewish state much

;nore urgent than the Jews in Germany cared to admit.

P'owever, if

any German truly believed that the creation of a Jewish state in
Palestine was a sL"!lple matter of inunigration to that land, he
could discover the reality of the r.iatter by simply consulting the

The first agricultural colonies established in Palestine

by European Jews came into being in consequence of the Russian
pogroms that followed the assassinatio!1 of Tsar Alexander II in
1881.

The first such colony was founded by Jews from Russia in

1882.

Two additional colonies by .Jews from Rumania follo·wed the

same year.

-

A fourth colony :started by Jews from Poland was estab-

lished in 1833.

This rapid pace of Jewish colonization, coupled

with the fear t:hat: the pogroms would lead to a mas.s influx of .
Jews into Palestine, prompted the Turkish

quicl: ban on Jewish im."Iligration.

n~e

~overnment

to impose a

si3ht of Jewish refubees

arriving by boat at the shore, but being forced to turn back by
Turkish officials was described in the

~:olonialzeitung

as follows:

lt was.heartbreaking to often witness when seasicl: wo:nen and children hoping to end thei~ .
unpleasant trip •••• wer~ told they could not
dise;nbark •••• ;.11 their pleas, their weepL"lg
and cries always remained U.'1flnswered sL"lce
the local aut~orities had strict orders from

22Liebermann von Son~r.nberg in 1889 founded the "DeutschSoziale Antise:T.itische Fartei."
23A most interesting and useful ~ccount of all anti-Semitic activities in Ger'~!Rny between 1833 end 1G94 is to be found in
Deutsche Antiserrd.te!1chr.oni!~ 1838 .£ll 1894 (Zurich: Verlag Ma3azin, 1092~).

Constantinople to let no Jews land. 24
According to the paper, those Jews who prior to the enforcement
of the Turkish regulations successfully established their colony
(the reference was to the colony of Samarin established in 1882),
suddenly faced severe Turkish harassment.

Their titles to the

land were challengP.d and their building peroits revoked.

The

prospects for the Jewish colonization of Palestine accordingly

25

looked very bleak •.

The first two Zionist (implying a political theory of

return to Zion) literary works appeared in Germany in 1862.

The

first, rabbi Zvi Hirsch Kalischer's Drishat Zion ("In Quest of
Zion"), attempted to prove that the prophetic promises of the
Old Testament actually meant the establishment of a national
Jewish state in Palestine.

·The second work,

writt~n

by Hoses Hess, the editor of tqe socialist Tllieinische
was entitled

~ ~ Jerusale~..

in Cologne
Z~itun~,

Strongly affected by the Damas-

cus blood libel of 1840,26 Hess came t~ the conclusion that the
Jews if they could not reconcile their emancipation with their ·
Jewish nationality, should give up the for.mer and establish a
Jewish state in Paiestine with the aid of France.

Both these

works were of no immediate consequence and were soon

for3ott~n.

The next L'!lportant Zionist work appeared in ·1882.

It was

24Fri2drich Lan3e, "Eine Judische Kolonie in Palastina,"

Deutsc!i.f' Yolonioi.lzei tt.tn?:, III ( 1886),

240-2l~2.

25Ibid •.
26The Damascus blood libel of 1840 in which Jews in
Damascus stood accused of the ritual murder of a monk, shbc!.-:ed
the Jews around the world. The fact that the French Consul in
the city, the rc>pr~sentative of liberal France, supportt·d the
allE<gations, hi~-;htened the frustration.
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a pamphlet in German entitled

~-Err:ri.ncipe.tion,

written in re-

sponse to the events in Russia by Leon Pinsker of Odessa.

Con-

sidering anti-Semitism a modern phenomenon that could not be overcome by emancipation, Pinsker called on his readers to emancipate
themselves by creating their own national state.

His call, due

to the circumstances of the. time, found an immediate response.
Secret .Jewish societies known as "Eoveve Zion" ("Lovers of Zion"),
deterrriined to pursue the practical aspects of Pinsker's idea,
sprung up all over Russia.

The new movement soon spread to Po-

land, Galicia, Rumania, England, France the United States, Austria and to Germany.

In Germany, a small .Jewish society named

"Ezra" (help) which aimed to support the .Jewish colonization of
27
Palestine was founded in Berlin in 1883.
In 1882 a group of
Jewish students at the University of Vienna founded their own
student association and called,it "Kadirna" (forwards).

A sister

society, known by the same name, was established at the Univer28
sity of Berlin in 1889.
SL'l1ilar .Jewish student organizations
followed at the universities- of Heidelberg,
Breslau and Konigsberg.

?~unich,

Leipzig,

the.ideology of the Berlin "Kadi'na 11

society was well reflected in a signed memorandu.'!l submitted in
1891 to the London based International Com,_'11ittee for the Assis-

tance of the Russian .Jews.

Echoing sor11e earlier familiar argu-

ments the meir.orandu.'!l called upon the com:nittee to divert the
flow of .Jewish emigration fro.u America to Falestine. _Obviously

London:

27Nahum Sokolow, J-Iistm:-y of Z.1onis!'.1 1600-1918 (2 vols;
Longmans Green and Co., 1919), II, 302.

28rt should be noted t~At most of these students were of
Russian birth. Two 1i-1ernbers of this Broup, of later fa,;,e, were
Dr. Chai:Ll Weizmann and Professor Hartin Huber.
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influenced by available Germrui literflture on the r\ear East, the
students emphasized the fact t}1at the lands of ralestine, Syria,
and Mesopotamia were not only fertile, but also

Their su3gestion was however rejected.

d~populated. 29

30

The idea to create a Jewish national state did not appeal
to the Jews of 3errnany.

Yet the increasing anti-Semitic attacks

to which they were subjected, coupled with the plight of the
Russian Jews, could not completely be overlooked.

To deal with

these problerr.s a. new organization called the "Central Verein
deutscher Staatsburger Judischen Jla\..lbens'' (rtThe Association of
Germa"l Citizens of the Jewish Faith") was established in Berlin

in

1393.

A.s implied by its name, the association categorically

rejected the notion of a Jewish nationality, and insisted that
the sympathy exhibited by it towards other Jews was to

be~

com-

pared with Protestant and Catholic manifestations of concern
towards their own coreligionists in

fo~eign

countries.

The anti-

Semitic trend in Germany, the association decided, should be
fought through litigatior.s in the courts, and the publication
.. .
31
of a !:'lonthly journal called ,E deutsche~ ~.eich.
The few individuals in 3er!nany who at th.:it time already

believed in the Zionist ideal were organized in small and insig. ·•

nificant groups.

The prime movers of the Zionist r.1ove;:nent in

Germany were !·!ax Bodenheimer and David

~..:olffsohn,

both· of Cologne.

293okolow, II, p. 325.
30see Russo-Jewish Co1n.-nittee, D12richt uber ~ ,A..11siedlun ~ in ffi. lkis tinc:i t.1-!!d die Fling dr:>r G~"''s~ 11~.ch.El,f t G!;.o~ewe Zion

t!krlin:

Dri.:ck von

H.S.-Hermmm-;-1892), ~· · S.

3loubnov, X, p. 32.

-
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Their acquaintance in 1892 led to the establishr.'\ent of the Cologne Jewish ?·:ational Association, which strove to back Jewish
coloni~ation

in Syria and Palestine.

A similar society known as

YoW1g Israel was somewhat later established in Berlin.
gan Zion:

Its or-

:·:onatschrift ft'.!r ~ nat:ionalen InteressP>n ~Judi-.

-

schen VolV.es was the first Zionist monthly published in Germany.

The Zionist mova.-nent of Germany did not however come into being

before 1897.

The first step abted at so:ne unity a!Ilong the scat-

tered groups was taken in June, 1897

a·t

Bingen.

There members

of the above mentioned societies along with some other individuals
from Frankfurt, Hainz and Bingen, decided to adopt the collective

name "Zionistische Vereinigung
tion of Germany).

f{ir Deutschland 11 (Zionist Federa-

The movement was officially constituted later

in the year at Frankfurt on the Main, but was inunediately ostracized by the Jewish community in Germany.

32

Zionism as a political movement was born with Theodor·

.

Herzl's Der JudenstP~t: Versuch einer'modernen Losung ~ Juden33
fra~e
published in 1896. TI1eodor Herzl, for several years the
Paris correspondent of the influential· Viennese

~

FrE·ie Presse,

had paid little attention to the fate of the Jewish people prior
to his assign1:\ent to France.

Though Zugen Duh.ring's a..""lti-Semitic
' ' 34
publications in the early 1880 1 s aroused his concern,
it was
. 32Henriette ~fannah Bode!1heimer (ed.), Prelude E,2. !~reel.
!h£ Meftloirs Qf. N. I, podel"'heiTer. (~~ew York and London: Thomas
Yoseloff, 1963), pp. 92-97.

St,~t€': A.n At t er11 pt i l .£ !:1£2.:.
ern Solution of ~ Jc~.:in~1 Question, tr~ns. Sylvie lJ 1 Avi~0or
(London: li. ford es, 196 7).
34 P..aphael Patai (ed.), ~ Complet~ Diaries 21.. Theodor
33 Theodor IJerzl, !!2.£. Jewish

lJ~

not before covering the Dreyfus Trial that Herzl's Jewish con-

-------nte Jewish question exists wherever Jews live

science really awakened.

In D?r Judenstaat he wrote:

in

perceptible nuT.bers. Where it does not exist,
it is carried by Jews in the course of their
migratians •••• This is the case in every country,
and will rerr~in so •••• till the Jewish question
fl.rids a solution on a political basis ••••• it is
a national question, which can only be solved
by making it a political world question to be
discussed and settled by the civilized nations
of the world in councii.35

,'

What Herzl de:r.anded of the Powers was that the Jewish people be
granted sovereienty "over a portion of the globe

~arge

enough

to satisfy the rightful require::nents of a nation; the rest, n he
·insisted, "we shall manage for ourselves.n 36
Herzl's proposition that a European congress should consider the creation of a Jewish state was not .utopian.

It origi-

nated fron1 the fact that the partition of the Turkish Empire was
a distant possibilicy. 3 7

Moreover, the idea of creating a Jew•,

ish state in ?alest:L."1.e had in the. past. alrea<ly intrigued several
leading :3ritish statesmen who believe•1 that the overland route
to India. could thus be protected.

Lords ?alraerston, 3eaconsfield,

and Salisbury, all at one time or another had voiced interest in

such a project. 38

!-Towever, although he eventually ·turned to

land, the first power Herzl tried to interest in
Germany.

h:i~

project was

Indeed even before he outlined his thou;hts in writing,

the first Zuropean statesman whose opinion he·tried to.guage was

Her"".J.., trens., .Harry Zohn, (5 vols; New York and London: Herzl
Press and Tho.:-:1asYoseloff, 1960), I, 4. This work will henceforth
be ref erred to as Di~ries.

35

Herzl, pp. 14-15.

37oi:iri~s, I, 269.

36.!.!2ii.
38sokolow, I, 125-176.
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the aging Bismarck.

To him Hertzl wrote:

Only the man who has stitched
together with his iron needle
derful way ••••• only he is big
me whether Itr/ plan is a truly
an ingenious fantasy.39

a torn Germany
in such a wonenough to tell
saving idea or

Even though Bismarck did not reply, 40 he was not discouraged.

On the contrary, as recorded in his DiAries, the thought

articulated in his letter encouraged him to start his book. 41 ·
· Theodor Herzl 1 s Search for
Emperor William !I's Support
Theodor Herzl, believing that the realization of his political

aL~s

could, on the one hand alleviate Germany's domestic

problems and, on the other hand, serve the Empire's aims in the
39Diaries, I, 120.
·40Bismarck 1 s view regarding the establishn1ent of a Jewish state is obscure. According to en article by a certain
South Gerxai.~ politician in the Weiner Neu~ Frein Presse in January, 1898, 3isr.1Ctrck was of the opinio~1 t!::at the 12xpulsio.::1 of the
Jews fror..1 G2r:na..riy would hurt the natio::ial welfare of the country.
See Heinrich von Foschinger, (ed.), Convers<>tions ~ ?~incc
Bim>~.rcl: (New York e..nd London:
Har:_?er J3rothers t>ublishers, 1900),
p. 164.
A.'1. Lritriguing article concerning, this subject was published by the E..11glish correspondent ...Arn·::>ld White in 1393. · ,According to ft.fr. White, 3isinarck rnasterr:·:inded e.11 the _a11ti-Serc.itic
outbreaks of the 1S30 1 s in Germany and L'l a.ussia. The reason
accordin~ly was that Bismarck hoped that the Jews tilrough their
oppression would awake t9 the need for a state of their own. Eis
plan, according to Mr. White, envisioned the meeting of a European Conference which would agree to banish the Je,...,s from. Europe
within five years. The plan did not materialize, it was clai.:Tied,
because of Bisr:.-~Clrck 1 s premature retirement from office. See
Arnold White, 11 Bis:narck as Philosemite; or, Why Bismnrck cried
Hep," ~ NeHbfry Hous~ Ma.~a,_+:i pe, III (January-June, 1893), 6Li-l649. Since this str.:.nge article was not doctnented it r11ust be
as::>uiT:ed th:1t the whole story was purely fictitious.
I have not
been able to find any supportL"l['; evidence. It ste:fl')s possible,
however, that Herzl SO!t1ehow heard the story and thereupon decided
to write to Eis.narck.

I, 187.
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i.:;ast, was convir.ced that given the opportWlity to personally present his ideas to Emperor William II, Germany's support would be

won.

The idea to enlist Germany's support occured to Herzl al42
ready in 1895,
but the opportunity to confront important Ger-

nian personalities,

includin~;

the Emperor, presented itself only

after the publication of Q£E Judenstaat, in February, 1896.
Herzl's solution for the Jewish question, as outlined in
his book, was received in Germany with mixed emotions.

Though

editorially welco::-,ed by the influential Norddeutsche Allgemeine
zeitung, it wa.s sharply criticized by all the liberal papers,
43
.
hn er All serneine
.
z...el.tung.
.
and oth er German papers sueh as t h e ..r·:unc
II

The reaction of the press was of no political consequence.

How-

ever, of great significance was the fact that the book caught the
attention of a certain Reverend William Hechler, the chaplain of
the English Embassy in Vienna and a former tutor to the children

of the Grand Duke Frederick of Baden.
book entitled The Restoration Qi
.t£

~

Himself the. author of a

~ ~

!.Q. Palestine according

ProDhets, Reverend Hechler rushed to tell Herzl that

according to his own interpretation of the .Bible the restoration
of the Jews was scheduled for 1897-1898.

Returning the visit,

Herzl on t·farch 16, 1896 enlisted the Reverend's help in es tab.. 44
lishing contacts with influential persons in Germany.
Acting upon Herzl 1 s request, Hechler on

.t·~arch

26, wrote

the Grand Duke of Baden a long letter in which he reminded his
42Herzl in June, 1895 had already prepared a memorandum
about the Jewish question which he hoped to present to 'vdlliam II.
See his letter to Albert Rothschild dated June 28, 1895, in
Diaries I, 189-190.
43!.!?.!£., I, 309, 314.

44.!.E..!2,., 1, 312.
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former employer of a conversation which they had on the subject

of H.estoration.

Characterizing Herzl's book as representing a

serious and prsctical idea, Hechler enclosed three copies of
~r

Judenstaat with his letter.

Furthermore, having received

information concerning William II's scheduled visit to Vienna,
Hechler in his letter implied tha.t one of the e.nclosed copies
45
was intended for the ~nperor.
Emperor t./illiam II arrived in Vienna on April 14, 1896.
Although unable to meet the Emperor personally, Hechler succeeded in raising the subject in a long conversation with Draynder, the Imperial court preacher.

This conversation haying

yielded the information that William II was headed to visit the
Grand Duke of Baden, Herzl requested Hechler to go there too.
Carrying out his instructions Hechler proceeded to Karlsruhe.
Using the enticing argument that the Grand Duke could play a
major role in the founding of a Jewish state, just. as he had
participated in the founding of the German
.

E..~pire

at Versailles,

Hechler succeeded in interesting the Duke in Herzl.

46

Tele-

graphing his accomplishment to Herzl, he urged him to come
immediately to Karlsruhe for an audience with the Duke.
nie audience between Herzl and the Grand Duke Frederick

of Baden took place on April 23, 1896.

The meeting was conducted

in a friendly atmosphere, and lasted for two and one half hours.

45

Herzl, Hechler, the Grand Duke of Baden and the German
Emperor 1896-1904. uocurne?i'ES found by l-'ermann ~ndTe's'S1Ellern.
keproducecr-in racsimile (Tel-Aviv: Elern's Bank Ltd, 1961), document No. I, p., l. This collection of documents will hereafter
be ref.erred to as DocumE-nts !!:!. E'acsi~ile.

46 Diaries, I, 329.
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the Duke, Herzl later recordeJ, took his proposals quite seriouslY, but was reluctant publically to endorse the plan in

for fear of

bein~

Ge~nany

branded an anti-Semite. He did, however, ar,ree

to have his name discreetly mentioned outside Germany.

Some of

the points raised by Herzl, and reemphasized in a letter of acknowledgement three days later, revealed Herzl's basic argument
as to why Germany should favor the Zionist idea.

Emphasizing

the fact that only those Jews who did not want, or were not able,
to assimilate in Europe would emigrate to Palestine, Herzl

stressed the point that the departure of the discontented Jewish
element could benefit both Europe and the Near East.

On one hand,

Herzl maintained, the emigration of this element would tend to
weaken the revolutionary parties in Europe.

On the other hand,

Herzl argued, the influx of the Jews into Palestine would further the westernization of the Orient;7
Herzl's main objective was really to gain
William II.

Though this did not

materi~lize

~

hearing from

at Karlsruhe, the

contact established with the Grand Duke had to be maintained.
Consequently some time after his first audience, having in the
meantime visited Constantinople, London and Paris, Herzl requested
an additional meeting with the Ouke. 48 Asked to report in writing
rather than in person, Herzl on August l, 1896 outlined his progress as follows:

His conversations in Constantinople 49 were in-

47Herzl to Grand Dul~e Frederick of Baden, April 26, 1896.
Documents in Facsimile, No. 3, p., 10. Also, Diaries, I, pp •. 331~44.

.

-

48

P., 14.

Herzl to the Grand Duke, July 13, 1896.
Also, Diaries, I, pp. 404-405.

~·, i'~o.

IV,

49 Herzl was in Constantinople from June 18, to June 29.
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decisive, although he still hoped that a "proper formula" could
be

found.

His talks in London with Jewish financiers centered

on the idea, raised in the Turkish capital, whereby a Jewish
vassal state in Palestine, paying the Sultan an annual tribute,
could possibly be. established.

His contacts with Edmond de Roths-

child in Paris, he reported, were negative.

Then surranoning up

his courage, Herzl ventured to do what he had hesitated to do before:

he requested the Duke ••point blank to induce his Majesty,

the German Kaiser, to give me a hearing. 1150

Even before he received a reply, but with this very desire uppermost in his mind, Herzl at the beginning of September
went to Breslau.

Any success in contacting William II who was

then on army manoevres, depended on Reverend Hechler•s contacts.
The Reverend's first step was to inform the Grand Duke of Herzl's
whereabouts. 51 Then hoping to transmit a lett~r of recommendatiai
to the Emperor through Prince Henry of Prussia, He.chler himself

came to Breslau.

Having arrived too late to meet the Prince,

Hechler tried to enlist the help of Gunther of Schleswig-Holstein,
a brother of the German Empress.

The latter talked to Hechler

but refused to transmit any messages.
Herzl and Hechler left Breslau.

Realizing their failure

52

Despite this failure, and the fact that he.received no
encouragement from the Grand Duke, Herzl did not relent.

Writing

to the Duke on November 17, 1896 Herzl introduced a new elei:1ent
which he hoped would induce the Duke to contact William II.

Re-

50Herzl to the Grand Duke, Au~ust 1, 1896. Docu~ents in
Facsimile, No. V, p. 15. Als0, DiariPs, II, pp. 44l~-42~6.

51!!?.!£., No. VI, P• 22.

52niaries, II, pp •.460-464.
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ferring to a planned .Franco-n.ussian financial scheme for Turkey,
which he realized must

hav~

been very unwelco:ne in Gerr1any, Herzl

hinted that a Jewish financial arrangement for Turkey in return
for concessions in Palestine, could possibly be arranged.

A

secret meeting with William II in Berlin, Herzl proposed, could
53
further explore this topic.
Thou6h not doubting the sincerity
of the offer, the Grand Duke of Baden once again refused to play
the role of a mediator and in a reply on November 30, suggested
that Herzl contact the Emperor on his own.

For such a bold step

Herzl was as yet not ready.
The year 1897 saw the Zionist movement grow in importance.

On June 4, the first issue of Die Welt, the weekly organ of the
movement, was published by Herzl in Vienna.

A much greater

achievement that year was the meeting of the first Zionist Congress, which assembled in Basel from August 29 to August 31.
The growth of the movement, reflected by these two events,
was not lost upon the German Foreign Ministry.

A.~ong

the first

reports received on Zionism was a despatch by Consul von Tischendorf in Jerusalem, dated June 19, 1897, and another despatch conc&rned with the proceedings of the first Zionist Congress, dated
September 24, 1897.

The importance attached by the European

press to the upcoming congress, von Tischendorf reported, was
quite exaggerated, since the creation of a Jewish stRte in Palestine was still somewhat a utopian idea.

Reviewing the achieve-

ments of the secular Jews in Palestine, the Consul-General admitted that they could be of social benefit to the Turl::ish Govern-

S3Herzl to the Grand Duke, November 17, 1896.

!n, Facsimile, No. Vii, p. 26.

Also, Diaries, II, pp.

Docu.'Tlent:s

498-499.
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ment.

Because of this he tended to support Jewish demands. that

the regulations concerning Jewish immigration and acquisition of
land should be relaxed.

On the other hand, von Tischendorf

quickly added, the Jewish enterprises in Palestine carried with
them a definite political risk.

As he saw it, the Jews who

entered Palestine pref erred to maintain their foreign nationality
rather than become Turkish subjects.

Such a development, he in-

sisted, actually tended to strengthen foreign influence in Palestine.

Therefore, von Tischendorf concluded, it was not in Ger-

many's best interest to support the Zionist movement. 54
'lll.e report concerning the Zionist meeting in Basel was

less opinionated.
pounded

in~

It began with an analysis of the ideas ex-

Judenstaat; it mentioned.the vocal opposition of

the Executive of the German rabbis to political Zionism - a fact
that caused the Congress to meet in Basel rather than in Munich;
it gave a statistical breakdown of all the delegations in attendance; it reviewed the speeches of the main speakers; and concluded with a presentation of .the
the

Zionist movement.

offici~l

political program of

That progrmn was reported as follows:

Zionism seeks to create for the Jewish people a
and legally recognized secure home
(off entlich rechtlich gesicherten heimstatte) in
Palestine. To achieve these goals the Congress
decided upon the following program:
l. The systematic encouragement of the
colonization of Palestine with Jewish
agriculturalists, laborers and artisans;
2. The organization and unification of all
Jewery into local and general organizations in line with the laws of their
respective lands;
3. The strengthening of Jewish national
p~blically

54A. A., 11 Turkei 195" (Die Juden in der Turkei); r~.A.
T-120; serial No. K692; document No. A8600.
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4.

feelings and national consciousness.
The taking of steps for gaining the
consent of the various gover11rnents to
fulfill the aims of Zionism • .:>5

This report submitted to the Imperial Chancellor also caught the .
attention of Emperor William II.

His reaction was summed up by

a marginal comment that read:
1 am much for it that the Jews [he used the
derogatory term 1 Mauschels 1 ] go to Palestine;
the sooner they depart the better. ~ will
place no difficulties in their way. 5

Herzl's major political aim after the conclusion of the
first Zionist Congress.was still to secure his desired audience
with the German Emperor.

Feelin·g that his political position

had been strengthened by the congress, he decided to act in accordance with the Grand Duke's
to William II, requesting ari

suggestion~

audienc~,

A letter addressed

was sent to the Grand Duke

for transmission to the German Emperor on October 22, .1897. 57
The

E.~peror•s

reply was received by Herzl on December 1.

answer concerning the desired audience was negative.

The

However,

the Emperor voiced the wish to receive Herzl's account of the
Basel congress as outlined. in his pamphlet

~

Bassler Congress.

A copy was consequently despatched that very day to von Lucanus,

the Head of William II 1 s Privy Counci1. 58

The first penetration

of the inner circle of the German Government was thus achieved.
Another instrument through which Herzl hoped to make his
5

5~., No. All445. Report by von Tattenbach to von
Hohenlohe, Bern.September 24, 1897.
56.ill,2.., No. All445.
57oocuments

Narginal comP..1ent of William II.

in Facsimile, No.

58!12.!2,., No. XI, p. 31.

IX, p. 28, and Iio. X, p. ~.
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Even
though the planned journey of Emperor :ililliam
to Palestine

\Tiews known in certain important quarters was Die tielt.

II

was known to Herzl for son1e time, it was not before the news was

officially released by the German Government that he took advancage of

J2!!!

~

to discuss the matter.

In his first editorial

on the subject on !-'.arch 11, 1898, Herzl declared that anti-Semitism was a destructive force which needed a solution.

The German

£roper on his visit to Palestine would, the editorial hoped, see
the Jewish colonies already established and would realize for
humanitarian as well as political reasons that the victims of
anti-Semitism must find a new home.

Ad.~itting

that the Emperor's

attitude towards Zionism was unknown the editorial concluded by
voicing full confidence in William II' s "trustfulness_,. nobleness,
humanity and cleverness. 1159 · Apparent;ly believing that his editorials may be brought to the attention of the Emperor himself,
Herzl's style in some of his later writings was not less flattering. 60

Whatever the intention, the editorials featured by
~favorably

impressed the.Grand Duke of Baden.

~

Revealing his

gratitude for Herzl to the Reverend Hechler, the Duke requested
that this fact be conveyed to the Zionist .leader along with the
suggestion that he should contact Count Philip Eulenburg, the

59~ ~, Harch 11, 1898,

pp. 1-2.

60F
. an o bv1ous
.
or examp l e, l.Il
attempt to touch upon one
of William II 1 s most sensitive character traits, he praised the
Emperor for being a good soldier: "Dieser :Kaiser, der Soldat
vom ~~irbel bis zur Zehe ••• " (fu Welt, May 27, 1898, pp. i .. 2).
It was durin~ his stay at Breslau that Herzl had observed
William Il's defective arm, and realized that "his pathological
predilection for all things military may stem from this."
(Diaries, II, 463).
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German Ambassador in Vienna.

'nle latter, the Duke suggested,

should be told that the Zionist movement could prove important
for Germany's future policy in the Orient. 61
Herzl who until then had not taken this kind of approach
was immediately ready to exploit it.

His thoughts on the subject

were formulated in two letters impulsively drafted but apparently
never sent. 62

The first draft intended for the Grand Duke in-

eluded a reference to the fact that a "neutral national element••
strategically located on the route to Asia, could be of val.ue to
Germany. 63 In the second draft, intended for William II, the
same idea, though more sharply defined, reoccured.

Here making

reference to "the route to Ophir (Africa) as well as Kaio-Chowtt
Herzl suggested that Europe would not permit any other ••cultural
element" but the Jews to take root in stra_tegically located Palestine. 64
'Ihough no immediate effort was made on the part of Herzl .
to contact Count Eulenburg, his efforts to gain access to Emperor
William 11 suddenly received their overdue backing.

The Grand

Duke of Baden, continually impressed by the Zionist movement,
suddenly decided to act on Herzl's long standing request.

Writing

to his nephew on July 28, 1898 the Grand Duke advised William II
that he had not taken up Herzl's request before because he did
6luiaries, II,. p.639. Entry dated June 5, 1898.
62The first lett<'·r was not approved by Hechler. In regard to the second, nerzl indica~ed that it would be sent in case
Count .Eulenburg were to encourage him to con tact ~.lilliam II.
!\either letter was found in the Gerr:1a.n archives and is therefore
not in Documents .!!!. Facsimile.

63oiaries, II, pp. 639-640.
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not believe that "the subject had sufficientiy matured."

This

was no longer the case, and he therefore concluded that "it de65
served some attention ••• "
Thereupon calling the Emperor's
attention to Herzl, to the Reverend Hechler (who he stressed was
German), to the Zionist efforts in England, and to a secret
scholarly possibility to relocate the Ark of the Covenant in
palestine, 66 the Grand Duke suggested that all these points should
be reviewed by Count Eulenburg.

67

If any additional evidence of the vitality of the Zionist
movement was needed, it was provided at the close of the following
month when six hundred Zionist delegates from all over the world.
assembled once again at Basel for the second Zionist Congress.
Ai.~ong

the first observations concerning this congress reported to

the German Foreign Ministry was the fact that the attendance of
the second Congress greatly exceeded that of the first.
more noteworthy was the fact that the Zionist

move~ent

ning to embark upon a serious program for the East.

£ven
was begin-

The first

step taken in this direction was the decision to establish a
Jewish colonial bank.

The purpose of the bank, the report to the

Foreign Ministry advised, was as follows:
6 5Grand Duke Frederick of Baden to E:nperor William II,
July 28, 1898. Docu'llents !!!, Facsimile, t~o. XII, p~ 32.

66 £r:'":.peror ·,Jilliam II was extremely interested in .i.·:ear
Eastern archeology. iie was the president of the German Orient
Society
(Die Deutsche Orient Gesellschaf t), and devoted himself to study its work. In his memoirs "William II admitted
having often pEirsonnlly influenced the Turkish Govern:nent concerning such matt0rs. See the Kaiser's .Memoirs, trnns. Thomas
R. Ybarra, (.i::ew York and London: darper and brothers, 1922),
p. 203.
6 7oocuments

1!l

FacsiMile, No. XII, p. 32.
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l.

2.
3.

4.
5.

To create individual concerns, as well as
insurance and shipping companies in the
Orient especially in Syria and Palestine,
through the attraction of Jewish labor •.
To support the Jewish agricultural colonies •••
through the purchase of land •••
To organize import and ex?ort trade in Syria
and Palestine by supportinB comnercial enterprises.
To win concessions for railways, port facilities,
mining concessions and trade monopolies in the
Orient.
To establish banks for the above purposes. 68

Another audience betwE:·en Eerzl and the Grand Duke of

Baden took place immediately after the close of the second Zionist Congress on September 2, 1898.

The conversation was later

described by Herzl as having been "highly polit.ical. tt

The Grand

Duke came out in favor of a Jewish state in Palestine and suggested that a formula whereby the Sultan could keep his overlordship

should be found.

Ambassador von Marschall in Constantinople, the

Duke suggested, had already .advised the l?oreign J:·G.nistry that the
Sultan seern.ed inclined to regard the Zionist movei."'!lent favorably.
Encouraged by these confidential indications Herzl proposed that
Germany assume the role of a protectorate power over· Palestine.
Advoncing an argu.Ttent which would later be often repeated, Herzl
declared that the settlement of Palestine by Jews would advance
the

Ger~'lan

cause in the East because with the Jews a German cul-

tural element ·would be introduced into the Orient.

After all, he

stressed, the leaders of the Zionist moven'ent were German, the
lan.,,uage of the congresses was Gerrr.an, and the majority of the
Jews in Europe were part of the Gern;an culture.

\/ell aware of

68.A. A., Europa Generalia, 84("Dia Alliance israelite
universelle; Judenkongresse 0 ); I~ .A. T-120; serial No. K694; ·
document No. Al0751. Report by von Rottenhan to von Hohenlohe,
September 16, 1898.
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tht: political irnplic.:'\tions of their convers.<ition, the Grand ·Duke
su~~ested

that due to the political storm which already surrounded

the Emperor's

sch~duled

journey to Palestine, it might be best

for Herzl not to present his case to William II before his departure. This assessment, however, was rejected by Herzi. 69
Acting on information related to him by the Gre.nd Duke
to the effect that Count Eulenburg had been instructed to report
to the Emperor about the Zionist movement, Herzl, upon his return to Austria, decided immediately to contact the Ambassador.
Writing to the Count on September 8, he voiced his willingness
.
70
to come to Vienna if the A.~bassador so desired.
This move
proved well taken.
for Septeillber 16.

An audience with Count Eulenburg was scheduled
The

.A..~bassador 1 s

first question upon meeting

Herzl was what exactly he wanted Willia.T. II to achieve in Constantinople.

Did he want the Sultan to give the Zionists land and

autonomy?

Herzl replied that his aim was to enter into negotia-

tions with the Sultan in order to obtain Palestine on the basis
of autonomy.
idea.

The German Emperor, he hoped, would recommend the

Count Eulenburg did not believe that Herzl could meet

William I I during his forthcoming visit to Vienna,
ly concerned that Herzl might

71 but apparent-

turn to England, he suggested

.
d an aud.ience with
.
instea
State Secretary von Bu··1 ow. 72

69For the audience itself see Diaries, II, pp. 655-6EO.
Also see letter by Herzl to the Grand Duke, de. ted September 8,
1898, in Rocm11ents .!u Facsimile, Ho. XIV, p. 37.
70oiaries, II, p. 661.

;-. rotation dated Septe:nber 9, 1898.

71William II was scheduled to arrive in Vienna on Septe;:rber 17, to attend the funeral of Empress Elizabeth.

72niaries, II, pp. 662-665.
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The meetine with von Bulow took place on the following
day.

The audience, Herzl irrtrnediately realized, did not go well:

" •••• it was more a chat, than a tightly organized political con-

versation.1173
read Herzl's

Von Bulow proved quite well informed.

writin~s

and

knet~

F~e had

of the second Zionist Congress.

He wanted Herzl to explain why for example the ~ Freie Presse

did not mention the subject, and why the Frankfurter Allgemeine
Zeitun~

was so bitterly opposed to Zionism.

Did this not suggest

that the Jews from central and western Germany were not inclined
to

emigr~te

to Palestine?

The conversation lasted for three

quarters of an hour and caJne to an abrupt end before Herzl had
''a chance to unfold the entire matter. n 74
Disappointed with the encounter with the State Secretary
and the fact that once again he had failed to meet
liam II, Herzl left Vienna for Paris.

E..~peror

Wil-

Disappointed but not dis•

couraged he soon made one additional attempt to achieve his goal.
Writing to Count Eulenburg on September 21, 75 Herzl once more
pressed the Ambassador to arrange an audience with the Emperor.
The letter advanced the following points:

German culture would

be introduced into the eastern Mediterranean; the domestic,social,
and

political tensions in various European nations would be eased;

Turkey would be strengthened by the influx of an energetic national elenent, as well as the payment of cash; and introducing a
new element, Herzl added that the Jews would build a railroad
73

~.,

p. 666.

74l!U.£.., p:.·. 665-669.

75 The letter was written in France, but for fear that
the French censor might read it, Herzl mailed it: fro111 Cologne.
See Diaries, II, p. 672.

from the ~~editerranean to the Persian Gu.lf. 76
Herzl's unyielding persistance now suddenly paid off.
count Eulenburg's reply was handed to him at the
ate in Amsterdam on October 1.
news.

Ger~an

Consul-

It contained the long awaited

Emperor William II, Count Eulenburg advised, would be

''disappointed" if he were not to ;11eet Herzl and a Zionist deputation while in Jerusalem. 77
From Great Expectations to
Deep Disillusionment
Having received the news of the German Ei-nperor's willingness to grant him an audience in Jerusalem, Eerzl wired Count
Eulenburg that he would soon come to Berlin.

~.atters

concerning

the planned Jewish Colonial Bank required his attention in London
but on October 6 he arrived in the

Gerrr~n

capital.

On the fol-

lowing day Herzl visited the Count on his estate at Liebenberg.
His conversation there was most gratifying and encouraging.
Herzl was told that Emperor William Il "was warmly inclined
towards the project ••• 0 and that he was getting "quite used to
the idea of a protectorate."

Von Billow, too, Count Eulenburg

reassured Herzl, "had been won over. 11

But realistically he was

given to understand thgt as rnuch as Germany

0

desired" such a

protectorate, it would not go to war to get it.

78

Herzl well realized that he could not expect all his
Zionist collea3ues to concur in his decision to place the proposed future Jewish state under Gerrnan protection.

76~., II, pp. 669-672.
78

~., pp. 686-692.

However, as

77 Ibid., p. 67 5 •
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far as he personally

\.,'8.S

concerned the arrangement with Germany,

besides its obvious political advantages, could also be of benefit in so1rte other respects.

Thus, on the day after his visit to

Liebenberg, while reflecting over his far reaching achievement
Herzl concluded that:
to live under the protection of this strong,
great, moral, splendidly governed, tightly
organized Germany, can only have the most
saluta79 effect on the Jewish national character.

1898 Herzl was invited to visit the Potsdam

On October 9,

Palace.

His first conversations on, that day were with the Grand

Duke of Baden.

Like Count Eulenburg, the Duke's assessment of
"The Ka.iser, 11 Herzl

the Emperor's position was most positive.
was told, " •••• is full of enthusiasm."SO

Concerning the audience

in Jerusalem, the Grand Duke related the Emperor's wish to have

it first take place
decided to ttmediate 11

L~

Constantinople because the

Ei~peror

had
81
the matter and ttto go through with it.u

Germany's decision to support the Zionist movement having apparently become a matter of fact, the conversation could move on to
consider the consequences of that decision.
gested, could prove most obstinate.

Russia, Herzl sug-

Yet, he hoped to overcome

that opposition by agreeing to the extraterritoriaiization of
the holy places.

England's stand on the other hand," he believed,

would prove much more favorable, since the

An~lican

apparently in favor of the Restoration of the Jews.

Church was
France,

Herzl assured the Duke, should not be feared, for the domestic
upheaval that country was undergoing made her much too weak to

79!.lli., p. 693.
80lbid., p. 697.

notation dated Berlin, October 8, 1898.
81!!?.!2,., p. 697.
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oppose such a "fait accompli 11 as was being prepared for her. in
Palestine.
sug~ested

Billow.

Herzl's arguments impressed ·the Grand Duke, and he
that while at Potsdam Herzl should also consult von

The State Secretary was to be presented with the fact

that "with the consent of the Sultan, the lr.aiser would take the
82
migration of the Jews under his protection. 11
Herzl was received by von Bulow at one o'clock that
afternoon.

To his surprise the State Secretary was accompanied

by von Hohenlohe, the Imperial Chancellor.
ries were extremely directi

The latter's inqui-

.what size territory did Herzl want?

Herzl's reply that the amount of land required was relative to
the number of immigrants, was followed by a further question as
to who were the owners of the land.

This point having been ex-

plained, von Hohenlohe inquired whether the Zionist movement intended to found a state.

Replying that his aim was to gain

Hautonomy and self protection," von Hohenlohe demanded to ¥.now
Turkey's attitude.

Basing his answer on information gathered

from the Grand Duke, Herzl advised that he had been told that
von Marschall had indicated that Constantinople was positively
inclined towards Zionism.

Von Bulow who until then refrained·

from interrupting the cross examination, interjected a remark to
the effect that he did not see any such assessment from Constantinople.
nu~ber

Resuming his inquiry, von Hohenlohe wanted to knm-: the

of Jews that could be expected to immigrate to Palestine,

and the funds available for the project.

The figure of money

mentioned impressed von Bulow, but von Hohenlohe kept silent.
82lbid., p. 700. For the conv~rsation between Herzl and
the Grand Duke see pp. 696-700. Notation dAted October 9, 1898.
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The meeting ended rather abruptly with the German states111en
rushing off to dinner.
''depressino.:ly cool. 11 8 3

Their behavior, Herzl noted, had been

Herzl 1 s previous optir.1ism was now dampened by greater

caution.

His thoughts first turned to Bismarck ,..,ho three years

earlier had not even see...1 fit to answer his letcer.
contradictions regarding von

l·~arschall 1 s

The obvious

report, and von Bulow 1 s

general negative attitude, seeJ1ed to forett:!ll unexpected diffi~-/hat

cul ties.

the above?

was En:iperor William• s real attitude in light of

This he could only guess.

84

The Grand -Duke 1 s optirnistic report concerning the £.'i1peror's view was,- however, not exaggerated.

His assessment was

based on a letter written to him by William II in late September.
From the content of the letter it becomes clear th&t Emperor
William II was indeed positively impressed by Herzl's arguments,
in favor of German support.

Declaring

hi~self

in sympathy with

the Zionist idea the German Emperor revealed to his uncle tha.t
he believed that "the colonization of the Holy Land by the wellf inanced ("Kapitalkraftig 11 ) and diligent people of Israel .. would

quickly bring prosperity not only to Palestine but also to Asia
£.~inor.

Indeed he tended· to believe that Turkey's entire finan-

cial proble-,-. F!ight be solved, and that consequently the whole

Eastern Question could gradually be settled.

Europe, William II

seemed to a3ree \.lith Herzl, wou.ld also greRtly benefit.

Accord-

ingly "the tribe: of Shem's energy, creativity, and productiveness
would be redirected to better goals than the exploitation of

83!bi£.., pp. 701-704. :,:otation dated October 9.
84oiaries, II, p. 704.
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Christians."
~speror

As for Germany, she would particularly benefit, the

declared, by the e:nigration of those "Semites" who either

joined or encouraged tho Social Democrats.

Furthermore, speaking

fro;::"! what he termed was "a secular realpolitik point of view,''
William II added that "considering the tremendous power of international Jewish capital with all its dangers, it would surely be
a tremendous achievement for
would be grateful •••• "

Gerrr~ny

if the Jews of the world

Having thus justified his stand the Emper-

or concluded by assuring the GrAnd Duke that

0

those who return to

the Holy Land will enjoy protection and security, and I shall
85
intervene with the Sultan on their behalf ••• n
Emperor William II and his entourage left Potsdam for their
journey to Palestine on

~ctober

13, 1898.

On the following day

Herzl accompanied by Max Bodenheimer and David Wolffsohn arrived
in Constantinople to prepare for the audience with the Emperor.

Von :.-::arschall 1 s ambiguous attitude, and for that matter the atti•
tude of the Turkish Government towards Zionism, was soon to be
clarified in an

unpleasan~

way.

The German .i\rrhassador in Con-

stantinople when asle_ed by Herzl for an audience pretended not to
have ever heard of him.
with the Emperor

Furthermore, the. fact that an audience

been arranged for the Zionist deputation
86
aoparently surprised him.
Having encou.'1.tered von Har.schall 1 s
h~d

rebuff, Herzl decided to waste no time and to address hiwself
directly to William II.

A letter dated October 17, 1898, making

reference to the Grard Duke's promises and to the Zionist wish to
8 5Letter of Villiam 11 to the GrAnd Duke of Baden dated
Septe:'.ber 29, 1893, in Docur!1ents iJl .?'Acsi;-,1ile, [<o. XVI, p. 48.
86oiaries, II, pp. 712-713.
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be granted permission to establish a UJewish Land Company for
Syria. and Palestine,tt 87 under German protection, was transmitted

to the Emperor on October 18. 38

A second letter, addressed to

State Secretary von Bulow, requesting information as to when and
where the whole deputation would be received, was relayed on the
same day.
Herzl's audience with William II, for which he had labored so long, took place that same afternoon.

Von Bulow, to

Herzl's annoyance, was also present, but still the one hour
audience with the Emperor deeply impressed him.
ted to speak first.

Herzl was invi-

He unfolded his entire plan and repeated

all his arguments in support of a Jewish state under Gernan protection.

The conversation centered on anti-Semitism, on develop-

ments in France, the treatment of Jews in Russia, the overland
route to Asia, the
lated issues.

L~portance

of the Persian Gulf, and other re-

Before departing the .Emperor requested to be told

in one sentence what he should ask of the Sultan:

Company, under German protection," Herzl replied.

"A chartered
89

The Zionist deputation, led by Herzl, arrived in Palestine

~:m

October 26, 1898.

Herzl's first opportunity to greet

Et-nperor William II in the Holy Land presented itself on Friday,
October 29, outside the Jewish agricultural school Mikveh Israel
on the Jaffa to Jerusalem road.

William 11 having left Jaffa

87The idea of a Jewish ch,::irtere:i land comp13.ny was originally envisioned by P.erzl in The Jewish St<'lte. He decided to return to this idea on October--r5, in Constantinople. See Dinries,
II, p. 714.

88 ooctrnents in FacsiP.iile,

~~o. XVII, p. 54.

Diaries, II, pp. 7167:717.
89niaries, II, pp. 726-737.

Also,

rotation dated October 19.
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that morning on horseback approached Herzl and greeted him by
shakin,?; his hand.

ExclaL'lling that what Palestine needed most

was water, the £'llperor assured Herzl that he believed that the
country had a future.

Then saluting the school children who

were assef.'lbled at the spot to sing "Heil dir im Siegerkranz"
90
(Hail to thee with Victor's Wreath), William II rode oft.
Despite this apparent manifestation of friendship on the
p~rt

of the Emperor, several anxious days passed before the Zion-

ist deputation received any word about its pending audience in
Jerusalem.

Rumors had already spread to the effect that the

Emperor was planning to return immediately to Germany, when on
November 1, the word-finally came that Herzl should report to
Legation Councillor Kemeth at the II!lperial camp.

When Herzl

arrived he was handed back the manuscript of an address which he
planned to deliver at the time of the audience and which had been
submitted to von Bulow for review.

So:ne of the most significant

passages, especially those referring to a Jewish chartered land
company under German protection, were crossed out.

A revised

At the time it was resubmitted, a

address needed to be drafted.

new restriction bearing on the audience was imposed:
t i ::-ie

.
b ein5
t,.h e

~u

di ence cou ld not b e

.

~i.ven

for the
91
.
any pu bl.icity.

The meeting between the Zionist deputation and the Gerrn.m

Emperor took place within the Imperial tent, on November 2.
liam II, after

listenin~

Wil-

to the watered down version of Ikrzl 1 s

address, th:1nked the deputation for. coming but imr:ed ia tely ;nade
it clear that the whole project "still requires thorough study

P• 743.

91

~., pp. 751-752.
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and further discussions. 092

The conversation, in which State

secretary von liilow also participated, centered mainly on problexs of irrigation.

Nothin~

of political

si~nificance

was ·said.

In spite of tbe fact the.t the audience in Jerusalem
had not assumed the importance: Herzl had been led to expect, he
still believed that it could have historic consequences. 93 Only
after seeing the official German communique revealing the audience
did the extent of his failure become apparent.

The official com-

munique released on Nove:!'!ber 2 read as follows:
Today the Ger\",an E:mperor received the French
Consul, and afterwards a Jewish delegation. The
latter presented him with an album containing
views of lsraelitish colonies which have been
set up in Palestine. In reply to the speech delivered by the leader of the deputation, in presenting the album, His Majesty said that all such
endeavours to improve the agriculture of Palestine
in the best interests of the Turkish Empire, in
full recognition of the Sultan's sovereign rights,
might be made in complete reliance upon the Kaiser's
benevolent interest. This afternoon His Majesty
paid a visit to the Latin and Greek Patriarchs.94
Herzl realized that a critical change in the German Gov-

ernrnent 1 s attitude occured sometime between his first and second
95
audiences with Er11peror William II.
However, what exactly transpired, he wrote to the Grand Duke of Baden on November 18, 1898,
he did not l.r.now.

Despite this setback, Herzl advised the Duke,

he was still hopeful that further discussions with the German

92~., p. 755.
93

notation d~1ted November 2, 1898.

~., P• 754.

94.Ib.2. Ti>ctes (London), November 3, 1898, p. 3.
95state Secretary von Bulow in his memoirs claimed tha.t

the Turkish ~nbassA<lor in Berlin accompanied Jilliam II on his
journey and made it clear to hi::-: th2t the Sultan was opposed to
Zionism. See von Bulow, Memoirs, I, p. 296.
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Government would follow.
points which

seemin~ly

96

The Grand Duke's reply stressed two

caused the difficulty.

The first concerned

the bad itn!?ression the Jews of Jerusalem had made on the 2.:.iperor,
an observation probably ag:;ravated by the l::tilperor•s general disap•
pointment with the city? 7 The second point, stressed by the Duke,
reflected an earlier observation which had been made by von
Tischendorf.

It concerned the allegation that the Jews in Pales-

tine, due to their unwillingness to renounce the protection of
the countries from which they ca:ne, were actually increasing the

influence of Gerraany's rivals in Palestine. 98 In an attempt to
overco~e

these objections Herzl on December 15, 1898 once again

addressed himself to the Grand Duke of Baden.

He was not at all

surprised that the Jewish population of Jerusalem impressed Wil-

liam II in a negative way.

After all the goal of the Zionist

movement was to change exactly this image of the Jew.

Had the

Emperor seen the Jewish agricultural colonies, Herzl suggested,
he would have been convinced to the contrary.

ln respect to the

second objection, Herzl advised the Duke, that if Germany were
to assu"1e the role of a protectorate power these problems would

be solved.

He still believed that an agreement between Germany

and the Zionist movement centered around the idea of a Jewish

land company under Ger:nan protection was politically feasible,
especi.'.1.lly since part of the arrangement could be kept· secret.
96Htrzl to the Srand Du',.e of Bnden, NoV«:'mber 18, 1898, in
Docw-:t-:·nts in Fr,csirnih·, I':o. XVIII, p.58. Also, in Diaric:·s, II,
pp.

765-7E/.

97see above, Chapter Ill, p. 103.

98Diaries, II, p. 774. The Grand Dulce's letter to Herzl,
dated Dece -.ber 5, is preserved in the Zionist Archives in Jerusalem.
'See Docurre~ ts l!l, Feci; i.Y ile·, p. XVIII.
1
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All th.et the Turkish Government would be aaked to do by Ger ',3ny,
he

stressed, was to abolish its prohibition on th.e irn::1ir;ration

of Jews to Palestine.

Then applyin?, sorne pressure Herzl advised

that regardless of Gerrnany 1 s attitude a Jewish land co:npany
would soon be cre.o.ted.
towards
move~ent

obtc:.inin~

He himself, Herzl reiterated, leaned

German protection; however, others within the

preferred English protection.

A definite decision in

one direction or the other, he suggested, could not much longer
be. delayed.

The Ernperor during the audience in Jerusalem had

made reference to the fact that further discussions were required.
lf

99
.
.
. instructions.
.
.
t h at was E~i s intention,
Herz l wou ld await

Similar arguments were advanced by Herzl several days
later during a conversatioc on the subject with Count Eulenburg
in Vienna.

Taking note of Herzl's reference that the proposed

chartered land company might be placed under English auspices,
the German Ambassador immediately voiced himself in favor of es.
.
Ber i·i n . 100
ta bli s h ing
t h e propos ed company in

Quite different, however, was the attitude in Berlin.
Herzl's letter of December 15 to the Grand Duke had been forwarded
by the latter to the Foreign Ministry, but it did not receive any
particular notice.

Calling this fact to the attention of the

Grand Vuke, Herzl on January 11, 1899 once again wrote him a
101
letter.
Consequently another audience with the Grand Duke
99Herzl to the Gr."lnd Duke of Baden, Decer"tber 15, 1898,
in Documents in Facsimile, no. XIX, p. 63. Also in Dia.ries, II,
pp.

772+-777. -

lOODiaries, II, p. 777. The conversation took place at
the Ger1:1an £:·n6assy on Dece~;1ber 19, 1898.
lOloocu·'.lents

J:.n.

Facsirnile, l'!o. XX, p. 65.
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was arranged for February 27.

Although the 1'1eeting was again

very cordial, Herzl, on this occasior:, was given to understand
th.;:it before the German Government would corm:lit itself to the
Zionists, it

ex~ected

the

nove~ent

first to acquire land in

Palestine on its own, as well as gain Turkish consent for immigration.

Des?ite the obvious conclusion that if the Zioni$t m.ove-

ment had the power to gain these concessions it would hardly ne'Ed
Ger::'E.ny•s good will, Herzl did accept this new proposition as a
.
f or f urth er negot1ations,w1t
. .
. h Em
basis
•.peror w·11·
i
iam II • lOZ Te 1e-

grams requesting an audience with the Emperor for the next day
were thereupon dis!_)atched by both Herzl and the Grand Duke to
von Lucanus, the Head of the Privy Council.
these new efforts, the

~nperor 1 s

Yet, in spite of

response remained negative.

Rather than see him,· William II suggested that Herzl should consult von Biilow. 103

Once again officially rebuffed, Herzl decided to make
one last attempt.

Making reference to an altered plan previously

discussed with the Grand Duke, under which the Grand Duke of
Baden rather than the German Emperor would assume the protection
of the proposed land company, Herzl on March 1, 1899 explained
the new schen-.e to William II.

The execution of this new idea, he

su:_::sested in a letter to the J::."nperot', could well circurnvent any
opposition fron either the Sultan or any other power.
intervention by the

3erm~n

Indeed, no

Imperial Government would be at all

102Diaries, II, pp. 788-791.

r;otation dated March Lt-, 1899.

103Telegrain from von Lucan us to von Babo, He-cd of the
Privy Council of the Duke of Beden, February 27, 1899, in Docuinents 1!l. fac~iri1ile, l'~o. XXIl, p. 66.
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neceszary.

Thus, he. argued, while undertal'.in') no open obli::i:.a-

tions the Germ.:::tn Bnpire would still gain

predo~ninant

influence

in Palestine and would even establish for itself a lucrative indus trial nark.et there.

Concluding his letter Herzl requested

II to grant him one additional audience.

~,Jilliar.i

A refusal, he

added, would be taken by him as a "de facto" sign to breal< off
104 The Emperor's negative reply
any further negotiations.
reached Herzl on Farch 9, 1899.l05
All efforts to induce Germany's cooperation, as far as

Eerzl was concerned, had reached an

i~passe.

letter to the Grand Duke, Herzl concluded

11

our goal under a Gerw.an protectorate. u 106
addressed to von Bulow accusing him of open

As expressed in a

we shall not attain
A sharply worded letter

antagonism towards

Zionism,l07 ended the negotiations that centered around the
Emperor's journey to Palestine.

Although contacts between the

Zionist movement and the German Government, as will be shown below, continued into World War I, the Foreign r·'iinistry, fearing
to alienate Turkey, persistently rejected further Zionist adva.nces.
l04Diaries, II, pp. 792-795.
l05lbid., p. 797 ~
raen ts
i,;11)?

U·

Notation dated f "arch 10, 1899.

l06aerzl to the 8rar1d Duke, March 17, 1899, in~F'3csir,ile, :;o. :~IV, p. 68. Also, Dieri'2s, II, pp. 801-

!u

-•

107
Herzl to von Billow, ;·:arch 18, 1899, in :JiBries, 11,
pp. 797-801.

CHA.PIER V

The

Co~unercial

Aspects

Emperor William !I's journey to the East vividly demonstrated to the German people their nation's growing influence
in the Ottoman E.'Ilpire.

The wide realization that there were Ger-

man societies active in Palestine and German colonists already
farming the land, not surpsisingly stimulated an

im..~ediate

new

German interest for the Holy Land.
Among the first tangible commercial developments that
followed the Emperor's visit was the founding of the uoeutsche
Palastina Bank.''

This bank, which was in fact the first Gerrt'an

bank in the Orient, began its operations on January 1, 1899.

Its

founders included Christian ¥.raft, Prince zu Hohenlohe-Oehringen,

Karl von der Eeydt, Dr. Bumiller, .t-<;ax von Hiller and Dr. Max
Schoeller. 1 TI1e most important of these seemed to have been the
two financiers Karl von der Heydt, who was the president of the
banking firm ••neydt und Company" in Berlin, and Prince Eohenlohe-

Oehringen.

The interest of the latter in the new enterprise ·was

anchor6d in his financial connections with the "Deutsche Levante
Linie" which was already servinc; the .:editerranean ports. 2 The
1

Altneuland, IV (1907), 290-291.

2 The "Deutsche Levante Linie' 1 was established in 1889.
It was based in Hamburg and served North Africa, the Balkans,
1-=..?
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bank, headquartered in Berlin, established its Jerusalem branch
in 1899 in the off ices of the "Deutsche Palastina und Orient
Gesellschaft," a small

tradin~

was the immediate heir.
by the
sa:ne

t

1

firm of which the new institution

A second branch off ice was established

Deutsche Palastina Bank" in Jaffa somewhat later that

year.

The "Deutschland
lished to further

Palastin~

Gerrr~ny•s

Bank" was specifically estab-

trade with Palestine.

However, it

was also obviously part of Germany's over-all increasing economic
thrust. into the Near East which was lJ!Ost directly exemplified by
the building of the Berlin-Bagdad Railway.

3

The significance of

such an enterprise for Germany's position as a world power ("Weltpolitische Machtstellung") was expressed by Georg von Siemens,
the Managing Director of the "Deutsche Bank," as follows:
Each bank or railway established in a foreign
land, whose shares remain in the homeland, is
at the same time a pioneer for the employrrient
of the home industry and the establish~nent of
lasting relations between the two economic
spheres. It is on such proprieties that much
of England's influence outside Europe rests.4
Another development which signified an intensified German
interest in Palestine at this time was the establishment of the
"Gesellschaf t zur Forderung der deutschen Unsiedlungen in Palastina" (Society for the Advancement of the German Settle,nents in
Greece, Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine.

3 '.rhe concession to build a railway from Konia to Ba~dad
was awarded to the noeutsche 13Rnk 11 by the Sultan on November 27,
1899.

4 Quoted in Richard Rosendorff, "Die deutschen B.:mken im
uberseeischen Verkehr, u Ser.moll er Jahrbuch, X~{VllI ( 1904), 121.
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Palestine).

5

This society be::;a.n to bE' organized in the fall of

1899 by Freiherr Joseph von Ellrichshausen.

Ellrichshausen had

pcirticipated in Emneror William II 1 s journey to Palestine and
became interested in the future of the land.

Realizing that the

colonization of Palestine by German farmers could not progress
unless they could be financially assisted, Ellrichshausen decided

to form a company that would provide interested colonies with
low interest loans.

The company that was consequently formed ac-

cepted members that were willin:::, to invest a minimum of 500 Yiarks
with a yearly return of

3~

percent.

The company based at Stutt-

gart was headed by Prince Karl von Urach and was also supported
6
by the "Deutsche Kolonial Gesellschaft."
Germany's increasing involvement in Palestine had some
irnmediate local repercussions.

The German settlers who natur-

ally welcomed the above developments beca,11e apprehensive over the
Zionist competition in Palestine which they regarded as a threat.
Consequently in a letter submitted to the German Foreign Ministry
in November, 1899 a professor Niemeyer from Kiel made reference

to a letter which he had received from Haifa to the effect that
the Zionists were illegally purchasing lands in Palestine and
that "if we do not act there will remain little for us." 7

A sinl-

ilar concern it r;iust be noted was voiced in an article that was

5Relevant material concerning th€~ Activities of this
society is availeblA in the. Deutsche Zentralarchiv, Potsdam, to
which I had no access.
6"Die deutschen Siedelungen in Palas tine., 11 Deutsche
folonialpost, VI (Jan. 1911), 3.

7 A.A., Tt'.frkei 195 ("Juden in der Turkeitt), document ~·;o.
Al4018, date'Ci NovE:n~ber 29, 1899.
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published in the Prettssische Jehr.bucher in 1899. 8 Taking ·notice
of this apparent

srowint~

conflict between the

Ger~·nan

settle!rs and

the Zionists the Vossische Zeitun; alrec:1dy on July 14, 1899 declared that the Zionist enterprises in Palestine would actually
have the effect of increasing the value of land in German hands.
Furthermore, the paper argued, since the Jews spoke German their
imrnigration to Palestine would benefit Gerr;lany's and Austria's
trade relations with that land.

It was for that reason the

paper concluded that both France and Russia opposed the Jewish
9
colonization of Palestine.
~-~ore

serious than their opposition to the Zionists was

the long standing Arab opposition to the German colonists them•
selves.

The first signs of renewed Arab 11 fanaticism, 11 reported

the Germen Vice Consul in Haifa, broke out shortly after the
Emperor's visit.

His protests to the Turkish local authorities,
.
10
the Vice Consul continued, were disregarded.
Incidents in

which colonists were hurt reached a climax when an estLnated

sixty armed men attacked a Turkish outpost that guarded the German colony at Haifa.

Reporting a!;out this incident to the German

Foreign Ministry, von Marschall on Septernber 4 and 5, 1900 implied
that the

attac~·"ei::s

may have received the support of the French

8 Gotel, "iine deutsche Kolonie in Syrien,,. Prc-ussische
Jahrbucher, XCIV (April-June, 1399), 230-257.
9
vossische Zeitun"', July 14, V399.
A copy of the article
ca.r1 be four:i iri A. A., Etiro?a GenerC{,lia B4.
lOA. A., TurkAi 134 ("f..cten betreffend 211.·~erneinc AnP.eleg0nheiten der Tiirkei 11 ); reel No. K689; docu~e~t ~o. Al2406,
telegra'Tl. No. 280, Septerr•ber 5, 1900.
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M"ld Russian represent.atives in the city.

ll

Hoping to stop· the

esc.'.1lating violence von :/i!u:schall brought the matter to the
attention of the Sultan.

The latter, unable to trust local Arab

officials, ordered the Governor of Syria to go immediately to
Haifa.

Von 1-larschall who characterized the Governor as an offi-

cial "who thinks well of Germanstt was quite satisfied. 12

A few

days later after receiving the Sul tan's personal word that ''the

security of the German colony would be assured," the Al!:bassador
advised the Foreign :anistry that the affair was settled "to our
satisfaction. 1113
In the meantime Gernian attention was drawn to the f inan-

cial success of the ttneutsche Falastina Bank" which in its first
two years of operations in Palestine raised its capital from

450,000 Marks to 800,000 l'·'farks enabling it to pay a yearly dividend

of 5 percent.

Featuring an article headlined "German Enter-

prises in Palestine" the Deutsche Kolonialzeituns on Jaunary 9,

1902 called attention to the importance of the trade of Palestine,
and noted with satisfaction that Germany's part in it was "not
insignificant. u 14 The economy of Palestine, the paper declared,
11

~., Al2393, September 4, 1900, and Al2406, Septe1I1ber

12

~., A12743, September 11, 1900.

5, 1900.

13.ll?.!£., Al2992, telegram r::o. 290, September 15, 1900,
and Al3173, tclegr~w1 No. 293, Septe::1ber 18, 1900.

14Ger.'."',an imports into Palestine through the port of Jaffa
i!:"l 1902 were valued at about 420,000 Marks. The comp~ruble figure
for Great Britain ;ind her colonies ·was l,3C'O,OOO M. 'fh.:::t of
Frri.nce was 1,000,000 and of Ru!::sia 600,000 Harks. Exports
throu;h Jaf f n <lE>s t~.ncd for Germany a•notm :cd to 300, 000 Marks.
Exports to Great Britain and her colonies in 1902 throu~h Jaffa
were va.lued 1,400,000 M"; those to France at 560,000 H.. and to
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should not

bi~

underesti.rnated es:)ccially since its future would

be af f ectcd by the Berlin Bagdad Railway.

The "Deutsche Palas-

tina Bank," the l':olonig lze0 itun~:; noted, had already gained a se-

cure financial position in the land, a position which it hoped
could soon he exf)Rnded in to Syria.

Ge:r.µa.ny, the nrticle con-

eluded, n1Ust prep::i.re itself for t:-te dfly w'i.en due to the comp le-

tion of the Ba.gded Railway project the economy of that whole
15
area would be revived.
A further article that pointed to Gerrr.any•s already established financial interests in Palestine was
fee.tured in. the

Koloninlzeitun~

on M:ocrch 27, 1902.

The article

discussed the establishment of the German Templer colonies in
Palestine, and stressed their economic significance.

All the

colonies, the article pointed out, were located at important
coITu.-nercial junctures.
in Jerusalem.

Rephaim was located at the railway station

The colony in Haifa was not only located at the

sea, but also at the railway juncture

tQ Damascus..

Also in Jaffa,

the port entry to Jerusalem, the Germans were financially well
established.

The colony of Sarona, the article stressed, could

boast of a successful wine industry, a brewery and a steaE1 nill.
The Ger-.:ian colonists there possessed seventy-two horses, twenty-

two donkeys, nine mules, two hundred and sixty cattle and ninety-

six hogs.

Among the exportable co·:nmodities raised· ctt Sarona. the

article mentioned wheat, b;:irley, sesame, olives, oranges .<md

wines.

Concluding the report the organ of the''t>eutsche Kolonial

Russia at 120,000 M. For these statistics see Davis Trietsch
f.alastina Handbuch ( Berlin-Schmarge!"ldorf: Orient Verln~, 19 .LO),

PP. lJL-177.

15 uoeutsche IJnternehmun~en in J?alastina," Deutsche
2._nial~eitun~. XIX (January 9, 1902), 9-10.

~-
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Gessellschaft" declared that all these colonies deserved the full
16
support of all of Gormany's colonial friends.
Such support was indeed forthcoming that very year.

A

new GerIPan agricultural colony al!nost twice the size of Sarona
(2,000 acres) was established in 1902 about fifteen n:iles east
of Jaffa.
£,;·1peror

This colony nar,1ed .iilhelrna-Ha;r•idije (in honor of

'.·iillia:t< II) was the first project undertaken by the "Ges-

ellschaft zur forderung der deutschen Unsidlungen in Palastina.tt
The colony proved very successful, and

beca~e

known in the land

for its dairy products.
Another tract of land in Palestine totaling about 1750
acres was purchased through the help of the same society in 1906.

Comrr.enting on the latest acquisition the KolonialzeiturlR told its
readers that the Templers aided by a 50,000 Mark loan, successfully settled the abandoned Arab village of Bethlehem in the Gel-

ilee.

Though they kept the name of the village, the settlers

built new houses, dug new wells, and installed a wotor driven
water pump.

Tho "Deutsche rolonial Gesellschaft," the paper con•

tinued, fully supported thfl Hamburger Nachrichtcm 's declaration
th.at the Turkish Government should assist and welcome these German efforts for it itself had much to gain from such successful
.
17
en t erprises.
No sooner was this German colony

establishf.~d

than an addi-

ti0nal 1800 acres were purchased, once ag."' in thr.ough the

0

Gesell•

schaft ~i;ur forderun~ der deutschen Unsiedlungen in .Palastina."
The new settlement named ;,,aldheim was directly adjacent to that
16~., XIX (M..~rch 27, 1902), 124.

17 neut:sche KoloniB.lzeitunl?", XXIV (August, 1907), 346.
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of .dethlehem.
lon3ed to the

Its settlers, many of whom ca:ne fro:n Germc::ny, beEvan~elical

church.

Land for still another Germ<>n agricultural settle:1ent in
falestine was acf'?uired in 1906 at

i~a7,dala.

This lcir.d, located at

the western shore of the Sea of Galilee next to the Gernan Catholic settle:-:.1en t of Tabgha, 18 was ;mrcha sed through the efforts
of a German resident of Nazareth.

Having heard about the land

owner's desire to sell the property, this Ger.nan succeeded in
interestlng several important persons in the project.

Among

those who lent him support were Frince Leopold von Hohenzollern,
Count 3allestrem, who at one time was the president of the Reichstag, Frince Carl von Urach, ci...nd the "Deutsch land .Palastina Bank.',t 9
The project was welcomed by the conservative south German Grenz-

as new evidence that "D.eutschtu.1!1 was strengthened to counter
-botee penetration
.
.
p a l estine.
·
20 .i:'Iagdala
o f Russ i a an d - 1an d into
11

t

h

.i:.ng

was settled in April, 1908 but was already abandoned during the

fol lowing year.
The Germ.?n Catholic settlement of Ta.bgha, on the other
hsnd, continued to prosper.

Additional land purchosed over the

years increased the cultivated area of the
acres

•>n which

settle~ent

to 200

a variety of vegetables and fruits were raised.

This Ger.man Cc tho lie enterprise reflected the belief of the "Ver-

ein von

~eili0en

Lande" that the colonization of Palestine

also an ime>ort.nnt Catholic task.

~as

Featuring an article that was

lBsee above, Chapter 11, p. 73.
19"Eine neuedeutsche Erwerbung in Palastina," Altneu·

~' I l l (t~2rch, 1906), 85-86.

-·
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originally published in the J!olnische Volkszeitunf't the "Verein
von Heiligen Lande" in its own organ called attention to several
factors that made the colonization of the Soly Land feasible.
Pointing to the successful ex;?erience of the Tempters and to the
desirability of cultivating in Palestine of cereals, fruits,
vegetables and other commodities,

~

Heilige

~

in 1907 callro

upon its readers to underta1:e a new "tactic" and to purchase in
Palestine as

'11.UCh

ln...'1d as possible. 21

A

similar call to the Ger-

man Catholics was raised at the convention of the society at

Paderborn on November 22, 1908.

Outlining the goals of the "Ver-

ein von Heiligen Lande,n Dr. Lauberg of Cologne reminded his
listeners of Germany's colonial enterprises in Africa and East
Asia and raised the question whether the colonization of the
Holy Land did not deserve as much sympathy and sacrifices as the
f ormer did.

22

I

ln spite of the general success registered by the existing
German colonies

L~

Palestine, and the continued calls to further

such enterprises, only an insignificant number of Ger.nans could
be motivated to emigrate to that rather harsh and underdeveloped
land.

Indeed since the new settlements had provided an outlet

for the natural growth of the Germans in .Palestine no further
expansion for the near future was foreseen.

Furthera1ore, from

a t-1urely finmicial point of view, Palestine was of little interest to ,Jer::;any' s major financial and industrial institutions.
S;Jite of the :act th..'.'lt Ger.::1any' s

trad~

In

with Fales tine sienificant•

210 Grundhteisitzverhal tnisse und Kolonization in f'alfistina ,''
J2.!§. Heilige Land, LI (November, 1907), 202-204.

22~., Llil (rovember, 1909), 204.
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ly incre;:ised over the years, 23 and the fact that almost all important tr.::de compmiies such as Aberle

~

Co., Friedrich Vester &

Co., Jauss & Co., Albert Sinser, '.../ilhelm Gross, Dr. J.
& G. Behrens, Laiser, and Larl Gollmer were German,

~enzinger

24 com:rnercial

opportunities in the neighboring lands proved much more attrac-

tive.
Even the

pioneering

11

Deutschland Palastina Bank.," in

spite of its financial success and ability to expand to Haifa,
h$.zareth, Nablus ,· Beirut, Damascus, and Aler..andretta, was overshadowed before 1914 by a much more powerful German institution

operating in the Orient.

The "Deutsch.land Paliistina Bank" first

encountered competition from a German institution in 1904 with
the establishment of the ''Banque d 'Orient" in Athens.

The new

bank founded by the German 'Jtfational Bank" established branch
offices in Hamburg, Constantinople, Smyrna, Saloniki, Alexandria

and Cairo.

Though an

agreem~nt

was signed between the two banks

in 1904, according to which neither would interfere with the

other in places where either one had a branch, future developments favored the "Banque d 1 0rient. 1125

In order t:o overcome the

co:npetition of other older banks in the l·:ear .East, especially

that of the "Banque Imperiale Ottornane" e.nd the "Credit Lyonnais:•
the 11Banque d 1 0rient" with the cooperation of the important

11 Dresd-

23 serl"lan ir:1ports to Palestine through the port of Ja.ffa
rose fro::~ l~20,000 M. in 1902 to 1, 120,000 }If. in 1908. Exports
from falestine to Ger;nany which pass.::'<i through Jaffa, increased
from 300, 000 M. in 1902 to 920, 000 M. in 1908.

24 see

11 Palastina

als Absatz3ebiet,•1 Altneuland, I (1904),

14-4-145.
251<arl Stra.sser, ~ Deutsch en Bank en irn Ausland (Munich:
Verlag von Ernst Reinhardt, 1925), p. 95.
--
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ner 3ank'' and the

0

A. Schaafhausen Bank" was tran.sf armed on

Je.nuary 3, 1906 into the "Deutsche Orient Bank."

The "Deutschland

palli.stina Bank'' however was not irnrnediately affected.

A r:lore

decisive turn for its future occured in 1908 when the banking
f irr.1 of "Heydt und Company" withdrew from the enterprise and a

new concern, the "Handels Vereinigung A.G." took its place. The
connection between the "Deutschland Palastina Bank" and the "Handels Vereinigung 11 can be traced to the financial interests of
the Hohenlohe-Oehringen family.

Indeed as ·the Frankfurter Zeit9

in an article devoted to the "Ha.ndels Vereinigung 11 pointed out

the shares acquired by this institution in 1908

private property of the Hohenlohes. 26

wer~

in fact the

The Hohenlohes, as was men-

tioned before, had certain financial interests in both the
"Deutschland Palastina Bank" and in the ••Deutsche Levante Linie. tt

Until 1908 they did not apparently interfere in the managerae..nt of
However, the transaction which involved the '1Handels

the bank.

Vereinigung 11 was seemingly aimed at furthering cooperation between the bank and the Ger:::an shipping line in the Orient. 27
'.·Jhile the bank's business thereafter expa'1ded significantly, its

transactions were increasingly centered within Germany.

Conse-

quently, the bank had very little to do with Palestine.

'nle

11

:-:andels Verc-iniguns" collapsed in July, 1913.

lo>·in::;

.Ye~r

During the fol-

the brznches of the "Deutsch land Palastina Bank" in

f.:i.lestine and Syria were taken ovr::r by the "Deutsche Orient :Jank."

No significant major industrial projc:cts werE: undertaken
in Palestine by any European pot·1er during the period under con2

~~~r<'!!'I kf t,rter
• .

?tJeitun~,
•

u
15 '
nay

1910 ' p. 4 •

27 Ibid

-·
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sidEirAtion.

Several projects for

th~

however, cat:-:e up for consideration.

development of Palestine,
A-:no.ng the more important

rrojccts envisioned were the building of a dam on the

Jord~n

River to provide for irri8ation and electricity, the establishment of plants to extract natural che:nicals from the Dead Sea,

and the construction of harbors arid other facilities.
major Ger;oa.n concern already operating in the Turkish

The one
E~apire

and

able to finance and execute any such project was the "Deutsche

Bank.tt

But as Dr. Karl Helfferich, the Director of the bank,

admitted in 1913 every tirrie such a proposal had come up for dis-

cussion it was rejected. 28
A so-called

11 Palastina

Projekt, •• 29 which among other

things envisioned the acquisition of the French owned Jaff a-Jeru-

salem Railway, was submitted in 1913 by Gottlo~ Paulus
Karl Helfferich.

30

to Dr.

The latter's response to this plan was negative.

Indicating in his reply that the ''Deutsche Bank" was trying to
utilize its resources to support its existing projects in Turkey

••in

order to keep what we have,'' Dr. Helfferich volunteered the

inf onr~tion that siwilar proposals had been

repe~tedly

exahlined

"during better times" but were always deemed too risky. 31

Even

though Dr. Helfferich had financial considerations in nind, Gottlob P0ulus' motives, by his own admission, were primarily politi-

28A. A., Turkei 197 ("Deutsche wirtschaftliche·und industrielle Unterne~nun?,en in der Tt'.irkei 0
ment r;o. AlS538, July 29, 1913.

);

rec~l

l,'.o. UC I 404; docu-

29ill£,., Al8538.
30Gottlob Paulus was related to both Christoph Hoffmann
and Christoph Paulus the founders of the Temple Society.
31A. A._,. Turkei 197, No. Al8538.
ich to PAulus dated July 29, 1913.

Lettt:r by Dr. Helffer-
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cal.

He advised the Director of the ••Deutsche Bank" as we·ll as

the Ger~an Foreign Ministry that his ttpalastina-Projekt'' was a

financiel ploy which, if executed, would give Ger:nany a political
hold over Palestine.

ralestine, Paulus believed, was the only

pla.ce in Asiatic Turkey tbat Germany in 1913 could still politi32
cally dominate.
Another important German company which was doing business
in the Ottoman Empire and might have invested in Palestine was
the ttoeutsche-Levantinische Baumwollbau Gesellschaft."

In a

ttmost confidential" report submitted to the German Foreign Ministry in May, 1910, the company pointed to certain areas in
Palestine which could be regarded favorably for the raising of
cotton. 33 Ai.~ong the favorable districts signled out by the company was the

co~stal

stretch from Jaffa to El-Arish (Gaza), the

hinterland of Jaffa (the German colonies there), and the hinterland of Haifa.

The valley of Jeesrael and the upper Jordan val-

ley were described as most suitable for the purpose.

Yet, in

spite of these positive· indications, the "Deutsche-Levantinische
Baumwollbau Gesellschaft" decided not to extend its operations
to Palestine.

The reason cited in the report was that the com-

pany believed that its future depended on intensive rather than
on extensive cultivation of cotton.
tine

de~anded

Since conditions in Pales-

extensive cultivation, the company advised the Ger-

man Foreign Ministry of its pref ercnce for an area that stretched

32 rbid., Al8538.

Letter by Paulus to von Jagow, Sep-

te:.:ber 11, --y'gl3.

33Ibid., A9294. Reoort by Franz Gunther 0n the possibilities of cOEt'On cultivation.in the Orient.
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from Adena through upper Mesopotamia to Mosul. 34
Of the important German companies, only the Hamburg America Line

see~s

to have invested capital in Palestine.

The line

even though it had no direct service to Palestine operated a
chain of hotels at Nablus, Jenin, Nazareth and Tiberias. 35 These
hotels together with others owned by Germans in Jaffa, Jerusalem
and Haifa, made it possible for the Germans in Palestine to dominate much of the tourist trade of the Holy Land.
Religious and Cultural Activities
Germany's position in Palestine before 1914 was considerably strengthened by the establishment of new German religious
and cultural institutions, especially

i~

Jerusalem.

The most important German Catholic enterprise in the Holy
Land following Emperor William II's visit was the construction of
the church "Maria Heimgang•• on Mount Zion and the buildinp; of a
new hospice in front of the Damascus Gate in Jerusalem.

The

ground for the church on Mount Zion, it will be remembered, was
acquired by

William II and was transferred by him to the
uverein von Heiligen Lande" on October 31, 1898. 36 'I'he land for
£~peror

the new hospice was purchased by the same society in 1899.
purchase involved two separate transactions.
oleted in April, 1899 at a

co~:,t

of 66,00IJ F.

The

The first was comHaving decided to

construct in conjunction witri the hospice also a trade school and
a teachers' seminar, the society on
341b·
.
--!S.•

Au~ust

6, 1899 purchased some

35Altneuland, 11 (1905), 319-320.

36see above, Chapter Ill, P?•l02, 105.
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additional land at a cost of 50,000 F.
project was estir,ated by the "Verein
500,000 M.

V':>n

The cost of the

com~)lete

IIeiligen Lande'' at about

An old building that waR loc.~t""d at the northern edge

of the newly acquired property wns already in .t·:ay, 1900 converted
into a boys' school.

It was the first Gernan Catholic school for
37
boys established in Jerusalem •.

The inauguratior of the erection of the church on Mount
Zion was delayed until October 7, 1900.

It was only after re-

ceivine formal German guarantees concerning the ban on the construction of an eastern gate, and the fate of the stones that
were found to be holy to the Greek Orthodox that.the necessary
Turkish firman was issued. 38 The first excavations on the site,
directed by the architect Heinrich Renard, 39 began in the second
half of the following year.

The rocky terrain, the need to ar-

range an adequate water supply, the poor system of transportation
compounded by difficult approaches to the site its.elf, and other
related problems made the work slow and extremely costly.

Conse-

quently, it was not before 1904 that all the subterranean con40
struction at this site was co::npleted.

37ttnas neue deutsche Hospitz auf dern st. Paulusplatz zu
Jerusaler::'i,u ~ Heilii?:e ~, :{LV!Il (1904), 65-70.
38 A. A., Turkei 175 g ("Das Coenaculur'1 und. d.ie Dormition
de la sainte vieq~e 11 ), document No. Al3237, dated Stpte:nber 19,
1900. Also see docur~.cnts No. Al3237, Septe111ber 21, 1900 and
Al3349, Septec-riber 21, 1900.
39 A su.gges tion. by the ••verein von Heili~en Lande" r:1ade
in DeceDber, 1898 to place bids for the des:i.sn of the church was
vetoed by E:rnperor \villiam II. He de1~'anded that one architect
be assi~n<:xi, and that he should re:Jort directly to him. (A. A.,
Tiirkei 175 g No. Al4380, Decer:1ber 14, 1898).

40For a full discussion of this stage of the construction

41 I

In the meantime construction at the Damascus Gate

also begun.

w~s

The planned hospice, which was to be called the hos-

pice of St. Paul, and the school were to be housed in a two
winged building.

The right wing was to be large enough to accom-

modate the administrative staff and 150-200 pilgrims.
wing was to be spacious enough for 100 students.

The left

Construction

at this site proved much less difficult than on .hount Zion, and
proceeded much faster.
Addressing the Fiftieth Convention of the German Catholics
in Cologne, a spokesman for the "Verein von

Heili~en

Lande" on

August 25, 1903 called upon the delegates to support the projects
of the society in Palestine and to promote pilgrimages to the
Holy Land.
that the

11

Drawing loud applause the speaker told his listeners
Verein von Heiligen Lande" was not only doing its Qath-

olic, but also its patriotic duty.

The initiative that was begun

by Emperor William 11 had boosted "Deutschtum" in Palestine; however, he continued, if German influence in Palestine was to grow,
greater support for the society would have to be forthcoming.
"Each German Catholic," the speaker amidst stormy applause declared, "must for the honor of God and the honor of the German
name partake in this crusade~ 4 1

The progress of the buildings in Jerusalem soon provided
the "Verein von Heiligen Lande" with several opportunities to increase the nt'L"Tlber of organized pilgrimages to Palestine.

'l'wo

see the several articles by .Heinrich Renard in .Q!:.!. }!eili:te Land
beginnin~ on April 1, 1903. Also useful is the article by Ja'k'Ob
Marchand in ~ Heilige ~' XLVlll (1904), 101-109.
41.!.2!.2.., XLVIl (1903), 149.

l/~

celebrations in

¥~rch,

1904, one commemorating the inauguration

of the crypt of the church ''··laria Heimgang" and the other the
inauguration of the foundation of the left wing of .the St. Paul
hospice, attracted a German pilgrim caravan of 150 persons.
Another celebration for which 130 pilgrims came took place in
March, 1906.

The first event, celebrated on l•tarch 20, saw the

completed right wing housing the hospice of St. Paul transferred
to Father P. Wilhelm Schmidt, the former director of the German
hospice at the Jaffa Gate.

The second event, celebrated on the

following day, witnessed the transfer of the church '*Maria Heimgang11 to the Benedictines of Beuron. 42 Among the pilgrims who
came for the occasion were Freiherr von Stotzingen, the Abbot
of Naria Lach, and Dr. Klein, the Vice President of the "Verein
von Heiligen Lande."

Both men, while on their way to Palestine,

were presented to the Sultan by von Marschall.

43·

In the meantime another large German institution known

as the "Auguste Victoria Stiftung" was being built at the northern edge of the Mount of Olives in Jerusalem.

The building,

erected on a twenty-five acre site which was purchased through
the efforts of the German Empress in 1903, was designed by Robert
Leibnitz, the Imperial architect.

It was a square-like two story

structure with a tower that rose to a neight of 200 feet.

The

42According to an agreement that was si.G;ned between the
"Verein von Heili~en Landen and the Benedictines on February 15,
1905, the f oraier agreed to: 1. Bear all the cos ts arisin~ from
re~airs, and upkeep of the buildings. 2. To ~ay 7000 Francs each
year for the administration of the church. 3. To arrange for cost
free vacations at £-n..--;iaus (Kubebe). This contract expired on February 15, 1910. It was then renewed only orally. See A. A.,
Turkei 175 g, No. A33545, November 19, 1915.
43.!.!?.12.., No. A4316, March 2, 1906.
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new institution, in accordance with the wishes of the Empress,
was to provide a double function:

it was to serve as a sani-

torium and convalescent home for German residents of Palestine,
also as a national center where all Germans could celebrate
44
their national holidays.
The inauguration of the new building

and

on March 31, 1907 provided the occasion for another great celebration.

Among the more eminent guests who came to Palestine for

this event were Dr. Dryander, the Imperial Court Preacher, and
Freiherr von Mirbach.
The completion of the "Auguste Victoria Stiftung 0 was
celebrated along with that of the church "Maria Heimgang" in the
spring of 1910.

'llle structure that was erected on the site of

the "Dormition 11 was specifically designed to have "something of
a monumental appearance" for it was to serve more than mere "practical needs.''45

Its imposing appearance however elicited mixed

reactions.

As expressed by an Italian the buildin·g represented
nothing but "barbaria Teutonica. 1146 Regardless of its architectual merits, however, no one in Jerusalem was going to be deprived
of a constant reminder of Germany's new symbolic presence in the
city.

For if not all could be made to view the church, at least,
it was hoped, all would hear its bells chime. 47 The number of
44Altneuland, III (1906), 103.
4 5Q!..! Heilip;e ~, XLVIII (1904), P•
46

~ 1 Die Dormition im Jahre 1908,tt 12.!£., Llll (1909), 25.

47 The following arrangement was installed:
I. c major weighing 5060 Lb.
11. e major weighing 3125 Lb.
Ill. f major weighing 2116 Lb.
lv. g major weighing 1496 Lb.
See Ibid., LIII (1909), 25. Also "Die Glocken fur die !:>ions-

-
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Gernians who came to Palestine to celebrate the completion of
these two institutions totaled 704 persons.
Among the more eminent Germans who came to Palestine for
this celebration were the Prince and Princess Eitel Friedrich
and the Princes Konrad and George of Bavaria.

His Majesty Prince

Eitel Friedrich, accompanied by A..'Tibassador von Marschall, arrived
in Jaffa on April 6, 1910.

Besides visiting Jerusalem the Prince

and the Princess also paid visits to the German colonies of Sarona,
Jaffa, and Haifa. 48

Prince Eitel Friedrich on his visit brought

with him a present from his father the Emperor.

The present con-

sisted of two bronze statues of the German Emperor and Empress in
more than actual life size.

The statue of the Emperor represented

him as a knight of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem.

The second

statue represented the Empress holding a model of the new institution bearing her name and wearing the "Cross of the Mount of
Olives."

This emblem consisting of a red Jerusalem cross, with

four small crosses placed between the four arms and a white eight•
pointed cross of St. John in the center, was created to commemorate the founding of the HAuguste Victoria Stiftung."

The two

large statues were created by the famous German sculptor Albert
Horitz ·..Jolff, and were placed within the court of the institution
in Jerusalem. 49
Not unlike the visit of his father in 1098, Prince .l::itel
kirche in Jerusalem," ~ Heilirae 1&.!:,g, XLVlll (1904), 9-13.
48A. A., Preussen 1 !~o. 3 No. 7 ( 0 Prinz Eitel-Friedrich");
reel r.:o. AC.P 338; No. A6574, dated Jaffa, April 7, 1910. For the
visit of the .Princess to Haifa see .:f:.!?.1£., document r~o. A7027,
April 15, 1910.
49Ih! Illustrated London ~,.March 26, 1910, p. 456.
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Friedrich's presence in Palestine served to suddenly once again
raise suspicions ovt'::!r Germany's intentions in .Palestine.

"L·iothing

is more remarkable in the recent history of the Holy Land than
the growth of German interests and German institutions •• " declared
~Illustrated London~ on March 26, 1910. 50 Picking up the
same story, and commenting on the new German institutions and

-

the two statues that were brought to Jerusalem, the French L'lllustration remarked that the latest developments were "enough to
call the attention of Europe to the Germanization of Palestine •• ~l
To emphasize its contention the paper alarmingly called attention
to the extremely heavy construction of the German institutions
and concluded that since they have all been erected on strategic
sites, these structures should really be referred to as German
fortresses.

A series of illustrations which accompanied the'stoi:y
52

left little doubt that the structures were indeed massive.

Ger-

many 1 s growing presence in Palestine also drew the· attention of
certain French language papers in Constantinople.

'!be reaction

of the Moniteur Oriental even drew the attention of Emperor Wil-

liam II.

Conmienting on· an article in that paper which criticized

France for not following a more aggressive posture in Palestine,
the Emperor in the margin of the report wrote:

"Impudent. 1153

The Lutheran church of the Redeemer, the church "haria

Heimgang,tt the new St. Paul hospice, and the "Auguste Victoria
50lbid.
5lnr-orteresses Allemandes En Terre Sainte, .. L 1 Illustrasion,
April 16, 1910, p. 354.

521..2!.2..,
53A. A.,

pp. 354-356.

Preussen 1 No. 3 No. 7, document Nl. Al0948,
Miquel to tiethmann Hellweg, June 21, 1910.
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Stiftung," as the above mentioned journals correctly pointed out,
represented only part of Germany's religious and cultural work

in Palestine.

Both the German Protestants and the Geru1Bn Cath-

olics, it will be

re~'le··;bered,

supported various smaller projects

tong before Emperor ;alliam II' s visit.

Following the visit such

sctivity too was both maintained and expanded.
i~portant

Among the more

new German Evangelical undertakings in Palestine was

the creation of the "Deutsch Evangelische lnstitute fur Altertumsforschung des Heiligen Landes" (The Gertnan Evangelical Institute for the Research of the Antiquities of the Holy Land), which
was opened in Jerusalem in November, 1903.

The readiness of the

Evangelical Church to establish an institute T.tas taken on June

19, 1900 at

th~

Gerwan Evengelical Church Conference at Eisenach.

The directory of the institute, it was decided, would be head-

quartered in Berlin, and the director of the center in Jerusalem
would be named by the Emperor.

The purpose of the. center in

Jerusalem was to conduct excavations, do research, offer biblical
studies and teach- oriental languages.

The costs of excavations

and research were to be born by the "Deutsche Verein Zur Erf or.
u54 administrative expenses by the German ~van"
sch ung Pa l astina,
gelical Church. 55 The institute was officially opened in Jeru-

salem on November 15, 1903. In a speech delivered during the opening ceremony the German Consul-General in Jerusalem declared that

the new center of learning gives concrete evidence of Germany's
growing scientific influence in Palestke.56 1he first director named
54For the founding of this society see above, p. 71.
55Altneuland, I (1904), 379.

56Y!!. Heilige ~' XLVIII (1904), 50-51.
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by the Emperor to head the institute was Dr. Gustav Dalman: of

the University of Leipzig.

Under his direction the institute

established a curriculum which attracted visiting professors
from German universities, a library, a museum, and a scholarly
publication called the Palastina Jahrbuch.
The largest German Evangelical charitable and educational
complex operating in Palestine was the Syrian Orphanage headed
by Pastor Schneller. 57 It consisted of a large orphanage for
boys in Jerusalem, a girls' orphanage, the Armenian orphanage in
Bethlehem, a large trade school, a grammar school attended by
400 students, a seminar for teachers and preachers, an institution for the blind, and an agricultural school and orphanage at
Bir Salem. 58 Also continuing its missionary and educatiohal work
was the ••Jerusalem Verein." · Through its efforts a new Evangelical church was founded in 1905 at Jaffa.
church were donated by the
the King of Wuttemberg.

~~peror

The chimes for this

and Empress, and the clock by

Also a new school and missionary house

were established by the·"Jerusalem Verein" at the village of
Beth-Sahur, west of Bethlehem. 59
German Catholic enterprises outside Jerusalem were also
expanded.

Emmaus, purchased in the late 1880's, was made over

the years into a summer resort which served the German Catholic
community of Jerusalem.

A similar establishment called "Eliasruh"

was established in 1902 on .Mount Carmel to serve the German Cath57For the founding of the institution see above, Chapter
l,

p. 18.

58 Altneuland, II (1906), 359.
59 11Jerusalemvereine," Altneuland, II (1905), 435-436.
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olic community in Haifa.

The sisters of the Order of Barromeus

who administered this institution also continued to administer
the German hospital in Haifa, the German hospice, and the school
for girls that was established in the city in 1888. 60 The center
for German Catholic missionary activity in the Galilee was the
settlement of Tabgha.

It was from there that the various schools

supported by the ••verein von Heiligen Lande" in northern Palestine were supervised.

Among these schools was a boys' school

attended by 60 to 80 students at the village of Moghar, a school
attended by 60 to 70 students at Rameh, a school attended by 40
to 50 boys and 15 girls at Bar 1 aschit, another school attended by
18 boys and girls at Safed el Batich, two schools, one for 40
boys and the other for 35 girls at Tibnin, a school for 25 students at En Kafachije, a similar school at Deir Dugheija, and
another two schools, one for 60 to 70 students, the other for
30 to 35 girls, at Qana.

61

Of growing importance for Germany's position in Palestine was also the educational work of the German Jewish society
that was known as "Der Hilfsverein der Deutschen Juden."

This

society established in April, 1901 for philanthropic purposes
also turned its attention to the field of

educ~tion.

BeU.:eving

in the principle that the need of the Jews in the Orient to

learn the German language was relative to Germany's growing fi•
nancial and technical influence in the Near East, the society by
60uzum silber• jubileum der deutschen Borromaeinnen in

-

Jerusalem," Das

Heili~e

-Land,

LVI (1912), 104-109.

61 see the series of articles "Ein besuch in Galilaa und
in den Schulen des Deutschen Vereins von Heiligen Lande," .!.21£.,

pp. 27-35; 93-104; 155-162.
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1914 was already supporting forty-four institutions in the area.
Of these, twenty-eight institutions with over 3000 students were
located in Palestine.

Half of these were located in Jerusalem,

the rest were divided be.tween Jaffa, Haifa, Safed, Tiberias,
Hebron and the Jewish agricultural colonies of Rechovot and
Katrah.

The oldest and largest school administered by the •tttil•

f sverein" was the Lamel school in Jerusalem.

A.'Ilong the various

institutions supported by the society were kindergartens, elementary schools, secondary schools, a teachers' seminar and a technical institute. 62
Another German Jewish institution established in Palestine was the ''Bezalel 11 school for arts and crafts which was foun63
ded by professor Boris Schatz of Berlin in 1905.
This institution as was clearly indicated,for instance,by

~Illustrated

London ~, 64 was regarded before 1914 as purely a German enterprise.
Jewish Rivalry over German Influence
The activity of the "Hilfs verein der Deutschen Juden"
in the Near East rivaled that of the French supported ''Alliance
israelite universelle" and therefore naturally gained the support
of the German Government.

The idea that a German Jewish School

Association should be formed in order to operate in a sphere that
was

bein~

exclusively exploited by the French was first raised

6 2zwolfter Geschf:.ftsbe:·richt ( 1913) des Hilf svereins der
Deutschen Juden (Berlin, 1914), p. 15--anci pP:-47-65.
----

63"B~richt des Bezalel," Altneu1And 1 III (1906), 307-325.

64~ Illustrated London ~' March 26, 1910, p. 456.
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in 1898 by James Simon.

65

Writing to the German Foreign Minis-

try about his idea Simon coupled it with a sug3estion that in

case of an emergency the institutions envisioned would receive
66
.
~ ire.
.
t h e pro t ec t i.on
o f th e Gerrnan .c;mp
The proposal to create
a society that would compete with the "Alliance" was. supportE!d
by both von Rosen, the German Consul-General in Jerusalem, and

Ambassador von Jvfarschall in Constantinople. 67

Von Marschall,

submitting his views over the project to Chancellor von Hohenlohe,
stressed the commercial rather than the political advantages for
Germany inherent in the proposal.

However, at the same time he

also

admitted that the proposed society would ttto a certain degree block French influence" in the Near East. 68
Taking due notice of the establishment of the lfHilfs•
verein der Deutschen Juden" in 1901, and its friendly connections
to the German Foreign Ministry, the Zionist leadership too once
again attempted to interest the German Government in its own
political aims.

In a long memorandum submitted to State Secretary von Richthofen on February 23, 1902, Max Bodenheimer69 called

on the German Government to lend its support to the Zionist movernent

rather than to the "Hilfsverein."

German support for the

latter organization, he suggested, raised the danger that France,
Russia, and England might conclude that this Jewish society was
65A. A., Tiirkei 195, No. All008, James Simon to von Huhn,
September 21, lJ98.

-·

66lbid

67~., No. Al2334, Therapia, August 30, 1900.
68~.

69Max Bodenheimer was the president of the Zionist Federation of Germany until 1910.
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a mere tool of Germany.

GerP'lBn support for the Zionist mo'ver:ient,

on the other hand, Bodenheimer

su~gested,

would raise no suspi-

cions, since the aims of the movement, unlike those of the "Hilfsverein'' were not concentrated first and foremost on furthering
one specific European language or culture.

Germany's interest

would best be served, Bodenheimer continued, if the German Foreign i·finistry were to indicate to the influential German Jews
who support the

towards Zionism.

11

Hilf sverein° that it was positively inclined
Developing his argument the Zionist leader re-

minded von Richthofen that there were close to eight million Jews
concentrated in eastern Europe who spoke a German national dialect - the so-called German Jewish jargon.

The Jewish masses in

the East re?resented one united but propertyless element that
lacked a European education.

Once these people could reech a

land where they would be free to direct their own destiny they
would quite naturally due to their language affinity be apt to
adopt the German culture.

The fact that all the important Zion-

ist leaders were themselves German could be expected to stimulate
this process.

However, in order to ensure the German character

of the future Zionist leaders, i t would be important to gain the
support of the influential German Jews

who

founded the HHilfs-

verein.1170
The fulfillment of the Zionist goal, Bodenheimer 1 s memorandu.m to von Richthofen declared, could have important consequences for Gerr:1any 1 s interests in the Near East.

German nat-

ionals, Jews and non Jews, would take up teaching positions in
70

,.
A. A,, Turkei 195, No. A3120.
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new· institutions, German engineers, technicians, doctors, ·scholars
and other professionals would find new employment opportunities.
Indeed a completely new relationship between Germany and the Near
East would come about.

At the same time, the Jews due to their

ties with the west and their racial affinity to the east would
form a "live bridge" that would connect Europe's culture with
Asia.

Consequently, according to Bodenheimer, ••the German lan-

guage and the German culture would dominate all of hither Asia~171
Turning to some of the antagonism that was being voiced
by some of the German colonists in Palestine and their supporters,
Bodenheimer tried to assure the German Secretary of State that
the work of the Zionists in Palestine would also be of benefit to
the existing German colonies.

The Jewish farmers, he suggested,

should be regarded as natural allies of the German settlers in
their struggle to overcome "barbarism and an inferior culture."
The development of Palestine could be of equal benefit to
and Germans.

Jew~

By cooperating with the Zionist movement Germany

could utilize these colonies as a bridge that would connect the
German nation with the new Jewish nation.

The opposition of the

German settlers in Palestine to the work of the Zionists made
sense only if Germany herself intended to colonize Palestine.
Such a policy, Bodenheimer ventured to suggest, wouid draw severe
opposition from other interested European Powers.

Therefore,

only by supporting the aim of the Zionist movement to achieve an
internationally based agreement with the Turkish Government, he
concluded, would it be possible for Germany to "turn Syria and

71 Ibid.

-
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Palestine into a German sphere of influence•• ( ''ein deutsches
72
interessen Gebite").
Despite the thrust of the above memorandum and Theodor
Herzl's renewed effort to gain another audience with Emperor
William 11 through the good offices of the Duke of Baden, 73
the attitude of the German Foreign Ministry towards the Zionist
movement remained negative.

Its position as was outlined in an

unsigned Aide Memoire dated January 26, 1904 was sununed up in
the sentence:

"Zionism has shown that no specific German inter-

est is involved here. 1174

To support this unambiguous declaration

the document pointed out that Theodor Herzl was not a German
citizen and that the Zionist movement had little success in recruiting members in Germany.

More important, however, from a

political point of view, was the (i·ocument• s assertion that German support for the Zionist aims

0 would

bring on irreparable

damage on all our other interests in Turkey. 1175

The same nega-

tive attitude towards Zionism was repeated by the German Foreign
Ministry three years later. Thus in response to an inquiry by
Freiherr von Mirbach 76 about Germany's policy towards Zionism,
the Foreign Ivlinistry in 1907 once again unequivocably stated that

72.ill£.
73 oocuments ,!!!. Facsimile, No. 46, p. 98. Theodor Herzl
to the Grand buke l',redericl<. of Baden, January 25, 1904.
74
ill2,., I<o. 47, p. 101. AideHemoire dated Jan. 26, 1904.

75!lli·

76 von Mirbach had accompanied Emperor William II to Pales-

tine in 1898. He a~ain went to Palestine in 1907 in order to be
present at the inauguration ceremony of the "Auguste Victoria
Stiftung. ' 1
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the "wishes of the Zionists cannot be supported by us because of
our relations to Turkey.tt 77
The German Foreign Ministry's inability to establish any
COIT'.mon interests with the Zionist movement sharply contrasted
with its friendly attitude towards the "Hilf sverein der deutschen
Juden. ''

Satisfied that the activities of this society could

serve German interests, the Foreign Ministry exhibited special
interest in the projected construction of the "Jewish Institute
for Technical Education in Palestine,"

in which the ''Hilfs-

verein11 along with other Jewish interests was actively involved! 8
The value of such a project for Germany was outlined by James
Simon, the president of the ''Hilfsverein" in a letter written to
Under State Secretary von Zimmerman on September 21, 1909. Stressing the German character of the project James Simon advised von
Zimmermann that not only would the German language be used for
tea.ching purposes, but that admission to the institute would ·not
be limited to Jewish students.

The land on which the institute

was to be erected, Simon advised, had already been purchased,
and was registered in his own name.

However, the important Tur-

kish permit to begin construction was still needed.

It, along

77 A. A., Europa Generalia 84 ("Alliance israelite universelle"); reel No. K694; document.No. A3528, March 3, 1907.
78According to inforrnatio~ related to the German Foreign
Ministry the main contributors to the project were: 1. The "Hilfsverein" (contribution of $300,000 by Cohn-Oppenheim, and $100,000
by James Simon). 2. The American Jacob Schiff of Frankfurt (contribution of $100,000). 3. "The German educated H.ussian familyH
Wizotzky (contribution of 200,000 Rubels). 4. The Zionist Nat•
ional Fund (contribution of 100,000 Francs). See A. A., Turkei
195, i~o. Al6933. Consul Hardegg to Bethmann Hollweg, Haifa,
August 8, 1913.
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with some other concessions, the ''Hilf sverein"

hopJ~d

to obtain
79
through the intercession of the German Foreign Li.nistry.
Responding to this letter and to a verbal explanation of
the project by Ephraim Cohn, the Director of the Lamel school in

Jerusalem, the Foreign Ministry on September 26, 1909 instructed
Ambassador von i-Iarschall to act on behalf of the "Hilfsverein" in
Constantinople.

80

The Ambassador, even though he personally sup-

ported the project, advised that he had been unable to gain the
requested concessioPs.

Since that was the case, von Marschall

suggested that the work on the institution should be started
even without any official permit and that negotiations with the
81
authorities should be taken up at a later time.
Acting upon this suggestion, and von Marschall's further

~

.J.:.i

1l

assurance to Paul Nathan, the General Manager of the 1•Hilfsverein"
82
.
to ••build and l will protect you, 11
the actual construction was
begun.

At first no interference on the part of the Turkish auth-

orities in Haifa was encountered.

But on January 12, 1911 the

authorities suddenly halted the activity.

Since the intervention

of the German Co.nsulate in Haifa was of no avail, the "Hilfsverein0 once again turned to the German. Foreign .Ministry for "direction and help. n83 Demanding that he take appropriate steps, the
Foreign Ministry forwarded the appeal to von .Marschall.

The Am-

79!.£i9.., r~o. Al5623.
80Ib"d
~·,o. ~Al5623 •
l. ~. , ..
September ~1909.

Report No. 14 72 to von r·iarschal 1,

8llbid., No. Al9345.
Nover.ber lb,1909.

Von Marschall to Bethmann Hollweg,

82~., 1,:0. Al692, JanuR.ry 25, 1911.
83.illi·
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bassador•s intervention had the desired results.

Reporting on

his efforts von ; .arschall on February 8, 1911 replied that the
Turkish Government had issued instructions to its officials in
84
Haifa not to interfere.
The official Turkish building permit
which was consequently issued was, as the Ambassador's report
did not fail to stress, granted only thanks to Germany's diplo.
.
i on. 85
matic
1ntervent

The inauguration

cere~nony

for the foundation of the tech-

nical institute in Haifa took place on April 11, 1912.

Parti-

cipating in the ceremony was Dr. Loytved Hardegg, the German
Vice Consul in Haifa, who on this occasion extended the German
Government's good wishes for the success of the enterprise. Reporting about these festivities to the Foreign Ministry the Consul took special notice of the fact that not all of the speeches
delivered that day were in German.

The introduction of Zionist

speakers delivering their speeches in Hebrew, according to the
report, reflected "symptoms of great Zionist influence in the
project. 1186

Seizing the opportunity to voice his own views

about the steadily increasing Jewish activity in Palestine Consul Hardegg urged the l"oreign Hinistry to pay greater attention
to the Zionist rnove;-.ent •. That movec.:ent, he added, would eventu~

ally be of greater importance in Palestine than the

t,

To back up his views Consul Ifardegg offered a statistical analysis

11

Hilf sverein."

l.'.

t;'
~;

I

841J2.i2.., No. A2835, Marschall to Bethmann Hollweg.
85 1bid., to. A383, telegram No. 26, von t-'.arschall to
rnann Hollwe~, January 2, 1912.
86

1912.

~., t:o.

A7588,

Harde!~g to

Beth-

Bethrnann Hollweg, April 18,
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of all the "Ger;r,.:m speaking Jews" scattered "round the world, and

reminded the Foreign

l.~inistry

of the close cultural relation that

existed between Judaism, the Ger::r.an culture, and the Zionist movement.

The "Filfsverein," he conceded, through its many schools

in Palestine was spreading the German lan?,uage; however, he

stressed, the trend a•11ong the Jews in Palestine was definitely
.
1 or i entat1on.
.
87
towar d s a greater nat1ona

Returning to the same subject one year later, Dr. Loytved
Hardegg once again called the attention of the Foreign Hinistry
to the wor!:. of the Zionists in Palestine.

Repeating his pl:evious

observation Consul Hardegg advised that among the Jews in .!!alestine (he mistakenly placed their nu'."'.1ber at 200,0:)0 whe..'l in fact
the correct ntL-nber was 90,000) spoken Hebrew was slowly replacing
the German language.

This being an unwelcomed development from

the German point of view, Consul Hardegg suggested that the German Government before granting the Technical
coveted protection should

~~ke

lnst~tute

its much

it a condition that German be

instituted as an obligatory first language.

Reading this report

Emperor William 11 enthusiastically gave his approval to the Consul's suggestion.

His marginal

com..~en t read:

A further call to the German Foreign

"Good t
~Iinistry

Yes I 088
not to

neglect the increasin§'. importance of the Jewish comrriunity in
Pales~ine

came in 1913

fro~

Baron Hans van

,..,
.
l e. 89
•.jerman
An:; b RSsa d or at ConstR.nt1nop

~angenheim,

the new

Rf:f errin!'5 to a report

87~.

88.lli2_., No. Al0279, Hardegg to Bethmann Hollweg, Hay 9,

1913.
89von Wangenheim replaced von M"'rschall in Constantinople
in 1912.
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from Jerusalem, according to which the Hebrew secondary school
in the city was plAced under French protection, and another report that indicated that France was extending her protection to
Jews who caone to Palestine from r;orocco, the Ambassador voiced
suspicion that France intended to ex:oand her Syrian sphere of
influence also over Palestine.

He therefore

su~gested

that Ger-

many should increase her own influence by placing all the institut ions of the lfHilf sverein'' in Palestine under German protection. 90
The pending decision regarding the official language to
be adopted by the technical institute in Haifa was anxiously
anticipated by the German officials concerned with this matter.
Suggesting that the German members on the board of directors of
the institute be pressured to insist upon the acceptance of the
German language, Consul Hardegg reminded the Foreign Ministry
of the

L~portance

Near East.

of the project for Germany's position in the

Should the German language become a prerequisite for

entering the institution, the Consul stressed, then all the
lower schools not only in Palestine but also in Syria would have
to off er German in order for their students to enter this institution.

On the. other hand, as Consul Hardegg saw it, the intro-

duction of Hebrew into subjects other than ethics, religion, and
history, would limit the institution to Jews only. 91
The vote

re~arding

the official language of the institute

9 olbid., No. Al3408, von Wangenheim to Bethmann Hollweg,
June 30, l~ Also ~o. Al3409, June 30, 1913.
91 Ibid., No. Al6933, Hardegg to Bethmann Hellweg, August
8, 1913. -
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was taken in Berlin on October 26, 1913.
ded not to institute any

obli~atory

Althou~h

it was deci-

official lan.e,11age, a majority

on the board of directors voted for Dr. Paul Nathan's formulation
that all scif'ntific and technical courses be

tau~ht

in German.

'l.'he decision was hailed by Consul Hardegg as being of
importance for the German language in Turkey.n 92

"utmost

The decision,

however, so outraged the three Zionist members of the board (the
directory was made up of twenty-five members) that they decided
to resign. 93
The decision of the Zionists to resign from the board of

directors resulted in a sharp dispute that involved the Zionist
movement and the "Hilfsverein."

The dispute,carried in Palestine

into the school system of the "Hilfsverein:' was named "the war
of the languages."

Reporting on the outbreaks that accompanied

the ttwar," Dr. Brode, the German Vice Consul in Jaffa, accused the
Zionists of using "terror tactics."

And fearing that these might

ultimately hurt Germanism in Palestine he suegested that the
seoaratist tendencies of the Zionists should, possibly with Russian help, be brought to the attention of the Turkish

Governmen~

The dispute was officially settled on February 22, 1914 when the
board of directors under.the pressure of its American and Russian
1rembers decided to satisfy the Zionist demand and to gradually
increase the subjects taught in Hebrew.
92

~., No. A23900, November 10, 1913.

93

~. For the Zionist monetary contribution to the
project see footnote No. 77 above.
94 1bid., No. A23894, Dr. Brode to rlethmann ttollweg, .Nove,1!ber 24, ETI.
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The effects of the "war of the languages" strengthened
the Zionist position in Palestine, especia.lly within the Jewish
educational system.

However, at th<' same time, the Zionist

t)OSition within Germany was severely damaged.

The move,·~ent

which from its start was not very popular in Germany was now resented there even more.

The relations of the movement with the

German .Foreign i1inistry, never too cordial, remained frozen.
Only after the outbrea:< of the First World War were the necessaz:y
conditions for a new dialogue created.

COi"'-lCLUSION

This study has demonstrated that Palestine for many years
commanded much greater and wider attention in Germany than historians have hitherto

indicated~

The impetus for Germany 1 s involvement .in Palestine was

at first, both in the .Middle Ages and in the nineteenth century,
primarily religious.

HoWE'Ver, the relationship that developed

between these two distant lands was not merely emotional.

Al-

though the German Government throughout the period covered by
this study never followed a policy that was aimed to either
politically or commercially dominate the Holy Land, the thought
of such a possibility was not entirely absent in Germany.

Any

such thoughts were quite naturally reenf orced by the seemingly
pending dissolution of the 'J.'urkish Empire in the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth century and the belief of rnany that
Germany must participate in this eventual partition.

The first

wave of ideas that envisioned the German colonization of the
Near East surfaced in the 1840 1 s

im.~ediately

after the opening

of Syria and falestir.e to Western penetration.

Of the various

projects that were advanced at that time the only one to actually
materialize was the German colonization of Palestine.

Although

the 'fe,·nple Society was primarily a relisdous organization, it did,

as was

d~monstrated,

also embody certain political notions.

The work of the Te;nple Society in Palestine has not re197
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ceived due historical

reco.~nition.

As this study has shown the

early contributions of the Ger1•1an settlers to the agricultural
and co:ri-nercial developrr,ent of l'alestine in the nineteenth cen-

tury were quite significant.

Moreover,

th~

r.iere presence of a

relatively large nu·nber of German nationals in the Holy Land
forced the German

Gover~1ment,

at. least on certain occasions, to

pay much greater attention to events in Palestine than it would

have other;.;ise done.
·~

This, as was seen, was particularly the -

t

case during Prince Bismarck's chancellorship.

1

were supported throughout the years before 1914 by various Ger-

j

'

The efforts of the Temple Society to colonize Palestine

man colonial interests.

A review of the German press has shown

that Palestine received considerable coverage by the colonial
press as well as by other journals that were specifically interested in the Holy Land.

The efforts to advance the German col-

onization of Palestine were only partially successful.

However,

by 1914 there were a total of eight German colonies flourishing
in the Holy Land.

The most important of these was the colony of

Haifa, which together with those of Bethlehem (Galilee) and Waldheim, consisted of about 600 German inhabitattts.
tance was the

co~plex

Next in impor-

of German colonies that were established

in and around the port city of Jaffa.

The

urb~n

colony of Jaffa

together with the agricultural colonies of Sarona, walhala, i\euherdthof and wilhelma were inhabited by about 800 Germans.

An•·

other estimated 400 German nationals lived in the colony of
Rephai•n in Jerusalem, while still others r·.!sided in cities like
Ramalah, Nablus and hazareth.

These Germans were financially the

most secure element of the population.

As shown here, at least
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until 1914, they owned the most important trading firms, hotels
and other commercial establish1nents, and were therefore of much
greater influence in Palestine than their relatively low number
may indicate.

1

No other European power was similarly represented in
Palestine.

'TI1e advantage that Germany enjoyed in the Holy Land

came into sharp focus during Emperor William l l 1 s journey to the
East.

This advantage, however, despite the many fears and sus-

picions that the trip raised in Europe, was not, politically
speaking, fully exploited by the German Government.
tance of Palestine to Germany during the era of
had to be

wei~hed

0

The impor-

Weltpolitiklt

against other, more over-riding, German inter•

ests in the Ottoman

Ei~pire.

It was not surprising, therefore,

that the German Foreign Ministry was careful not to sacrifice its
growing warm political and economic ties with Turkey merely to
gain advantages in Palestine.

Such considerations. were most

consistently followed by the German Foreign Ministry in its deal-

ings with the Zionist movement:.

The

~dea

that the emigration of

Jews to Palestine would politically and socially benefit Germany
was shared by both Zionists and anti-Semites.
seen, also appealed to .E.rnperor William II.

The idea, as was

However, his enthu-

1 The exact number of Gerr.ians in Pglestine before 1914 is
not known. Th€! nuzr;bers ~iven here are based on figures quoted
in a series of articles which appeared in the Deutsc:1e Kolonia 1post in 1911. See 11 Die deutschen Siedlun~en in Palastina, '' in
the January, r'ebruary, l•!arch, April and i•i.ay issues of this Jour•
nal. It is of interest to note that while the German population
of Palestine before 1914 appJ:'OXirnated 2000 souls, the number of
Germans who lived in 1908 in To~o was 213, in the Cameroons 965,
in German East Africa 1954, in ~outhwest Africa 5295 and in the
German possessions in the South Seas 994. See Deutsche Kolonialzeitung ~ XXVI (October, 1909).
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siasm was

disp~lled by

to Zionism.

the opposition of the l'urkish Government

In fact, the same considerations governed all future

contacts between the German Foreign i\{inistry and the Zionist:
movement at least until 1914.
Wilhelmian Germany, while not inclined to press her influence in· Palestine at the expense of her ties with Turkey,
.could not, however, disregard the ambitions of other .C:uropean
powers in the Holy Land.

'£he competition among the Great Powers

for influence in Palestine was primarily cultural.

The German

participation in this rivalry was given expression by the building of churches, hospitals, clinics and

~

variety of educational

institutions in which the teaching of German values and the German
language was stressed.

The significance attached by the German

Foreign Ministry to such projects was demonstrated in the handling
of issues like the acquisition of the "Dormition" and the socalled "war of the languages. 11

No major German industrial enter-

prises were established in Palestine.

'Ihe reason for this, how-

ever, as was seen, was not a lack of interest but rather the fact
that other more attractive economic opportunities represented

r

themselves to ·German capitalists in other areas of the Near East.
Germany's overall position in Palestine before 1914 was
believed in Gerr1any to be sufficiently advanced not to let any
foreign power gain predominance over that land.

Especially out-

spoken on this point was the Deutsche kolonialoost which was published in Stuttgart from 1906 to 1914.

Thus, for instance, com-

men ting in its uecerc1ber, 1912 issue on a declaration b;r Raymond
Poincare, the President of France, concerning that country's role
in the Near East, the paper called attention to Germany's own
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interests in Turkey and particularly in Palestine.

Now was the

time, the Deutsche Kolonialpost declared, for the German nation

to do everything to prevent any foreign power from making unilateral claims over Palestine.

2

Repeatedly returning to the

same theme in later issues, the paper in May, 1913 declared that
Germany, in Turkey and in Palestine, had not only economic but
.also moral interests.

'lbe mighty German Empire with its 70 mil-

lion inhab.itants, the paper insisted, could not let another
"Morocco 0 happen again. 3
The German Government's position on this very subject
was, at least in 1913, not less assertive.

Thus, acting on a

hint received from the British Admiral Sir Berkeley Milne regarding a possible French move in Syria, the German Foreign .Ministry in April, 1913 ~ecided to display the German might in the
area. 4 Consequently the most powerful German warship ever to
visit Palestine arrived in Haifa on May 17, 1913.

·The ship, the

famous dreadnought "Goeben," stayed at Haifa until May 19 and
then continued for a visit to Jaffa.

Germany's position in Pal-

estine, which this naval demonstration intended to protect, was,
in the opinion of the ship's commander, indeed sufficiently advanced so that there could be no talk of only French interests
5
in the Holy Land.
2oeutsche Kolonialpost, Vil (December, 1912), 135.
3~., VIII (May, 1913), 64.

4A.A., Tiirkei 177 ("Acten betreffend den Libanon"); reel
No. UC 1 405; docu.nent No. A7077. Ileport by Ada .iral Trw:unler,
submitted to Beth~nann Hollweg. Also No. A6923, telegrarn Fo. 16,
April 5, 1913.
Srbid., r~o. Al2334/13. "Most confidential'' report from
a board the....lT(foeben" i•iay 31, 1913.
1
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How far Germany would have gone to protect her interests
in Palestine one year before the outbreak of the First ~vorld
cannot be definitely stAted.

\·lar

But even if it: is assurned that: in

case of a real crisis Germany would have backed down, the despatch of the "Goeben" to Syria and Palestine forcefully demonstrated the German Foreign .Ministry's more than casual concern
over the future of Germany's interests in this whole area.
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